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by Charles stratton

Abstract

Purpose:

By purpose in this investigation Is to determine if

there is an? relationship between the methods and devices

used for the expression of aaotlonal experiences in the two

fields of poetry end music. The medium of expression is

both poetry and uuslc is the same--sound and rhythm. Both

are in a state of flux or uovea»nt, i.e. they begin, they

proceed, they continue, and they end. There is no opportu-

nity in either, from the listening point of view, to return

to any Idea without interrupting the movement or repeating

the idea. .very point must be realized as the movement

proceeds. It Is reasonable, therefore, to expeet that raethods

which are striving for the same end should be similar.

Method of procedure:

The work presented In this investigation is ali.iost

wholly original. There is an extremely suall amount of

material on the subject, ay method has consisted of a cor-

relation of my knowledge of theoretical and practical cuaic



enquired throuch the teaching one study, over a nuisber of

years, of -mslcal literature end theory with an intuitive

and practical critical attitude developed through contact

with a Groat amount of good literature, especially poetry*

The results of my investigations have been compared

with the critical writings of the posts themselves « the

preface by Conrad Aiken to £he ^j£ of oralla and his

meats on contemporary poetry in ; Coptic laais , toe preface

•Tohn Gouie - letchcr to obi Ins and pagodas , the lntrodue-

tions by Any Lowell to Sword Blades and Poppy Keod. <en.

•—» ep« shoots. Mttgei o£ a floating arid, !»«ends.

aa^ £££ Orande's castle , aad the statement of method and

weed la the first volume of the anthology Issued by a group

of poets called the SaaRlste—fceae laaglst poets , 191^ . i

have also consulted Any Lowell's criticism of modern French

poetry in £|» rrenoh toots aad Arthur Sfweam* atody. The

awbolist flevoswnt Jn Literature* The critical oonasnta

i^ouis Untemeyer In Me anthologies—Jodarn American i-ootr

and Modem British Poetry have been of service.

The chief diffleulty with these sources has been the

fast that the poets have very little technical taowledge of

ansle and its asthode* Through ray study of musical litera-

ture—pianistlc, vocal, and instrumental— and through my

study end tsashing Of musical theory—harnonio and con-

trapuntal,—and the theories of musical form X en better



equipped to state more definitely the degree to which their

work is based on and related to isethods In isuaic than they,

lor source material In ausic I ass Indebted to '.eht.ann's

The Analysis of i.-or.v. In ualc , Goetschlus' The Larger ' on .s

of usteal composition, The .itxjpp.ionle 'oras of .usleal

Composition , anc flg .loory and Practice of 7ono-~olatiODs ,

Aclolf "eidig's Hawaonlc ..aterial and Its Uaea and :eacox-

Lehmann's Lesaoaa In Harmony .

I have read carefully the principal works of the chief

xodern poets and such work of the minor ones as has been

available in anthologies. By modern poets 1 mean those

whose work has been written since 1900, and especially those

whose principal work appeared between 1914 and 19S0. I

have read the complete works of Kdwin Arlington Robinson,

of Vachel Lindsay, of Robert Frost, of rdna st. Vincent

,,'illay, of Minor '.'ylie, of Carl r-andburg, of Ewa Pound,

of H.r., of Pobinson Jeffers, and the majority of the poetry

of A«y Lowell, Conrad Aiken, John Gould Fletcher, Wallace

Stevens, and Edgar Lee iastors. Others whose work has been

important^ though less completely avnilablo, are I llliam

Carlos •illiaias, Alfred Kroyraborg, Kart Crane, Lola nidge,

Jaj.es Oppotheiai, Adelaide Crapsey, and T.S. Hot. I have

also read ouch British poetry. In French I have read

of the work of Albert Sazaln, Francis -amass, Emlle



Yerhaaren, Paul ?ort, Paul verlaitio, and Henri do } egnier.

These letter were particular valueblo ae they are the

aodela and Inspiration for asueh modern poetry* especially

the Iaagiotic poeta and their followers, in reading this

poetry I have carefully considered it with reepeet to its

aim, purpose, and aethod and have sought to establish a

relationship with musical procedure wherever possible. I

have analysed carefully my own reading of this poetry and

have asked others to read eons aloud to me in order to

oospore cy reading with theirs, in this kin? of readine I

have tried to analyse the emotional effect of the poetry.

Having fors»d conclusions from this procedure I have co»-

pared sy reenlte with the erltical writings mentioned ear-

lier.

"esultej

I have pointed out the relationships and similarities

which oxiet between the sound elo. ents in both poetry and

enele and have indicated the difference which the uao of

words for the eouxaunieatioc of sound uakes* The develop-

raent of the melodic and harmonic idea in both has boon

discuaced. The means of developing aa idea through

tition and balanoo of materials has boon explained.

After eueh general consideration of the above relet

ships, I have shown similarities of a more subtle.



nevertheless quite real, character, Those are the develop-
ment and uae of rhythmic and tonal cadence* or conclusion
far the completion of thought units, the means of expanding
an Idea through the uae of refraina and repetition* which
lead to forme very similar m ^thod to those of the rondo
In oualc; the employment of set "melodic" and "hawaonic"

patterns which are treated In the manner of variation,, in
muaic, oepeclally in the style of the Chaconne and Pas-
sacaglla, the attempt., not wholly suoceaaful, to imitate
the highest forma of musical expression, the sonata form or
the symphony; and the manner m which short poems of fairly
closely related ideas, but of different mood and character
are moulded into a form closely resembling that of the suite
in music.

Hinor considerations growing from the study of the
preceding are those of contrapuntal or fugal treatment of
poetry and of tone color~onomatopocia~««pioyed to develop

* mood and utilited at times for effect. c<^par«bly to those
achieved in "jaw." i have also mentioned the influence of
impressionistic music of the modern French school of ...jdern

poetry, i have touched briefly on another type of poetry
which owes Its inspiration to mualc-a group of poems which
were definitely Inspired by musical compositions and which
in some cases have tried to Imitate the composition which
was the cource of their Inspiration.



IS MOrERK POETBY

Sound and Rhythm In Poetry and :usle

Poetry and music are the quintessence of personal ex-

perience revealed through the nsdiuns of sound and given

further definition through the ele .ent of rhythm. Poetry

uses the sounds of ordinary practical speech—the multitudi-

nous variety of vo.ei and consonantal sounds each possessed

of its own peculiar shad© of tonal color, its own distinc-

tive duration of utterance. All of these qualities may be

intensified or diminished by the degree of power with wl

they are uttered, .'.usic uses tones which are produced by

the regular and sustained vibration of soiae noving body.

The number of vibrations produces the sensation of pitch,

the amplitude of these vibrations produces the sensation of

intensity, and the relative power and intensity of haraonic

series of the fundamental tone produce the different timbres

which v,e are accustomed to associate the various Instruments

of the orchestra and the various types of hu:a.n voices.

Tic® is consumed in the expression of a i.iiaical or

poetical idea* Both are, in performance or reading, In a

state of flux—they begin, they proceed, they continue, and

they end. von the manners in which this period of time is



ivlded possess much similarity. In considering the

similarity of the tinve element in poetry and nuslc it is

important to keep in mind this point,—Oat the achisTanea

of expression—emotional, pictorial, and intellectual—is

accomplished in music at a much slower rate of speed than in

poetry because in the latter the sound element is conveyed

to the listener by mean© of words which possess a definite

meanin;;;, produce a certain emotional reaction, and construct

or recall fairly concise images. Tiiae in music is divided

into small equally distanced points called pulses or beats

A distinction is cade between these pulses by means of in-

tensity—stressing either one in two or one in three puis

The period of time between ono stressed and the next equally

stressed pulse constitutes a measure* These measures aay be

filled with note values of varying length. Poetry is tradi-

tionally divided into feet or metrical units of a varying

number of syllables, all of which occupy approximately the

save amount of time;

In both zusic and poetry too much stress has been lai

on the Importance of accent, both in a measure and in a

foot. A more important element in both is that of the

" thought-rhythm ." This rhythm is the movement or pror^ros

sion which carries one forward to the important words-

verbs or nouns—of the clauses, phrases, and sentences will

make up the poem. To be effective these thought ; roups must

d

1

am



pos3«33 varied though approximate tine value, mamt coincide

with the length of lines and stanzas, and oust be balanc

and contrasted with each other in auch a manner as to avoid

monotony, "ueleal structure ia cased on the same type of

though* croups. Here, actives, short figures, phrases-

complete or incomplete— , and periods are the thought units.

In each of these sections there is a definite jtoal~a de-

finite feeling of increasing tension followed by relaxatlon-

an important point toward which all loads and from which the

conclusion follows, ihich gives roaning to that which has

gone before and which defines that which is to follow. By

careful balance, variation, and valuation of these diffe

elements all of the Interest and growth of a musical compo-

sition is achieved. Ti^ese thought-groups in poetry are set

off further by insane of rhyme, the arrangement into lines

and stanzas, and as will be seen later by definite patterns

or cadences whioh bring the thought to a conclusion. The

flow of thought in Basic is Interrupted and clarified by

means of rests and by means of tonal and rhythmical

of various types.

The Characteristics of "ords and Tones as found conveyors

In addition to being tho vehicles through whioh sound

la given to the listener words carry further implications.

A word has a definite meaning—a dictionary definition.

Musical tones do not possess any such definiteness, altlsough



eerlain people suffering from eynaesthasla do Ma definite

colors in M i M fact that words do have definite mean-

ing is the Greatest hinderaaee to absolute poetry, sons

work In absolute poetry has been attempted In the writings

of Gertrude stein and in jaaea Joyce's book -ork In Pro-

gress, ords possess an emotional sense which has been

gained largely through the auditor's association with them.

It recalls to him other circumstances under which the word

has occurred and thus calls up a further emotional response

beyond that actually conveyed in the definition, Music to

a degree possesses this same quality, certain types of

melody—as brass fanfares—pastorale-like tunes and in

certain orchestral Instruments—as a trumpet—a piccolo-

have characteristics which resells the emotional connota-

tion or a sox-d. A series of Intervals in some zuelody may

suggest some tune which has been hoard previously. The

flute and oboe are almost invariably associated with

melodies of a pastorale nature. When we hear any of these

melodies or Instruments an effect is created In addition

to the actual meaning of the tones, in literature,words

come to possess this connotation through fanllarityi in

music, this same feeling arises through association with

much music.

convey In addition to denotation and connotation

a sense of Imagery. This last is not true of all words,
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•specially la It not true of abstract ones, musical Imagery

is practically non-exlstant. Take the case of program

music. If most of it is heard without any knowledge of

proj^rair;, the listener can interpret in mny different ways,

unless there are direct imitations froa: nature as bird

calls, cocks crowing* or bleating sheep as in ftrauaa' ron

'Quixote . A EMSical idea does not invoke any image unless it

happens to recall some circumstance under which the same or

similar music has been heard.

ional effect is produced in music and poetry

through rhythm and association—the latter to a lesser

degree in isasic than in poetry. uaic doeB not contain do-

finite ideas concerning nature as poetry may, it does not

develop any philosophical or ethical ideas as does poetry,

but it does contain feelings or eaotion without definite

meanings. The ways in which emotional states are developed

in music and poetry are different. Poetry tends to concen-

trate the feeling, while music tends to expand, it. in

poetry when the sound eleaent—the ;..usic of the *ords~

predominates, the thought and meaning of word3 and sentences

beeenes obscure. This faet is true of much naadern poetry

and has been one of the factors in Keeping it from being

aore widely accepted and understood. The same is true of

poetry in which images predominate . Poetry of this type

requires an unusual critical ability of the poet in order



not to lose the meaning entire!; . 'hen the thought is pro-
found the irosic and iisagery tend to become subordinate.

*U fact is evident in the mass of ft*** verse where the
emphasis is on the sound and iisagery. F lljl I is not pro-
found. :uch of it does not penetrate beneath the surface.
rue postry is achieved when it contains an ©notional

thought to | ^usic and Umm* can contribute.

,
elody and Harmony in Poetry and ;jualc

Music is generally considered to possess three funda-

mmm ill IIIMil Hi ft* melody, and harmony. I have al-
raady discussed the rhythmic aspect of nusic. Melody is a
succession of intervals given shape and meaning by means of
phyta*. Just any series of tones will not constitute a
aslody. One of the outstanding attempts in ausic to give
an idea of vagueness and formlessness is the base aria fro*
Kandel «a .essiah ;rhe people that walked in darkness . This

Mi is accomplished by using a series of unrelated inter-
vals sun- in an even, undistinctlve rhythm. The very fact
that poetry uses rhythm to give shape and meaning to words
constitutes one of the principal differences between it and
Prose. rue, much prose is poetry or perhaps poetical. The
finest prose is very near the border line, while ordinary
text-book prose is far removed, ^uch poetry is Pr0ae. areat
sections of ;:llton's Paradise Lost are prose. ** read both



prose and poetry for the passages which approach the melodic

idea—for the places in which the words ecbody a more subtle

relationship of sound, rhythm, and thought* Such passages

are very similar in method and result to the melodic line in

music* The melodic line is as difficult to achieve in rrusic

as in poetry and there is much music in which there are long

passages of arid "prose

*

n The passages in which the com-

poser has most successfully welded the form, emotion* mel-

ody* harmony, and rhythm are the most satisfying and memo-

rable*

Harmony is the art of the blending of tones sounded

simultaneously—the creation through combinations of tones

of an emotional tension and its relaxation or resolution*

This is accomplished through the use of dissonances, in-

harmonic tones—suspensions, anticipations, appo^giaturas,

passing tones, and neighboring tones* Harmony in prose and

poetry is achieved in much the same manner* interrelated

ideas and contrasting ideas are so connected anc1 fitted to-

gether that a single impression of unity is obtained—that

an idea is introduced, developed, sustained and brought to

a satisfactory conclusion* Harmony is then very closely

related to the rhythm and flow of a selection* it is

harmonic poetry when rhythm Is used in combination with the

sustained thought group* It is prose when the rhythm is



less pronounced and is irregular. Harmony is not at all

times desirable in either prose, poetry, or music, sus-

tained flow such as it necessitates is not always useful,

especially in jore agitated passages* However, it is an

essential part of the highest lyrical expression. In

melodic passages--passages which stand out as memorable—

it is invariably present*

The remainder of the elements of poetry—its "voices"—

are rhyme, alliteration, and assonance* such features do

not have exact similarities to musical procedure* These

three elements are those used in the developing and ex-

position of an idea*
rihey are used to call attention to

certain important words, especially rhyme* Their greater

effect, however, is their sound* The repetition of sounds,

letters, and approximate sounds plays a very important,

though very subtle, part in the creation of emotional and

pictorial effects* vbm methods used in the exposition and

development of a musical idea are repetition and sequence.

Repetition caj be a literal repeating of a phrase, motive,

or figure on the aame scale steps* 'his method corresponds

roughly to that of alliteration in poetry* Sequence is the

reproduction of an idea or portion of it on different scale

steps with either an exact duplication of intervals or an

approximate duplication* This procedure is comparable to



that of assonance. Pepetitiona and sequence* in music may
be of three kinds, rhythmic, melodic, and harmonic.

The origin of Poetry and Huslc and Its Influence on Form

Poetry and anisic have their cannon origin in the desire
for impassioned expression arising from deep emotion. Re-

joicings In victories, lamenting for the deceased, and

praise of a deity were probably the first things to inapire

men to express their feelings, mi. emotion found outlet

in impassioned speech or intonation which eventually lead

to song, poetry and music cere constantly allied through-

out almost the first ten centuries of the Christian era.

The Anglo-Saxon poetry was composed, spoken and sung, and

accompanied on the harp or some instrument by the author.

As long as there Hi no definite way of writing down either
words or music and the manner of composing both was passed
down from one musician-poet to the next by word of mouth

and example, poetry and music were inseparable. The

•eparation of the two case when a system of writing was

developed, notation for music evolved more slov/ly and it

was not for three or four centuries that an adequate and at

the same time simple system was developed. Music and poetry
have been more or less separated since that time. During

the Elizabethan period most of the poets were also musicians



and wrote the music for their lyrics.

A3 both poetry and anisic had their origin in song, it

is not unreasonable to search for some elements which could

be traced to that source. The most obvious factor in both

is the need for pauses for renewing the breath supply.

Thought units and melodic ideas must of necessity not be

continued beyond the limits of what can be spoken or sung on

one breath. Poetry is bro-.en into lines of fairly even

length. This division is necessary. The other division of

poetry, into stanzas, is more arbitrary and is based iaore on

the time needed for the expression of a complete idea* The

line is then generally, though not necessarily, incomplete as

far as thought is concerned. Some lines form complete

sentences, hut a series of complete lines is very unsatis-

factory and does not hold the attention for long. The

stanza then is a complete unit in itself, it may not

complete the idea of the whole po ;.._, but it does complete

the idea which it contributes.

In music the device which corresponds to the line is

the phrase. It is the smallest unit which can be sung on

one breath, a regular phrase is four measures in length,

although it rr&'j be. depending on the tempo of the compo-

sition, from two to sixteen measures in length, a phrase

may be complete in itself. In which ease it ends with a



cadence or closa which halts the movement of the piece

completely. Bach a close is called an Authentic cadence.

Its use corresponds roughly to that of a period in litera-

ture* If the phrase is incomplete it ends with a half close

or semicadenee corresponding roughly to a cotrsaa. The unit

in music which expresses a complete idea and is similar to

the stanza in poetry is the period, a period consists of

two phrases, the first called the antecedent or thesis, end-

ing with a semicadenee, and the second called the consequent

or antithesis, ending with an authentic cadence, uusical

compositions are built up of periods or strings of phrases

in just the same manner in which poems are composed of

stanzas or groupings of lines.

In poetry the ends of lines were generally made ap-

parent by the end rhymes, a couplet is the simplest il-

lustration of this process. The sense should never run

beyond the two lines of the couplet. Such a scheme is

monotonous, so many other rhyme schemes have heen developed,

but all with the same end in view—of clarifying the thought

and of Indicating the end of an idea and a line. Because of

the regular rhythm and rhyme scheme of poetry no other means

of indicating the ends of lines and stanzas were necessary,

but modern verse has dispensed with regularity in length of

line and to a lesser extent in rhythm. End rhyme is almost



lused in free verse* In ore:or to indicate the end of

ideas I P conclude thought units, modern poets have found

it necessary to discover another way of accomplishing this

end. The -methods of free verse cms largely upon the long,

flowing periods of oratory and the requireiiients of speech*

From oratorical methods and fz ,ical procedure was

developed this closing formula of poetry* ihis close is

very similar to the cadence in music.

A BRIEF STUDY OF CADESCB POETRY

Cadence is a technical term employed In both music and

poetry* Poets who have written cadeneed verse fall to see

any relationship between the use of cadences in music and

in poetry. In the preface to Some Jjms%m% Foot.: , 1Q1G, there

is an explanation of cadeneed verse which denies such a

relationship. "Sow cadence In music is one thing, cadence

in poetry quite another, since we are not dealing with

tone, but rhythm. n Evidently the Imagists have failed to

realise the full meaning of cadence in music and are not

•wen fully cognizant in a sense of its full significance in

poetry* A cadence in music consists of two elements, a

certain familial1 succession of chords, i*e* tone, and their

rhythmic location* In poetry the tone-quality of vowels

and consonants help in determining the rhythm and the



length of a cadeneed line. She Imaglsts seemingly recog-

nise cadence in only one sense, that is aa applied to the

length of every "idea" line. Ihey do not distinguish be-

tween lines which leave the sense Incomplete and those which

do not. A study of their poetry seems to reveal the fact

that they do mate a difference of which they make no men-

tion.

Cadence in usic

A cadence in music is a technical formula which is

used to conclude a phrase or a period, a musical sentence,

and which confirms the tonality or key. It is a -oans of

expression in that it divides and emphasizes the musical

thought. Since the cadence is the strongest expression of

tonality, it must also be the purest in part-writing*

Cadence refers to the last two tones in a melody or to the

last two chords in harmony, however, certain chords usual

precede these last two and are generally recognized as part

of the cadence* The general plan is some subdominant

harmony, aa the chord of IV or II, followed by some dominant

harmony, V or V7, and a final tonic chord, such a cadence

is known aa an Authentic Cadence. & tonic six-four chord

may be inserted before the dominant harmony, further in-

tensifying the conclusive ending. If the final tonic chord



has the root of the chord In the soprano and in the bass

the cadence is perfect, if not, it i» imperfect.

She next most important cadence In naiale is the half

cadence or semicadence. Its purpose is to check only

partially the flow of the composition* It is comparable to

a coraxa. In a sentence. The chords are the same as for a

full cadcr.ce but are reversed, that is, the tonic chord

precedes the dominant. The cadence is then left unfinished

on the dominant chord, occasionally other chorda than the

dominant are used, but their frequency is not great.

The Plagal cadenoe is an added cadence and consists of

some subdomlnant harmony followed by a tonic chord. It is

the series of harmonies which maice up the "Amen" at the

conclusion of a hymn. The third type of cadence recognised

in music is the deceptive or interrupted cadence, in which

some chord is substituted for the final tonic. This form

of cadence is not available at the end of a composition,

but is very frequently used shortly before the close to

extend the composition.

Thus far I have spoken only of the tonal requirements

of a cadence. There are rhythmical requirements as well.

The final tonic chord, or the last chord of the cadence

must occur on a strong beat and must be longer in duration

than the chords which surround it so that it forms a real

interruption of the rhythmic movement. The tonic six-four



chord when used In the Authentic Cadence must also occur on

an accented boat, it might be considered as a warning

chord, as Invariably after an accantod six-four chord

a dominant chord and then the final tonic. Also the final

chord of the cadence must occur on a strong beat of the

phrase or period In order to sound complete, other detail*

and variations occur which I shall mention principally be-

cause thoy seem to have some counterparts In poetic prac-

tice, foretimes part of the dominant harmony Is suspended

Into the tonic chord on the strong beat and then resolved

on the wealc beat* Such an ending is referred to as

feminine. The general plan of an Authentic cadence may be

considered as consisting of two active chords, that is,

chords which require resolution, followed by a passive

chord, Ike activity must be emulative in such a case.

Cadence in Verse

I should like to state the relationship which exists

between the phrase or period in music so that it will be in

line with the term cadence in poetry. ...ualc consists

entirely of rhythmic units, in a larger sense, made up of

phrases, which are four measures In length and thus coo

according to the movement of the piece, whether it be fast

or slow, a certain amount of time and which embody a



complete idea although they n; not be complete In them-

selves, and of rhythmic units consisting of periods, which

are eight measures in length consisting of two phrases, the

first of which is incomplete and the second complete, which

consume a certain period of time, and embody a complete

idea or sometimes two closely related ideas, these phrase*

and periods end with some for* of cadence formula. In

poetry, cadence is applied to tho unit of time, which cor-

responds roughly to that conau, «d toy a phrase, whether it

toe complete or incomplete. A sentence consisting of

several cadences and embodying a complete idea corresponds

roughly to a period. There is no mention in discussing

cadenced verse of anything corresponding to the closiri,;

cadential formula in music. A study of the finest of

cadenced prose, of free verse, &r.C cadenced verse seems to

reveal the fact that such a formula has boen Intuitively

felt though not necessarily realized or recognised. The

Imagist use of cadence may toe defined as a measurement of

movement, that is, a measure of fairly equal lapses of

time, each of which embodies a different, though not

necessarily complete, idea. Cadence is used with much the

same significance in relation to the movement of marching

troops

.



Cadence in the Preface to Some legist poets , 1916

The following explanation of cadence from the preface

to Some taaglat ?oots , 1916, is worthy of close study, as it

contains in addition to their ideas concerning cadence an

expression of an Idea which has a counterpart in rubato in

music:

"Bow cadence in music is one thing, cadence in poetry
quite another, since we are not dealing with tone, but
rhythm. It is the sense of perfect balance of flow and
rhythm. I.ot only must the syllables so fall as to in-
crease an' continue the «a3ve»".ent, tr viioie .Joeg~mutaT be
as rouadce and rccurrIS';;~aa"iho circular awInn of a balanced
"endu -i! te fust or

-
sTow, it ioay oven Tevx, tut>en

this perfect swing it must have, even its jerks iaust follow
the central movement. To illustrate (and this illustration
is a perfect description of rubato tempo in music); suppose
a person were given the task of walking, or running, round
a large circle, with two minutes given to do it in. Two
minutes which he would just consume if he walirod round the
circle quietly. But in order to a&ire the tas;: easier for
him, or harder, as the ease may bo, he was required to
complete each half-circle in exactly a minute. Ko other
restrictions were placed upon him. He might dawdle in tho
beginning, and run madly to reach the half-circle liiark on
time, ant- then complete his task by walking steadily round
the second half to goal, or he ;_lght leap, and run, and
skip, anc". linger in all sorts of wayo, making up for slow
going by fast, and for extra haste by pauses, and vary these
movements on either lap of the circle as tho humour seised
him, only so that he were Just one minute In traversing the
second. Another illustration which aay be employed is that
of a Japanese wood-carving, where a toad in one corner is
balanced by a spray of blown flowers in the opposite upper
one. The flowers are not the same shape as the toad,
neither are they tho same size, but the balance is preserv-
ed.

"The unit of vers libra is not the foot, the number of
syllables, the quantity, or the line. The unit is the



strophe, which may be the whole poem, or may be only a
part. ach strophe la a complete circle j in fact, the
meaning of the QrQQ<; word "strophe' is simply that part of
the poem which was recited while the chorus was staking a
turn round tLe altar set up in t ntre of the theatre.
The simile of the circle la wore than a simile, therefore;
it is a fact. Cf course the oircle need not always be the
same size, nor need the times allowed to negotiate it be
always the same* 1 is room here for an infinite i.

of variations* Also, circles can be added to circles,
movement uj t to the poem, provided each movement
completes Itself, and ramifies naturally into the next*"

I interpret the statement which says that the syllables

mast fall in such a way as to increase and continue the

movement to mean that there should be created an urge that

would carry one forward to the end of the cadence. Such a

notion la itself recognises a need for sufficient movement

so that when the end of the cadence is reached the pause

will be noticeable. Later X a, .all show how this increase

of movement carries the line forward to its conclusion and

how that in accomplishing this end certain methods of

procedure seem to have been developed.

An Illustration of cadence in Poetry

I shall now illustrate with James Stephens' Chill of

ve a cadence in the musical sense of the word* The

last four lines of each stanza appear like a formula which

inevitably draw the reader on to the last word In the

same manner in which a final cadence does in music*



"A long groan swell
38 soft to the aea:

And a far-off bell
swinge sweet to me;
Aa the grey
Chill day

_<a away
From the lea.

Spread cold and far,
• itiiout one slow
Prom a mild pale star.
Is the sky's steel bowj
And the grey
Chill day
Slips away
Below.

ion green tree grieves
To the air around;
And the whispering leaves
Have a lonely sound;
As the grey
Chill day
Slips away
From the ground.

And dark, more dark,
The shades settle down;
Far off is a spark
Pro;a the lamp-lit town;
And the grey
AUi iaj

3 away
i a frown."

It seems to me that the last four lines of each st

should be written aa one or perhaps two lines containing

Internal rather than end rhyme. The chief characteristic of

the rhythmic flow of these last four lines ia their even

smooth metre with their almost jin^ly rhyr.iin.-j and stress.

The least successful line in giving a cadential effect is



that of the second stanza in which the last foot is an Ian*

while the other feet with the exception of "chill day" are

anapests. "chill day'' is of equal length with the anapests,

but "below" is not, its first syllable being too short, one

of the characteristics of a successful eadence seems to be

a smooth regular rhytl here are four accents in this

Cadence in cadenced Prose

fext, let us examine some of the finest of cadenced

prose and see if there seems to be anything resembling a

cadence forrrula at the conclusion of prose sentence. Here

iB a paragraph froxa Pir Thoisas Browne's Hydrlotaphla ;

Bt the IniQuity of oblivion blindly scattereth her

poppy and deals with the neoory of men without distinction

to sierit of perpetuity .
r ho can but pity the fcmaoer of the

JgjHfM I
' '-i-orAim-'cvi-j |&MM ttMt Nmi Ml .

•

„
.•.- of rianaj

he Is alraoM lost that built it* Time hath spared the

epitaph of Adrian's horse, confounded that of hiiaself . In

vain we compute our felicities by the advantage of our good

names, since bad have equal durations, and Thersites is

like to live as lonfi as Afl*geappp« irho knows whether the

best of men be known, or whether there be not more remark*

able persons forgot than any that stand remembered In the



account of tijse? Without the favor of tha everlasting

register, the first bad had been as unknown as the last and

Methuselah* s long life had been his only chronicle. w

Practically every sentence in this paragraph finishes

with three, sometiroes four or more, scannable feet usually

iambic. In reading through Browne's work one is impressed

with the fact that the majority of sentences end in this

way. Almost invariably an important word starts the con-

cluding words off into this metrical ending and would seem

to be an important part of the scheme* There are two types

of final words in this paragraph, those in which the accent

comes on the last syllable and those in which it occurs on

the next to the last syllable. This latter is a feminine

ending. Some paragraphs seem to carry this feminine ending

idea throughout. Tbsse are the last few words of the

sentence in another paragraph from Browne** Hydriotaphia ;

"beyond all conjecture, " "admit a wide solution,*' "or

tutelary observators," "in the art of perpetuation," "a fal-

lacy in duration," "and madding vices," "with the necessity

of oblivion," "and mechanical preservations," and "within

two Methuselahs of Hector." Such a series of feminine end-

ings carried through a whole paragraph does not seem an

accident. The bare outlines of a cadence formula seem to

exist in this prose of Browne's. Three or four accents con-



elude each sentence and some of the endings are fairly

smooth • ^etical, although others are prose rather than

poetic rhythm, it is interesting, though, to find in cadenced

proa* a semblance of a raetrical finish to each thought.

Here is a later example of eadenced prose in Thoaas de

uincey's Levana and our Ladies of sorrowa g

eldest of the three is named ?*ater Lachrynar

Our Lady of Tears , she it is that night and day raves and

OOAna * call *n£ for vanished faces. The stood in ^aoa, when

a toice was heard of larnentation—-achel weeping for her

children, and refusing to be comforted , she it waa that

stood in Bethlehem on the night when 'ierod's sword swept

its nurscrios of Innocents, and the little feet were stif-

fened forever, rvhich, heard at times as they tottered along

floors overhead, woke pulses of love in household hearts

that were not unmarked in heaven." Here we have the same

type of rhythmical close as was noted in Browne's prose,

but the effect is not as musical.

Cadence in the Poetry of trait ^hitman

In the poetry of "alt "hitman practically every

sentence la metrically cadenced with three accents, or soiae-

5s throe parallel Ideas convey the same impression,

^hitman has a greater variety of poetic feet in his conclud-



ing cadences that the modern poet** In addition to

**3 3 ^e also •* . avy feet which effect-

ively stop the movement. These ound in modern

poet

"And rgyal feudal Europe sails with thee

Such a concluding cadence as this % consider regular be-

cause it seems to be frequent i ..taun aa wall as in

aodern poetry.

sees the slaughter of the southern braves con-

fided to hi their parents

«

n

Here the concluding cadence is an&pestie with a feminine

endir he next example is interesting in thai it haa

four accents and consists of single words. I shall quote

the rest of the sentences in order that the concluding

function of the last lines may be evident.

"I wander all night in my vision,

3«ping with li^ht feet, swiftly and

noiselessly stepping and stopping,

with open eyes over the shut

eyes of sleepers,

Woderin^ confused, lost to myself, ill-

assorted, contradictory,

_ausing, ^sin, and stoppi .

The next example closes with a beautifully solemn slow



cadence.

"Shis face owes to the sexton his dismalest foe,

An unceasing death-bell tolls there *"

Examples of cadence in Modern Poetry

In choosing examples from the modern poets I shall try

to give as many as I can without quoting more than are

necessary to confirm the idea that cadenced verae does

possess s concluding cadence in musical sense* Adelaide

Crapsey'a curious five-line stanza form* with the lines,

having, respectively, two, four, six, eight, and two syl-

lables, possesses such a regular cadence using the last

four syllables of the fourth line and the two of the fifth*

Miss crapsey seams to recognise this fact also as she cakes

the sense continuous* Her concluding cadences have

accents which are very smooth*

"Sovember Wight*

"Listen* ••

With faint dry sound.

Like steps of passing ghosts,

The leaves, frost-crisp *d, break

from the trees

And fall."



rt*6"

"These be

Throe silent things:

The falling snow . . • the hour

Before the dawn . • • the mouth of one

Just dead ."

"The MMtfl

"Just now,

Out of the strange

Still dusk ... as strange, as still . .

A white moth flew. why am I grown

So cold?"

Another poem of L:iss crapsey's shows the same type of con*

eluding cadence.

"On Seeing eather-ueaten Trees"

"Is it as plainly in our living shown*

By slant and twist , which way the wind hath

blown?"

Carl Sandburg has a beautiful example of a slow con-

cluding cadence in Cool 'j/oabe .

"When /ibraham Lincoln was shoveled Into the

toobe, he forgot the copperheads and the

assassins ... In the dust, in the cool

tombs »



Eaeh of the four stanzas end with the words "cool tombs"

and the effect Is Indescribably beautiful. sandburg*s

Four Preludes on Playt^lq— of the -rind have a concluding

cadence v-hicli is used for a refrain.

•The doors were cedar

and the panel strips of gold

and the girls were golden girls

and the panels read and the girls chanted:

la are the greatest city,

and the greatest nation:

nothing like us ever was .

The doors are twisted on broken hinges.

Sheets of rain swish through on the wind

where the golden girls ran and the panels read:

We are the greatest city,

the greatest nation,

nothing like us ever was ."

The next two preludes use the same refrain. Here is Sand-

burg's Limited which has at least three definitely conclud-

ing cadences with three accents and feminine endings.

*I am riding on a limited express, one of the crack

trains of the nation.

Hurtling across the prairie into blue haze and dark



air go fifteen all-steel coaches holding a

thousand people

*

(All the coaches shall be scrap and rust and all

the men and women jjmJhlfifl in the diners and

sleepers shall pass to a3iieu .

)

I ask a man in the smoker where lie is going and he

answers: "pasha."
,

The following are the concluding words of each

sentence in Sandburg's Chicago : "For I have seen your

painted votaen under the flas la^ps luring the farm boys*"

"the gunman kill and go free to xill at°aia, " "I have seen

the asrks of wanton so proud to be alive and

coarse and strong and cunning,'' "
...uildin^, orea^lng, re-

building," and "Player with Railroads and Freight Handler to

the nation*" Practically all of these have feminine end-

ings* Frequently it seems to me that the first of the three

stresses is a kind of warning of an impending close in

about the same way that a tonic six-four chord signifies an

ending* This is well illustrated in this line from sand-

burg's "Smoke and Steel »

•fliis is the slang of coal and steel *"

notice how "slang" is the warning stress and the rest fol-

lows inevitably*

The following passages from fallace Stevens 1 peter



Waee *£ *M Clavier contain regular concluding cadences

of three accents*

"In the green water, clear and wars,

Susanna lay,

3 searched

The touch of springs,

And found

Concealec iaagiaings «

She sighed,

For so ouch melody.

Upon the bank, she stood

In the cool

Of spent emotions

>

She felt, among the leaves,

The dew

Of old devotions ,"

William carloa 'illlams* lietrlc Figure shows this

type of ending.

"There is a bird in the poplars

It is ths sun!

The leaves are little yello© fish

Swlxsming in the river;

The bird skims above thei^ - -



Day la on his wings »

Phoenix

2

It is he that is maki.

The great gleaca amon;; the poplars.

It ia his singing

Outshines the noise

Of leaves clashing in the wind."

There is also in this poem a ^seiaicadence" which uses the

three accent plan, " Swluinlng in the river?" and the last

line has the stress on clashing" which gives a warning of

the close.

Alfred Kreymborg uses concluding cadences in his

poetry. I shall quote his Advertisement and Peasant .

"

"Advertisement "

we want a man of forty for the job .

One who has enjoyed his little fill of romance.

And suffered intermittent indigestion ever 3lnce .

One whose memories are sufficiently cold

successfully to resist the embraces of truancy.

To whoa a mountain

no longer looms an ideal

to scramble up and tumble down,

but is an actual thing made of stone

bristling with jaailtitudinous edges



to bark one* a shin or break one's neck upon.

To whom a lake or river

or other body of water

no longer entices the search for one * 3 likeness

(we only ask a man to be himself

and not go diving after phaatoaa)

but is a place one night readily drown in,

one's ruaelea no longer quite what they were *

ISiO has achieved

that ultimate disillusid—at ;

not to be able to differentiate

the respective features, limbs or what not

of his whilom Graces and Gwendolyns ,

and if ha could wouldn't want to,

would devote the rest of his days to a desk

piled sky-high with ledgers and cash-books:

Such a iac would be certain to stic

:: \c:rl cue:. .^a i'oi : the ,;o'.. .
'

"Peasant"

*Ifc*w the fixture of peasantry

Makes him so slow *

He waggles his head

before he speaks,

like a cow



ah© crops .

Bo bends to the habit

of dragging hla foot

up under hla*

like a measuring-worm:

some of hie forefathers,

stooped over books,

ruled short straight lines

under two rows of figures

to keep their thin savings

from sifting to the floor .

Should you strike him

with a question,

he will blink twice or thrice

and roll his head about,

like an owl

in the pin-pi'icks

°^ & ^fyo he cannot see .

There is mighty little flesh

about his bones ,

there is no gusto,

in his stride

I

he seems to wait

for the blow on the buttocks
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that will drive him

another step forward - -

step forward to what?

There Is no land.

no house,

no bara,

he has ever owned:

he sits uncomfortable

on chairs

you might invite him j»

:

If you did,

he'd keep his hat in hand

against the aoaent

when some silent pause

for which lie hear rens

with his ear to one sida

bids him move on - -

Move on wheret

It doesn't matter.

He has learned

to shrufi his shoulders.

so he'll shrug his shoulders now:

caterpillars do it



when they're halted by
n

a stick .

Ie there a sky overhead? - »

a hops worth flying to? - •

d3 may know about it,

but it's Qlr4ft

that birds descend froji.

Cadence in the Poetry of islacellaneoua yodern Poets

Sow I am going to quote a series of poems by various

euthore which ahow these concluding cadences. The poeae

are selected from those of a great number of poets who haw

written free verse. They reveaJL concluding cadences of two

types; a concluding cadence consisting of three, sometimes

four, accents with the first accent slightly stronger, al-

though not necessarily so, and the final word either accent-

ed on the last syllable or the next to the laat syllable;

and a alow eadence of two slow syllables which retard the

movement. In the last type the words are usually monosyl-

lables and possess long vowels or consonants which take

tome time to enunciate. In the accented concluding caden««

the words contained in the group contain a complete phrase

or a short dependent clause. Frequently there is a break

before the cadence starts, sometime* instead of an accent-

ed cadence a aeries of three ideas in almost parallel form



occur. This short poeu of James oppenheic^s contains ex-

amples of both of these kinds of cadence: In the first line

the phrase, "striking off his chains . . .," contains three

accents and is preceded toy a pause, notice the way in which

the lines nto servility," nto idolence and sloth, r and

•toy fear and superstition" slip away to a conclusion after

the retard** aowement of "chained," "manacled," and "toound,"

a line of three ideas is present in "By ignorance, sus-

picion, and savagery...," and finally there the slow cadence

of "But in himself..." and "Free men set themselves free."

"The Slave"

"They set the slave free, striking off his chains ...

Then he was as much of a slave as ever*

He was still chained to servility,

: e was still roanacled to indolence and sloth,

lie was still bound by fear and superstition,

By ignorance, suspicion, and savagery..

•

lis slavery was not in the chains,

But in himself.. ••

They can only set free men free . .

.

And there is no need of that:

Free men set themselves free*"



Oppenheiin seems to be very fond of slow cadences,

both at the and of a sentence and at the end of line where

the thought Is unfinished, These alow moving conclusions

give a breadth and majesty to the style which account In a

measure for the sweeping rhapsodic flow of ideas which sug-

gests comparison with the Psalms of the Bible. i:otl©e also

the pauses at gdAb of slow lines which he represents with

a long dash and the repetition of words which lends nore

sweep and continuity to the poem.

"The Lincoln Child"

"Clearing in the forest.

In the wild Kentucky forest,

And the stars, wintry stars strewn above!

night that is the starriest

Since Earth began to roll - -

For a soul

Is born out of Lovoj

Mother love, father love, love of Eternal

Stars have pushed aside to let him through - -

-trough heaven *s sun-sown deeps

One sparkling ray of God

trlkes the clod



(And while an angel-host through wood

*ne clearing WIHP l )

I in the wild

> Child

Baked, ruddy, new*

Wakes with the piteous human cry and at the

sleeps.."

The rest of the poem follows much the aaaae plan as suggested

in the opening section. Ilero are some of the other conclud-

ing cadences in the poets;
?, In the £Odliest human annal,"

a rather slow cadence with three accents as is also "That

giveth wisdom sure. . . ." and "Pelt his future Manhood

stir!" a lighter three accent cadence in "And clouds across

the heavens lightly fanned . ", and these heavy slow cadenoaa

•Must lea*e the wilderness, the wood-haunts wild" and the

concluding line "TFork wroug-ht through love J" A careful

reading of the whole poem with these suggestions in mind

will, I think, reveal to what extent oppenheim's style is

based upon the type of cadence which he employs.

Another poet who employe slow cadences and whose style

depends on them to a degree is Lola Ridge. Kotice the slow

cadences in Sew Orleans , the use of a dash to indicate a

longer pause, and the use of several periods to slow down

the line-end. In this poem the effect of the warm air and
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the languid laziness of the south are conveyed by the use of

this type of cadence* This cadence, however, predominates

in her other work so that it is not U3ed for a particular

effect in this poem*

"Sew Orleans"

"Do you remember

Booey-iaeloi. iiioon

Ippin^ thick sweet light

Where Canal Street saunters off by

heraelf among <plet trees ?

And the faint decayed patchouli - -

Fragrance of Hew Orleans . . .

Hew Orleans ,

Like a dead tube rose

Upheld in the v/aria air ...

Miraculously whole ."

Plow endings predominate in Lola Ridge's Faces . There

ia a beautiful alow-moving cadence in "Pulling aprons about

their heads." Again in this pow» Siaa Ridge i3 careful

when there would be the slightest doubt as to the length

of pause to use in a series of periods as

"Caper and disappear. . .

Where the Bowery"

Ordinarily in reading this there would not be a very long



break after "disappear", but ilea Fidge baa Indicated by

means of the periods that she desires the movement to be

retarded.

•paces*

A 3-£te enow beats

ith cold fists upon the

•arriedly drawing blinds and shutters,

Like old tall slatterns

Pull ln£ aprons about their heads .

Lights slant out of aott street

Gibber out,

Or dribble through bar-rooa slits ,

Anonymous shapes

Conniving behind shuttered panes

Caper and disappear . . .

Bbere the Bowery

is throbbing like a fistula

Back of her ice-scabbed fronts .

Livid faaea

issuer in furtive doorways,

Or spill out of the black pockets of alleys,

Smear8 of faces like .cuddled beads ,

asking a ghastly rosary



The ni#at aauiioxes over

And the enow vita Ite devilish end silken

• • •

/strolling area

Blowing shrill blasts over the thread Line

Stalk them as they pass,

Silent ss though accouched of the darkness,

Ant" the wind noses asaon^ then

Like a shrunk
n il i «'

That roots about the heart . »

Colder

i

And the I levated slams upon the silence

Like a ponderous door *

Then all is still again.

Save for the wind fuiabiing over

The emptily swaying faces « -

The wind ruzuaaging

Like an old Jew . . .

Paces in glionerlng rows . . .

<Bo sign of the abject life •» -

Sot even a Masartiaiu/ , . • )

Sut the spindle le^s k:eep tins

To a lisping rhythm*

the shadows twitch upon the snow



Convul sively - -

As though death played

"k 8Qme ungainly ^oils."

isrianne saoore's A Tall3san contains an excellent ex-

ample of a alow concluding cadence.

•A Talisman*

•under a splintered mast*

torn from the ship and cast

near her hull,

a stumbling shepherd found,

embedded in the fcpfMI s

a sea-gull
«WMMM> iWl llll

of lapis lazuli,

a scarab of the sea,

with wings spread - -

curling its coral feet,

parting its beak to

men long dead »
w

Miss Moore's To a Steam Kolier contains fairly regular three-

accented concluding cadences. Notice in the last line how

the moversent comes to a conclusion with the word "wain* and

how there is added a short cadence reminding one of the

Plagal cadences used at the end of hymns*



"to ft steam Roller"

illustration

is nothing to you without the application.

You lack half wit. you crush all the particle*

town into close conformity, and then walk

back and forth on them.

Sparkling chips of rock

are crushed down to the level of the parent block .

Ware not 'Impersonal judgment in esthetic

matters, a sietaphysical Impossibility. » you

night fairly achieve

it. as for butterflies, I can hardly conceive

of one's attending upon you| but to question

the congruence of the complement is vain,

if it exists.

Archibald ;iacLeish»s Ars Poetica contains cadences of

both kinds. The illustration of the thought in most cases

is rhythmic and cadential as well as verbal through the

meaning of the words.

"Are Poetica"

A poem should be palpable and mute

As a globed fruit

lumb



As old medall ions to the thumb

Silent as the sleeve-worn stoneWW" "» ' iiiii in —
of caseii^nt ledges where the taosa has grown - -

A poem should be wordless

as the flight of birds

A poem should be motionless tc time

As the noon cligfos

Leaving, as the moon releases

Twig by twig the nlffot-entangled trees,

Leaving, as the moon behind the winter leaves ,

l^eeory by memory the mind - -

A poem should be motionless in tiae

As the moon clJUbs

A |>°e^ should be equal to ;

i;ot true •

For all the history of grief

An empty doorway and a maple leaf

love _

The leaning grasses and two lights above

sea - •



ahoulcl not

be<

respite the typographical arrangeoent of Mi cuasnings

Sunset the last seven lines contain a cadence of three

accents with a warning accent in "dragging"*

stinging

gold

upon the spirea

silver

chants the litanies the

great belle are ringing with rose

the lewd fat bells

and a tall

wind

is dragging

the

with

•S

The cadences fti . . cuaaaings 1 Song are interesting.



Tbey are a combination of slow cadences with some double

rhymes and feminine endings*

"SOD

>y fingers make early flowers of

All things .

thy hair mostly the hours love ;

a sssootlmess which

(though love be a day )

do not fear, we will go amaylng*

thy whitest feet crisply are straying.

lways

thy moist eyes are at kisses playing a

whose strangeness much

say_s; singing

(though love be a day )

for which girl art thou flowers bringing?

To be thy lips is a sweet thing

and small .

reath, thee i call rich beyond wishing

if this thou catch,

olse missing *



(though love be a day

and life be nothing, it shall not stop

kissing).'

Joseph Auslander's Interval is unusual in that many of

the lines have a double cadence. This repetition of the

cadence strengthens the impression roade by the first one.

A few of the closes are regular with three accents. I have

used a lino {/) to indicate the separation of the double

cadence where the break is not indicated by the punctuation,

"Interval 1*

"Sfater pulls nervously whispering satin across

cool roots , cold stonos :

And a bird balances his soul on a song flash,

a desperate outcry;

These are the minor chords , the monotones ;

This the undefeated gesture against an armored

ky#

The moment is metal; th© aun crawling over it / Is

a fly

Bead down on a bronze coiling; the hot stillness

drones:

And you go sliding through fireon sea shafts / and I

Am an old mountain warming his tired bones



:<"any of the ahort prose-poetry epitaphs from Edgar Lee

laater's Spoon ; iver Anthology poasesses definite cadences,

The poess In which these cadences are most merited create a

much finer impression than those in whieh they are not

present. The form of the poeme was experitaental and many

times he succeeded in giving little more than ordinary

prose

•

*Anne nutledge"

"Gut of me unworthy and unknown

The vibrations of deathless musics

•^ith malice toward none, with charity for

all.'

Out of as the forgiveness of millions

toward millions,

And the beneficent face of a nation

Shining with justice and truth .

I as Anne Rutledge who aleep beneath these

Beloved in life of Abraham Lincoln

Wadded to hia, not through union.

But through separation.

Bloom forever, Republic,

Prom the duat of my boaomi*



"Nicholas Blndle"

"Were you not ashaiued, fellow citizens,

rhen By estate mas probated and everyone knew

small a fortune I left? - -

ou who bounded me in life*

To give, give, give to the churches , to the poor ,

*• ***• yjyy^i^* - • aw who had already given

saxch .

And think you I did not know

at the pipe-organ, which I gave to the church,

Played its christening song when leacon hodes,

Vbo broke the bank and all but ruined me ,

Worshipped for the first time after his

acquittal? 11

Hamilton Groe

•i was the only child of Prances Harris of

Virginia

And Thomas Greene of Kentucky,

Of valiant and honorable blood both *

To them 1 owe all that I became,

Judge, member of congress, leader in the state .

Prom ay mother I inherited

Vivacity, fancy, language

}

From my father will , judgment, lo>;ic.



All honor to them

Pop whet service I was to the people

j

w

Conrad Aiken has written poetry in which there i» more

rhythm and rhyme. It is more difficult to dis-

tinguish in his poetry where the lines form cadences or

where the rhythm is perfectly regular. He seems to use slow

cadences occasionally as in the refrain from The ,:ov~ 4mm

Song from Sodin. frequently a line with rather irregular

and indefinite rhythm is followed by a very regular one

which concludes the idea. At other times the conclusion

consists of a phrase with three accents sometimes preceded

by a pause. This is the first section of Part iv from the

£i£ ££ lorslin .

"Twilight is spacious, near things in it seam far,

And distant things seen Mar.

Mow in the green i*est hangs a yellow star.

And now across old waters ycu may hear

The profound gloom of bells aaong still trees,

Like a rolling of huge boulders beneath seas .

Silent as thought in evening centemplation

Weaves the bat under the gathering stars .

Silent as dew we seek new Incarnation.

Meditate new avatars .



In a clear dusk Ilk© this

Mary climbed up the hill to seek her son,

lower him down from the cross , and kiss

The manve wounds, every one.

with wings

In the dusk walked softly after her .

She did not see them, but may have felt

The winnowed air around her stir.

She did not see them, but may have known

fftty bar son's body was light as a little stone .

She may have guessed that other hands were there

ov ln;- the watchful air.

unless persuaded by searching music

which suddenly opens the portals of the mind ,

W« guess no angels,

And are contented to be blln

Let us blow silver horns In the twilight.

And lift our hearts to the yellow star in the

To find perhaps, if, while the dew is rising,

clear things may not be seen."

The next quotation from coare on is section II of

Part II from Senlin : A Biography . Notice the slow cadence

of the refrain. The lino (/) is used to indicate a break



in the line especially before a final cadence.

"It la morning, Eenlin says, and in the morning

Ihen the light drips through the shutters like

the dew,

I arise* I face the sunrise,

And do tiie things my fathers learned to do*

Stars in the purple mist above the rooftops

Pale in a saffron mist / and seem to die,

and I mjself on a swiftly tilting planet

Stand before a glass / and tie my tie *

ie leaves tap my window*

ew-drops sing to the garden stones,

Ufee robin chirps in the chinaberry tree

peating three clear tones .

It is morning. I stand by the mirror

And tie my tie once more.

tMiile waves far off in a pale rose twilight

Crash on a white sand shore .

I stand by a mirror and comb my hair:

Bow email and white my faeel - -

2tie green earth tilts through a sphere of air

And bathes in a flame of space .

THere are houses hanging above the stars
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And stays hun.^ under a sea . . .

And a sua far off In a shell of alienee

my walla for me » . .

It is zooming* Senlln says, and in the morning

Should X not pause in the light to reatsn&er God?

Upright and firm I stand on a star unstable.

Be la Immense / and lonely as a cloud »

I will dedicate this moment before my uirror

fie him alone, for him I will comb my hair.

Accept these humble offerings, cloud of silence!

I will think of you as I descend the stair

.

Vine leaves tap my window,

The snail-track shines on the stones,

Dew-drops flash from the chinaberry tree

ftepemting two clear tones .* >•* Hill I I HI i IM*M Bin IMH '

It la morning, X awake from a bed of silence,

Shining X arise from the starless waters of sleep *

The walls are about me still as in the evening,

X am the same* and the aa&e naaos still X keapt*

The earth revolves with me, yet makes no

motion,

stars pale silently in a coral sky«
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to * whistling vole i stand before my airror,
Unconcerned, end tie ay t^.

ifcere ere horses neighing on far-off hill.
Tossing their long whlte Iuanea <

And mountains flash in the rose-whit* dusk,
*beir »homaarB black with rain . m

It is morning;, i stand by the mirror
And surprise ay som once more ;

me blue air rushes above my ceiling,

There are suns beneath ray floor . . .

****** morning, ^m^ My8t , aaceod^
darkness

•• depart on the winds of space for I knew
not where,

» *atch is wound, a kejr ie in my pocket,
A«d the sky is darkened a. | descend the stair*
There are shadows across the windows, clouds

in heaven*

And e £od a^ong the stars ; and I will go
Thinking of him as i mi&it ^^ ^ ^mmk
And humming a tune I *aow . 4 .

Vine leaves tap at the window.



I*w-drops sinS to the garden stones,

The robin chirp* in the chinaberry tree

mtfe th tones ."

One of the functions of a cadence in music is to con-
fir* the irey or tonalit;, of the section, m the iiorning

Sfm£ a similar function is performed by the repetition of
the short sentence, "it is morning." The sentence estab-
lishes an idea and its recurrence confirss and strengthen
that impression.

Cadence in the Poetry of the imagista

Finally, i am &isXB ^ consider the work of the three
Isagiat poets,

. >, John Gould Fletcher, and Amy Loweiu
tfcia group was interested in the creation of new rhythm*
which would be suited to new and different moods. They did
not insist upon free verse as the only medium, but did
consider timt with it one could egress his personality
-ore sincerely and fully, it is interest^- to see how each
of these poets developed a style, wholly individual, with a
******* amount of freedom, m the development of this style
much depended on the type of cadences which each employed,

*i mate, an extensive use of slow cadences, of cadence
resulting from the repetition or parallel*** of an idea or



phrase , and of metrical cadences of two or three accents.

H* £••• slow cadences retard the movement but do not give

an effect of heaviness or weight sucii as those of Lola

Pidge, or James Gppenheim* Her use of extremely abort

lines, and single words is a new though net generally used

type of cadence* B* I* has without writing definitely

rhythmic verse given the moat successful feeling of cadence

of any modern poet* 'hen three phrases or words are used

for a cadence I have indicated the separate groups with a

line (/}.

"Sea Rose "

"Rpse, harsh rose ,

Morred and with stint of petals,

eagre flower, / thin, /

sparse of leaf, /

wore precious

than a wet rose

te on a stes - -

you are caught in the drift *

anted, / with assail leaf, /

you are flung on the sand,

you are lifted

in the crisp sand

that drives in the wind.



Can the spice-rose

drip such acrid fragrance

hardened in a leaf?*

K* B" allows the rhythm of an idea or line to

carry her aw»y so consequently there i3 not much of a •tarn-

ins or period of slowing down needed. The Helmsman de-

velops a type of cadence peculiar to : . r. namely that

arising from the repetition of an idea ov phrase of similar

type.

"0 be swift - -

We have always known you wonted us.

WS fled inland with our
i

we pastured them in hollows >

cut off from the wind

and the salt track of the marsh .

e worshipped inland - -

v;c stepped ffast wooci-flov.er-S j

we foraot your tanj^

we brushed wood-grass .

• e wandered from pine-hills

through oak and scrub-oak tarries,

broke hyssop and bramble.



we caught flower and new brainble-fruit

our Imir: we liflmilfiad

as aach branch whipped back,

we sore our feet in half buried roe-:s

•^ knotted roQ-jja and acorn-cu^s*

gy forgot - • we worshipped .

we parted green fwaa green,

wa sought further thickets,

we dipped our ankles

tlu'ough leaf-ioould and earth,

aa<i f00^ anfi wcwjd-foank enchanted us - -

and the feel of the clefts in the bark,

and the slope between tree and tree - -

anc s. slender path strung field to field

and wood to wood

and hill to hill

a&d the forest after it»

forgot - • for a ajoaent

tree-resin , tree bark,

aweat of a torn branch

*e:pe OTfiB^t to the taste .

W« ware enchanted with the fields ,

the tufts of coarse grass-



in the shorter grass - *

TO ^OT*6 ail this .

But bow our boat cllgibs * - hesitates - -

drops » *»

cXAafca - - hesitates - - crawls back - »

eligfcs - ~ hesitates - -

be —1ft - -

w* have always known you wanted us."

The Contest

X

•Tour stature is modelled

***** straight tool»ed>*e ;

you are chiselled like rocks

that are eaten into by the sea .

ith the turn and grasp of your wrist

and the chord's stretchy

there is a glint like worn brass .

fhe ridge of your breast is taut ,

under each the shadow is sharp,

between the clenched muscles

of your slender hips.

Proa the circle of your cropped hair



there Is light,

and about your stale torso

aofi ^k® foot-arch and the straight ankle *

II

You stand rigid and xaighty - *

granite and ore in the rocks;

a great hand clasps your forehead

its heavy twists of gold*

You are white - - a limb of cypress

bent under a weight of snow .

You are splendid,

your arms are fire;

have entered the hill-straits -

* Boa treads upon the nilI-slopes *

III

. yrtle is about your head,

you have bent and caught the spray :

each leaf is sharp

against the lift and furrow

of your bound hair*

narcissus has copied- the arch

of your slight breast:
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your feet are eltron~flowers .

your knees, cut fror.s white-aslfr

your thighs are roc^-cistus *

Your chin lifts straight

from the hollow of your curved throat .

your shoulders are level * «»

they have melted rare aliver

for their broaeth."

'Oread"

•Bhirl up, / aea » *

whirl U£ your pointed pine3,

splash your great pines

on our rocks ,

hurl your green over us,

cover us with your pools of flr »
n

John Gould Fletcher uses cadences of ouch the mm
type aa those of H* I. He uses short lines rarely letting

the movement move forward with aoougfa ©aphasia to need

deliberate slowing down* His division into lines is more

artificial than H» £••«» Much of his work is marred fey

the too frequent use of prose rhythm or no v&ty definite

rhythm of any kind. Sis cadences in the Icaa^ist sense are

developed in s slightly different way from those of the
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poets whose work X have been considering. His cadences are

harmonic rather than rhythmical, in music a feeling of

tension is created and then relaxed - a key or tonality is

established and left, and at the last re-established.

Fletcher creates a feeling of suspense which he resolves

at the conclusion of the cadence. The resolution of the**/

cadences is usually in the form of a rhythmical cadence.

Occasionally the resolution of the suspension suffices.

This abort poem Anns Irradiations contains in the second

stanza an example of this harmonic cadence—harmonic in the

sense of the creation of a feeling of suspension followed

by its relaxation. This stanza has faintly rhythmical

close

•

"over the roof-tops race the shadows of clouds;

Like horses the shadows of clouds charge down the

streets.

Whirlpools of purple and gold,

v inds from the mountains of cinnabar.

Lacquered mandarin moments, palanquins swaying

and balancing

amid vermilion pavilions, against the Jade

balustrades.

Glint of the glittering wings of dragon flies

in the light;



Silver filaments, golden flakes settling downwards,

oling, quivering flutters, repulse and surrender*

The sun broidered upon the rain,

The rain rustling with the sun «

Over the roof-tops race the shadows of clouds;

Like horses the shadows of clouds charge down the

street. 8

Sore rhythmical closes to these tthariaonic cadences" are

to be found in some of the shorter cadences in the sympho-

nies. Prom the Blue symphony I have chosen the following

stanzas.

"The darkness rolls upward.

The thick darkness carries with it

Rain and a ravel of cloud.

The sun comes forth upon the earth.

palely the dawn

Leaves s» facing timidly

Old ardens sunken:

And £n the gardens is water.

wreck - - autumnal;

Shadowy roofs

In the blue mist,



And a willow-branch that is broken.

Blue and cool:

Blue, trensuloualy.

Blow faint puffs of smoke

Across sombre pools.

The damp green smell of rooted wood;

And a heron that cries from out the water.

Long upward road that is leading me.

Light hearted I quit you.

For the long loose ripples of the meadow-grass

Invite me to dance upon them*

On the left hand there is a temple:

Anc a palace on the right-hana side.

Foot passengers in scarlet

Pass over the glittering tide .

How me silks are outspread.

1 tftks ^ eaBe » unthim :ing.

• •

Afterglow:

Before the stars peep

I shall creep out into darimess."



These example* embody the type* of cadence which are found

throughout the work of John Gould leteher.

Tb» poetry of Amy Lowell la very musical and possesses

much fine rhythm. Her cadences are usually rhythmical, al-

though there are occasionally some slow closes, patterns

illustrates her treatment of rhythmical endings. The light-

ness and regularly of them contribute to the impression of

good-natured contentment and security which is such a

feature of her style.

a
I walk down the garden paths,

And all the daffodils

Are blowing, and the bright blue squills .

X walk down the patterned garden-paths

In my stiff , brocaded gown .

• ith my powdered hair and jeweled fan,

I too am a rare

Pattern, as I wander down

~- r garden pa ha.

My dress is richly figured,

And the train

Makes a pink and silver stain

0K the gravel, and the thrift

Of the borders.

Just a plate of current fashion,



Tripping by in hi^-heeled, ribboned shoes .

Sot a softness anywhere about ate,

Only whalebone ana brocade .

And I sink on a seat in the shade

Of a lira© tree. For say passion

^rs araln3t tho stiff fcrocado.

The daffodils and aquilla

: lutter in the ftr&*%&
! ! Will II III ——>—

Aa they please .

And I weep;

For the liiae-tree is in blossoa

And one small flower has dropped upon ray boson*

And the plashing of waterdrops

In the marble fountain

*>B ^o*" **>• garden-paths .

The dripping never stops .

Underneath my stiffened gown

Is the softness of a woman bathing in a

marble basin,

A basin in the raidst of hedgee grown

So think she cannot see her lover hiding.

But she guesses he is near.

And the eliding of the water

the stroking of a dear



Hand upon her.

What is summer In a floe brocaded £Own!

I should like to see it lying in a heap upon

the ground .

All the pink and silver crumpled up on the

ffr-ound«

I would be the pink and silver as I ran along

the paths,

And he would stumble after

,

Bewildered by my laughter

»

I should see the sun flashing from his sword-

hilt and the buckles on his shoes *

1 would choose

To lead him in a mase along the patterned paths,

A bright and laughing mase for my heavy-booted

lover*

11 he caught me in the shade,

And the buttons of his waistcoat bruised my

body as he clasped me,

Aching, aelting, unafraid ,

ith the shadows of the leaves and the sundrops,

And the plopping of the watorcrops,

All about us in the open afternoon—

I am very like to swoon



• ith the weight of tills brocade*

the sun sifts through the shade *

Underneath the fallen biossob

In my bosom

Is e. let ter I_ nave hie.

It was brought to *ae this riorninr by a rider

from the Duke.

we regret to inform you that oord

lartwell

Tied In action Thursday se'nni-ht.'

Aa I read It in the white, morning sunlight,

*?ne Cotters squirmed Ilka snakes .

'Any answer , Madam,' eaid my footman*

'So, ' I told him*

'See that the messenger takes some refreshment*

Ko, no answer.

'

And I walket?. into the garden*

Up and down the patterned paths,

In my stiff, correct brocade »

The blue and yellow flowers stood up proudly

in the sun.

Each one.

I stood upright too.



Held rigid to the pattern

By the atiffneea of my j^gwnj

Up and down I walked.

Up and down *

In a month he would have been my husband >

In a month* here, underneath this lime,

Ws w*»uld have broke the pattern;

He for me, and I for him.

He as Colonel, I as Lady,

On this shady seat *

He had a whim

That sunlight carried blessing.

And I answered, 'it shall be as you have said.'

In Summer and in inter I shall walk

Up and down

The patterned garden-paths

In my stiff, brocaded gown .

The squills and daffodils

'ill give place to pillared roses, and to

asters, and to snow *

I shall go

Up and down



In my gown.

Qorgeously arrayed,

Boned and stayed *

And the softness of my body will be guarded

from embrace

By each button, hook, and lace .

For the man who should loose me is dead,

Fighting with the Iruke in Flanders,

In a pattern called a war.

Christ 1 ?,
rhat are pat "corns for?"

Occasionally as in Amy Lowell's Purple Grackles , there

are cadences which resemble more fully all the aspects of

the cadence in music. A cadence in susic is a certain

series of chords which establish a preconceived tonality.

It furnishes a feeling of unity by returning to the original

mood or one closely related at fairly regular intervals

rhythmically. In the following poem there are the usual

rhythmic cadences and in addition cadences which establish

and return to a given tonality or mood* The short sentence

with two very final accents, "The crackles have comea ,

creates and recalls the serious melancholy feeling of re-

gret and sadness which the passing of summer causes, some

of the cadences In this poe& depend on suspension and re-

solution in addition to the rhythcic cadence.



"The gracklea have come .

The smoothness of the morning is puckered with their

incessant chatter.

A sociable lot, these purple grackles,

Thousands of them strung across a long run of wind,

Thousand w of them beating the air-rays with quick

wing-Jerks,

Spinning down the currents of the South .

Every year they come.

My garden is place of solace and recreation evidently.

For they always pass a day with me .

Tith high good nature they tell me what I do not

want to hear .

The grackles have corao .

I am persuaded that grackles are birds;

But when they are settled in the trees,

I am inclined to declare them fruits

And the trees turned hybrid blackberry vines .

Blackness shining and bulging under leaves,

Does not that mean blackberries I ask you?

Konsensei The graclclea have come .

Mnchalant highwaymen, pickpockets, second-story

burglars,



Lag away my little hope of

There is no stealthy robbing In this *

?ho ever heard such a gabble of thieves ' talk I
<MMM> I III I I

I
U ll I I1HI—

—

It seems they delight In unmaking jay poor pretence*

Tea. now I see that the hydrangeas are rusty;

That the hearts of the golden glow are ripening to

lustreless seeds:

That the garden is dahlia-coloured,

Flaming with its last over-hot hues;

That the sun is pale as a lemon too small to fill the

picking-ring ,

I did not see this yesterday,

But to-day / the grackles have come.

They drop out of the trees

And strut in companies over the lawn,

ired of flying, no doubt;

A grand parade to limber legs and give wings a rest .

I should build a great fish-pond for them.

Since it is evident that a bird-bath, meant to accom-

modate two goldi inches at most,

Is slight hospital ity for these hordes .

Scarcely one can get in.

They all peck and scrabble so.



Crowding pushing, chasing one another up the bank

with spread wings ,

*Are we ducks, you, owner of such inadequate comforts,

That you offer us lily-tanks where one suet swim <^

*•* «tand and splash like a gentleman? •

I feel that reproach keenly, seeing the© perch on the

edges of the tanks, trying the depth with a chary

foot.

And hardly able to get their wings under water in the

bird-bath.

But there are resources I had not considered,

** ± <WB fr^rely ruled out of count .

Tbat is that thudding against the eaves Just beyqsjl

What is that spray of water blowing past jay face?

Two—three—grackles bathing in the gutter,

Tne gutter providentially choked with leaves.

I pray the;, think I put the leaves there on purpose;

I would be supposed thoughtful and welcoming

all guests, even thieves.

But considering that they are going south and I am not,

I wish they would bathe more quietly.

It is unmannerly to flaunt one*s good fortune.



They rate me of no consequence.

But the, .t reflect that it is my gut ter.

I know their opinion of use,

Because one is drying himself on the window-sill

Bot two feet from my hand *

His purple neck is sleek with water.

And the fellow preens his feathers for all the world

** i£ - were a fountain statue.

If it were not for the window,

I am convinced he would ll^ht on *iy head .

Tyrlan-feathered freebooter,

Appropriating my delightful gutter with so extrava-

You are as cool a pirate as ever scuttled a ship,

And are you not scuttling ay Summer with every peek

of your sharp bill?

But there is a cloud over the beech-tree,

A quenching cloud for lexron-iUvered suna .

The grackles are all swinging in the tree-tops,

And the wine: is coming up , oind you.

That boom and reach is no P-ummer gale,

I know that wind,

It blows the Equinox over seeds and scatters them,



It ripe petals from petals, and tears off half-turned

leaves «

jre Is rain on the back of that wind.

I would keep the grackles,

I would £load ivith them not to leave

I grant their coming, but I v.quid not have them go «

It is a milestone, this passing of graekles,

A day of them, and it is a year gone by *

There is sialic in this and terror,

But I only stare stupidly put of the

The grwekloa have coxae.

Cornel Yes, they surely came*

But ^Qy h&99 gone *

A moment ago the oak waa full of then*

They are not there now.

Bat a speck of a black wing*

lot an eye-peep of a purple head .

The graekles have gone ,

And I watch an Autumn storm

Stripping the garden.

Shouting black rain challenges

To an old, limp Summer

Laid down to die in the flower-beds* "



In these examples I have found that there Is a tenden-

cy to group words rhythmically into three or four feet in

order to bring to a close a thought unit* occasionally

there is an accented word which gives a warning of the

close. Some cadences are composed of slow heavy accents

usually two words. In free cadeaced verse a type of cadence

is developed which depends on suspension and resolution.

And finally examples nay be found where a cadence is used

to establish and recall a mood or tonality. he type of

cadence wee also found to have a great bearing on the in-

dividuality of the poets' stjle.

These types of cadence are similar to cadences in

music. I certain series of chorda is used to bring a piece

to a close. This close must establish a tonality or mode

and must be located rhythmically on a strong pulse. Some-

times a warning chord, an accented I 6 chord* occurs before
4

the dominant chord in the cadence, a close is also a

relaxation of a tension which has been created earlier in

the phrase, cadenced closes in both music and poetry are

quite similar in method and purpose. Practice in their

poetic use is not so well defined or codified as in music.



RETtmB ANr REPETITIOK IS MOtSSB POETPY

In order to give unity and balance to musical and

poetical ideas it has been found necessary to resort to the

idea of return or repetition of one central theme* This is

necessary because both music and poetry are in a state of

flux—are moving—and it is not possible to stress or refer

back to an idea without repeatin
:
it* It is important in

both to establish a tonality and mood and to return to that

mood periodically.

Oadential Return

The beginning of sueh an idea has been discussed in

connection with cadences which establish and reaffirm a

tonality or mood. In Amy Lowell's purple Grackles the re-

currence of the short sentence* "The grackles have come,"

constitutes a simple return to an established mood* carl

Sandburg's Cool Tombs in its title and the phrases. "In

the dust, in the cool tombs" recalls a certain moo

r>aham Lincoln was shoveled into the tombs, he
fox*got the copperheads and the assassin • • •

in the dust, in the cool tombs.
And Ulysses Grant lost all thought of con men and

frail street* cash and collateral turned ashes • • •

in the dust, in the cool tombs.
Pocahontas 1 body, lovely as a poplar, sweet as a
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red haw in November or a pawpaw in Bay, did she
wonder? does she remember? . . . in the dust,
in the cool toBfrs?
:e any street full of people buying clothes and
dcopIss, cheering a hero or throwing confetti

and blowing tin horns . . • tell me if the lovers
are losers • • • tell me if any get more than
the lovers . . • in the dust ... in the cool
tombc

.

Song Forma in Music and Return in Shorter Poems

By the combination of periods or thought groups in

msic, song-forms are obtained. The simplest is the two-

part song-form consisting of one thought group and a con-

trastine thought group. This song-form is rarely found

since it does not give a satisfactory impression because of

the failure of the first idea to reappear, a more satis-

factory son^-form is the three part son^-form consisting of

a thought group, a contrasting thought group, and a repeti-

tion of the first thought group, in tousle these three

•actions are very nearly the same length, in poetry which

uses these same three sections, the middle group is general-

ly more extended. The material used in the second section

must be contrasting to that in the first and laat but must

be closely related and la sometimes a development of dif-

ferent aspects of the idea of first part, a statement which

was made earlier that the achievement of a mood waa ac-

complished much faster In poetry than in music is responsi-
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ble in this case for the WWflHfl U*&m of the sections.

IWilli!II M origin of such a forn In ausic was in the

dance and song aelodles—iaueic for the group alternate

with bjusIc for a soloist—and in such a ease the music of

the two contractlas groups would tend to becoaa aow aaarly

equal in length. The following poeais ahow use of three

parts in which the first and last vary from one line to

stanaaa of equal length with the other section.

^Sjaoke*

I sit in a chair and read the newspapers.

I of men go to *ar» acres of them are

burled, guns and ships broken, cities
burned, villages sent up in smoke, and

children where cows are killed off amid

hoarse barbecues vanish like finger-

rings of smoke in a north wind.

I sit in s chair and read the

(Carl Sandburg)

"irradiations l
w

*Over the roof-tops race the shadows of clouds;

Like horses the shadows of clouds charge down

the street.

Whirlpools of purple and gold,

ids from the taountains of cinnabar,

lacquered mandarin moments, palanquins swaying

ant. balancing
Amid vermillion pavilions, against the jade

balustrades,
Lnt of the glittering wings oi dragon-flies

in the light:
Silver filaments, golden flakes settling downward,

ppling, quivering flutters, repulse and

surrender,



sun broidered upon this pain,
- astling with the sun.

Over the roof-top* race the shadows of clouds;
dow3 of clouds charge down

the street."

(John Gould I- letchar)

"Sketch"

"The shadows of the ships
sk on the creat

In the low blue lustre
Of the tardy and soft iarollin t id«

,

A long brown bar at the dip of the sky
Puts an stl: of sand in the span of salt.

The lucid and endless wrinkles
aw in, lapse and withdraw*
/elets crumble and white spent bubbles

Hush on the floor of the beach.

ci: ins on the crest
In the low blue lustra
Are the shadows of the ships."

(Carl Sandburg)

aboose '.thoughts"

"it's going to coae out all right « do you
The sun, the birds, the grass - - they know.
They get along - - and we'll get aloi

owe days will be rainy a: i will sit waiting
d the letter you wait for won't come.

And I will sit watching the sky tear off gray and
ppaj

And the letter I wait for won't com*

ore will be ac-ci-dents;
I know ac-ci-dents are co;-

Soash-ups, signals wrong; washouts; trestles rotten,

SSt sSg^and^o^lwfe^
8^ end of the run



m train gets put together again
And the caboose and the green tail lights

!e down the right of way like a new white hope,

I never heard a Mockingbird in Kentucky
Spilling its heart in the mornir »

I never saw the snow on Chlriborazo.
It's a high white Mexican hat, I hear.

I never had supper with Abe Lincoln.
Hot a dish of soup with .lira Kill.

But I've been around*
I knotv some of the boys here who can go a little.
I know girls good for a burst of speed any time.
I heart! "lllieins and ^alker
Before talker died in the bughouse.

I knew a mandolin player
in a barber shop in an Indiana town,

And he thought he had a million dollars.

I knew a hotel girl in res :olnas.
She had eyes; I saw her and said to myself
The sun rises and the sun sets in her eyes.
I was her steady and her heart went pit-apat.
e took away the money for a prise waltz at a

otherhood dance.
She had eyeaj she was safe as the bridge over

the Mississippi at Burlington; I married her.

Lai Jier we took the cushions goin,- west.
.:'s Peak is a big old stone, believe me«

It's fastened down} something you can count on.

It's going to come out all right do you know*
The sun, the birds, the grass thev know*

jet along and we*11 get along.

(Carl Sandburg)

Chicago

Big Butcher for the ^'orld,
i Maker, stacker of rheat,



'layer with Railroads and the Nation's
it Handler;

stormy, husky, brawlir
City of the Big Shoulders:

yj tell me you are wicked and I believe them, for
e seen your painted worsen under the gas

lamps luring the fern boys.
And they tell me you are crooked and I answer:

Yes, it is true I have seen the gunman kill
and go free to kill again.

And they tell me you are brutal and my reply is:
On the faces of woman and children I have seen

is marks of wanton hunger.
having answered so I turn once more to those

who sneer at this my city, and I give them
back the sneer and say to them:

Come and show me another- city with lifted head
si so proud to be alive and coarse and
strong and cunnin

v

laagnetic curses amid the job of piling
job on job, here is a tall bold slugger set

against the little soft cities;
ierce as a dog with tongue lapping for action,
tunning as a savage pitted against the

J _ CSS,
-reheaded,

arming,
llding, breaking rebuilding,

Under the smoke, dust all over his mouth, lau r'hin«
with -Lite teeth,

^
Under the terrible burden of destiny laughing as

a yc an laughs,
Lai even as an ignorant fighter laughs who

has never lost a battle,
id lax. that under his wrist is the

, and under his ribs the heart of the
ople,

Lai:. the stormy, husky, bray,-ling laughter of
-alf-naked, sweating, proud to be nog

ool Maker, stacker of 'heat, Player
wl ilroads and Prslght ier to the nation.

"

(carl sandbur



In these poeaaa which I have quoted the return is quoted

alioost exactly In the nature of a refrain. In Chicago the

return is slightly varied* Edwin Arlington Robinson's

Luke Bavergal is in three-part form with the third part not

exactly like the first* The sane things are mentioned but

are colored by the change of mood which the second or

middle part of the poem has produced* This is a very artis-

tic use of three-part song-form*

"Go to the western gate, Luke Havergal,
There where the vines cling crimson on the wall.
nd in the twilight wait for what will come*

The leaves will whisper there of her, and some.
Like flying words, will strike you as they fall:
But go, and if you listen, she will call*
Go to the western gate, Luke Havergal - -

ike Bavergal*

Ho, there is ma dawn in eastern skies
To rift the fiery ni^ht that's in your eyes;
But there, where western glooms are gathering.
The dark will end the dark if anything:
God slays himself with every leaf that flies,
And hell is more than half of Paradise.
HO, there is not a dawn in eastern skies - -
In eastern skies.

Out of the grave I come to tell you this,
Out of the grave I come to quench the kiss
That flames upon your forehead with a glow
That blinds you to the way that you may go.
Yes, there is one way to where she is.
Bitter, but one that faith may never miss*
Out of the grave I come to tell you this - -
To tell you this*

There is the western gate, Luke Bavergal,
There are the crimson leaves upon the wall.
Go, for the winds are tearing them away, - -

Hor think to riddle the dead words they say,
Hor any more to feel them as they fall;



But go, and If you trust her alio will call.
There is the western gate, Luke navergal - *
Luke Havergal."

Each stanaa In itself possesses a three-part form* Raeh re-

peats and echoes the first line in itself*

Amy Lowell on Return

In order to extend and unify a poem which does not

possess a narrative elegant or a logically developed idea

it is necessar;, to repeat the principal idea so that the

reader does not lose track of the central theme. Amy

Lowell in the preface to can Of><• *s castle says the fol-

lowing about return in poetry, especially in polyphonic

prose;

"Return in 'polyphonic prose* is usually achieved by

the recurrence of a dominant thought or image, coming in

irregularly and in varying words, but still giving the

spherical effect which I have frequently spoken of as im-

perative in all poetry*

It is well to notice in this quotation that the return

nuat give a "spherical effect" or an effect of fairly reg-

ular periodic appearances which is at variance with the

phrase, coming in irregularly." The longer the poem, the

more returns are to be found. There is no limit set for

the number of repetitions.



The song-fors and Trio in Music

in nueic which employ this laethod are louch

nore fixed. The simplest of these is the song-foro and

trio. This consists of a complete or two- or three-part

song-fora followed by another complete two- or three-part

song-form of contrasting though related material and a vepm*

tition, either exact or approximate (occasionally shorten-

ed), of the first song-form. The middle song-form is

referred to as a trio owing to the fact that in the earlier

days io music this section was performed by three woodwind

instruments, two oboes and a bassoon. This form may be

extended further by the addition of a second trio followed

by a third repetition of the first song-form.

The Rondo Forms in Music

The various rondo forms are the highest types in music

which used the idea of a periodic return of a principal

idea, called the subject. This then* oust appear three

times. The origin of this form is as a song with dance.

The principal idea, called the Rondeau, was sung and danced

by a choraia, while the transitions, called couplets, lead-

ing from the principal idea and its repetitions, were sung

by a solo voice. There are two general rondo classes, the



simple op snail rondo and the rondo-sonata. There are

several types of the former; those rondos vfaleh contain one

subject which alternates with material of less important

nature almost transitional or bridge-like in character;

those in which there are two subjects - - one of the

sections between appearances of the theme being of suf-

ficient importance to call it a second subject; and those

which contain three subjects. The types of the rondo-

sonata are: (a) Those in which there is the principal

subject I followed by a transitional group leading to

Subject II after which subject I returns and a third subject

is introduced, trio-like, the whole concluding with the rep-

etition of subject I, the transitional pasaage leading to

subject II, subject II, a short return to subject I and a

coda; (b) those in which a closing group of themes replaces

the appearance of the principal subject after the second

subject; and (c) those in which the themes appear as in

(a) except that a development section is substituted for the

third subject. The only sirailiarlty which exists between

these forme and poetic form is the fact that both use the

idea of return. Poetry is much freer in its use of this

idea than music and consequently It Is almost impossible to

find forms which correspond exactly to the form schemes

which I have just explained as existing in music. That fact
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does not lessen the point though that both poetry and music

recognize and use the principle of return or repetition of a

principal idea or thought.

The Use of Eeturn in I laborsting hong

In the series of poems which X am going to quote

the number of returns is more than two. They start with

poems which contain a refrain-like repetition of an idea

and then those that begin to state the idea in different

words and finally some in which the idea is so subtly intro-

duced that one is hardly aware of what is being done. And

so today, carl Sandburg's Armistice ray poem, begins with

the principal idea which is repeated refrain-like at first

and then the rest of the returns are varied.

"And so to-day - - they lay him away - -

the boy nobody knows the name of - -

the buck private - - the unknown soldier - -

the doughboy who dug under and died
when they told him to - - that's him.

rown Pennsylvania Avenue to-day the riders go,
men and boys riding horses, roses in their teeth,
stems of roses, rose leaf stalks, rose dark

leaves - -

the line of green ends in a red rose flash.

Skeleton men and boys riding skeleton horses,
the rib bones shine, the rib bones curve,
shine with savage, elegant curves - -

a jawbone runs with a long white slant,
a skull dome runs with a long white arc!.,
bone triangles clici: and rattle,
elbows, ankles, white line slants - -



shining in the sun, past the ^hite House,
pest the Treasury Buiioing, Avoqr and Navy

Buildings,
on to the mystical white Capitol Dome - *
so they go down Pennsylvania Avenue to-day,
skeleton men and boys riding skeleton horses,
stems of roses in their teeth,
rome dark leaves at their white jaw slants - -
and a horse laugh question nicvrers and whinnies,
moans with a whistle out of horse head teeth:
why? who? where?

(
T2he big fish - - eat the little fish - -
the little fish - - eat the shrimps - -
and the shrimps - * eat mud» * - -
said a eadeverous man - - with a black
umbrella - - spotted with white polka
dots - • with a missing ear » with a
missing foot and arms - m with a
missing sheath of muscles singing to
the silver sashes of the sun. )

Anc so to-day - - they lay him away - -
the boy nobody knows the name of - -
the buck private - - the unknown soldier - -
the dou who dug under and died
when they told him to - - that's hi

If he picked himself and said, *£ am ready to
die,

if he gave his name and said, * iy counti
take me,

'

then the baskets of roses to-day are for the Boy,
the flowers, the songs, the steamboats whistles,
the proclamations of the honorable orators,
they are all for the Boy - - that's him.

If the government of the Republic picked him

I ou are wanted, your country takes you' - -
if the x

c epublic put a stethoscope to his heart
and looked at his teeth and tested his eyes

and said,
' ou are a eitisea of the Republic and a sound

animal
in all parts and functions - - the Republic

takes you 1



to-da^ tlie baskets of flowers are all
Tor the Republic,

the roses, the songs, the steamboat whistleB,
the proclamations of t onorable orators - •

"are all for the Republic*

And so to-day - - they la; him
and ar, understanding goes m - his long sleep

shall be
under anas and arches near the Capitol Dome - -

is an authorization - - he shall have
tomb companions - •

the martyred presidents of the Republic - •

the buck private - - the unknown soldier - -

that's him.

The man who was war coasaander of the armies
of the republic

rides down ?3imsylvania Avenue - -

the man who is peace cotaaander of the armies
of the Republic

rides down Pennsylvania Avenue - -

for the sake of the Boy, for the sake of the
Republic

(And the hoofs of the skeleton horses
all drum soft on the asphalt footing - -

so soft is the drumming, so 30ft the
roll call

of the grinning sergeants calling the
roll call - -

so soft Is it all - - a camera man
murmurs, » loonahino • •)

Look - * who salutes the coffin - m
lays a wreath of remembrance
on the box where a buck private
sleeps a clean dry sleep at last - -

lock - - it is the highest ranking general
of the officers of the armies of the Republic*

(Among pigeon corners of the congressional
Library - - they file documents quietly,
casually, all In a day's work - - this
human document, the buck private nobody
knows the name of - - they file away in
granite and steel - - with music and
roses, salutes, proclamations of the
honorable orators.)



or any bubbles of shell shock gibberisli
from the gashes of Ho Man's Land.

jaybe some buddy knows,
some sister, mother, sweetheart,
maybe some girl who sat with him once
when a two-horn sliver moon
slid on the peak of a house-roof gable,
and promises lived in the air of the night,
when the air was filled with promises,
when any little slip-shoe lovey
could pick a promise out of the air*

'Peed it to •em,
they lap it up,
bull ... bull ... bull. 1

Said a movie news reel camera man,
Said a Washington newspaper correspondent,
Said a baggage handler lugging a trunk,
Said a two-a-day vaudeville juggler,
Said a hanky-pank selling Jumping-jacks.
» ...oItj;.-.--thev lap it up, ' said the lit elu

And a tall scar-face ball player,
Played out as a ball player,
ism&e a speech of his own for the hero boy,
Sent an earful of his own to the dead buck

private

:

r It f s all safe now, buddy,
Safe when you say yea,
Safe for the yes-men.'

Ha was a tall scar-face battler
ith his face in a newspaper

Heading want ads, reading jokes,
Heading love, murder, politics.
Jumping from jokes back to the want ads,
Beading the want ads first and last,
fba letters of the word JOB, ' - - ,

•

Burnt like a shot of bootie : boose
In the bones of his head-
In the wish of his scar-face eyes.

The honorable orators,
Always the honorable orators,
Buttoning the buttons on their prinz alberts,
Pronouncing the syllables f sac-rl-fice,'



.lag those bitter salt-soaked syllables-
Do the;; ever gag with hot ashes in their mouths?
Do their tongues ever sirrivel with a pain of fire
Aeross those simple syllables ' sac-ri-fice*?

(There was one orator people far off saw*
md on a gunnysack shirt over his bones,

And he lifted an elbow socket over his head.
And he lifted a skinny signal finger.
And he had nothing to say, nothing easy

—

He mentioned ten million men, mentioned tiiem
as bavins gone west, mentioned them as
shoving up the daisies.

We could write it all on a postage stamp,
what he said*

&• said it and quit and faded away,
A gunnysack shirt on his bones.)

Stars of the night sky,
did you see that phantom fadeout,
did you see those phantom riders,
skeleton riders on skeleton horses,
stems of roses in their teeth,
rose leaves red on white-jaw slants,
grinning along on Pennsylvania Avenue,
the top-sergeants calling roll calls-
did their horses nicker a horse laugh?
did the ghosts of the boney battalions
move out and on, up the Potomac, over on

the Ohio,
and out to the Mississippi, the isaouri,

the Red River,
and down to the Hlo Grande, and on the yasoo,
over to the Chattahoochee and up to the

Rappahannock?
did you see *em, stars of the night sky?

And so to-day—they lay him away—
the boy nobody knows the name of

—

they lay him away in granite and steel—
with music and roses—uncer a flag*
under a sky of promises •"

"Ballad for SIooeF

"For God, our Goo is a gallant foe
That playeth behind the veil.



I have loved my **! &s a child at heart
Obet seeketh deep boeoiso for rest,
I have loved my ood as a maid to man—
But lo» this thin^ 1b beats

To love tout Ood as a gallant foe that plays behind the
veil;

to meet your ood aa the night winds aeet beyond Areturua*

Z have played with Ood for a woraai:.,

J have staked with aj ood for truth,
I have lost to ay Ood as a can, clear*eyed—

Hla dloe be not of rutiu

For I am aede aa a naked blade.
But hear ye tills thine in sooths

Use loseth to Ood aa nan to aan
Shall win at the turn of the gaum,

I have drawn 119 blade where the lightnings

3ut the ending is the ami
£ho loeeth to Ood as the sword blades lose

shall win at the end of the gens*

For Ood, oar Ood la a gallant foe that playeth behind
the veil*

Whoa dad deigns not to overthrow hath need of triple

I wm not]

'Lilacs'

i.acs,

False blue*
"hite,
imrpie,
colour or iliac,
Your great puffs of flowers
Are everywhere in this my Sow anglamU

orioles hop like ousic-boac birds and sing
Their little weak soft songs;
in the crooks of your branches
the bright eyes of song sparrows sitting on

spotted eggo



^iluea ia doory&

ilace Hatching * deserted bouse
settling sideways into the grass of an old roadf
Lilacs, Kind-beaten, staggering under a lopsided

ehock of f*lfttwi

Abovs a collar dog into a hill*
you are e\

his senaon.
And ran along the road beside the boy going to

school*
You stood by pasture-bars to &ire the cows good

sAlkSflfi
You persuaded the housevif© that her dish pea

was silver
Sad ISW hm/jjmaM m/k IMMSB o-' j'a'i "ol I a

You flaunted the fragrance of your ftloeaoas
Through the aide doors of custesi Houses—
jfc>^^™* ^B *^PJti* "*^^W**J^a*^^**» "%^^r^** ^^ ^^*«^A WF%^^^ |S'

Charging the noses of qulll-drlving clerks
hoc a ship was in £rv
You ealled to themt Vjooee-quili Eien, goose-quill

flay is a sooth for flittin
Until they arithed on thsir hlji stools
And wrote poetry on their letter-sheets behind

the DroDDsrt'wiip ledgers*
paradoxical Hew England clerks,
Writing inventories in ledgers, loading the »song

of Solomon • at night,
So aaay verses before bed-time,
Because it ems the Bible.
The dead t%& you
Axaid the slant stones of graveyards*
pals ghosts who planted you
Caao in the night-tlas
and let their thin hair bios? through your

clustered stems*
pa are of the green sea,

And of the atone hills which reach a long distance*
You are of els*-shaded streets with little shops

share they sell kites and iaarblea,



groat paries where everyone walks and
la at hoae*

you cover the blind a idea of greenhouses
and loan over the top to amy •

the ^laaa
To „rovL' friends, the grapes, inside*

til—«
False Mue,
hite,
Purple,
Colour of lilac,
You have forgotten your eastern origin.
The veiled women with eyes like panthers.
The swollen, aggressive turbans of jewelled Pashas.
Sow you are a very decent flower

•

a reticent flower,
A curiously clear-cut, candid flower,

ending beside clean doorways,
Friendly to a houseboat and a pair of spectacles,
Baking poetry out of a bit of ooonllgbt
And a hundred or two sharp blossoms.

alas knows you,
as for years aad years;
Kew Hampshire knows you,

And Vermont*
Cape Cod starts you along the beaches to node

Island}
Connecticut takes you from a river to the sea*
You are brighter than apples,
Sweeter Vbm Mite,
:ou are the great flood of our souls
Bweting above the leaf-shapes of our hearts,
You are the enell of all Buamsre,
The love of wives and children,
The recollection of the gardens of little children.

And the familiar treading of the foot to end fro
on a road it knows*

&ay la lilac here in :ew England*
nay Is a thrush sinking fcun upl 'on a tip-top

Hay is whits clouds behind pine-trees
Puffed out and marching upon a blue sky*



aey is ft green as no other,
S9ey Is much owl throu^i mmll loaves,
aay Is soft earth,
And applo-blossosa,
and windows open to ft . outh wind*
»r is ft full lisnt wind of lU»e
Free) Canada to liarrftgansett Bay*

' lacs.
False Bins,
'"hlte,
Purple,
COloar of lilac*
art-laaves of lilae all over How England*

Roots of lilac tinder oil the soU of User England,
Lilac In jbs beeftuse I as new England,
Because asy roots are in it,
Because ay loaves are of it,
Because my flowers arc for it,
Because it is «y country
And I speak to it of itself
And sing of it with my own voice

nee certainly it is mine**

(Any Lowell}

In the three poems X have Just quoted the return in each

has partaken nore of tho nature of a refrain, in • . *u

the islands the principal idea is expressed at first and

expanded, then follow departures and retarns* The returns

•re acre varied both in length and in use of naaaes* "hie

is a acre subtle and artistic use of the device of return*

"The Islands

I

at are the islands to so,
<*het la Oreeee,
what is Khodse, saisoa, Chios,
what Is paros facing west,
what Is Crete*



it Is s«B0thx»ace«
like a ship,

what Is ioi)iK>B rending the
bVW*£

3 w'j.'.'. .."»•,.•;. ./vja

rhat is HWt ,ros, alios,
wiiat the a about Lyela,
what, the cydadee'
aMlM aaoklsoot

tfibat Is
parts, rising like a rock,
IMMi atlmH,
what Is Corinth?

v^bat is Euboia
with its island violets,
what is ::uboia, spread with grass,
set with swift shoals,
what la Crate?

t are the islands to *ae»

what is Greece?

II

Sfcet can love of land give to m
that you have not—*
what do the tall Spartans know,
and gentler Attic folk?

mat has Sparta and her
than this?

Yfhat are the islands to as
if you are lost--
hat is liaxoa, ilnoc,
and relos, the clasp
%^ *-- aR^a^i' ^w*jp^» ^f^i^ •vv^^we'^^w •

III

TJhat can love of land give to as
that you have not,
what can love of strife break in
that you have not?



Sparta, enter A
obea wrack Sparta,

each eijangee aa water,
and fall back.

XV

•what baa love of land given to you
that I have notv

I have questioned Tyriana
where they aat
on the black ships,
weighted with rich stuffs,
I have as. ed the Greeks
froa the white ships,
and Greaka froa ships whoae balks
lay on the wet sand, scarlet
with great beaks*
I have aa. ed bright yriane
and tall Greeks—
*ffbmt baa love of land giv^n you?
And they answered— "peace."

V

But beauty ia set apart*
beauty ia cast by the sea,
a barren rock,
beauty ia eat about
with wreeke of ehlpa,
upon our coast, death keepa
the ahallowe~~death waits
clutching toward us
from the deepe.

Beauty la set apart

|

the winds that slash ite beaoh,
swirl the ooarae sand
upwarc toward the rocks*

Beauty la set apart
froa the islands
and from Greece*



VI

la my garden
the winds have beaten
the ripe lilies*
In ay garden, the salt
baa wilted the first fla es
of young narcissue,
and the lesser hyacinth,
and the salt has crept
under the leaves of the white hyacinth*

In my garden
even the wind-flowers lie flat,
broken by the wind at last.

VII

What are the islands to me
if you are lost,
what is Faroe to ma
if your eyes dra* back,
what la .niloa
if you take Uright of beauty,
terrible, torturous, Isolated,
a barren roekt

What is bodes, Crete,
what is Faroe facing weat,
what, white H&broe?

at are the islands to me
if you hesitate,
what is Greece if you draw back
from the terror
and cole: splendour of song
and its bleak sacrifice? *

Its D.)

11 *s Red slippers is an example in polyphonic

of the use of return*

This poem la one of her earlier experiments and ehe

not fully realised the way in which return ie to be



employed. The repetitions are too frequent and the. poem as

a whole le lacking in balance • The contrasting eection

about the lotua flower la Introduced after too anion of rod

slippera and is too short to balance* The return to the

pad slippers is entirely too short for the beat proportions*

In listening to the pose one is struck by the fact that it

soda too aoon* A second there running with red slippers

is the grey sleet* The sleet does not receive such stress*

Again there is a sore artistic use of the return from Its

being more varied*

•Hod Slippers «

"Red slippers in a shop-fcindow* and outside in
the street, flaws of grey, windy sleet

i

Behind the polished glass* the slippers hang
in long threads of red* festooning from too ceiling
like stalactities of blood* flooding the eyes of
passers-by with dripping colour* jamtalng their
crimson reflections against the window* of cabs and
tremcare* screaaing their claret and salmon into
the teeth of the aleet* plopping their little round
maroon lights upon the tops of umbrellas.

The row of white* sparkling shop fronts is
Cashed and bleeding* it bleeds red slippers* They
spout under the electric light* fluid and fluctuate
I: , a hot rain—and freese again to rec slippers*
myrladly multipllec; in the mirror aide of the window*

They balance upon arched instops like springing
bridges of crimson laoquer} they swing up over
curved heels like whirling tanagers sucked in a wind*
pocket! they flatten out* heellesa* like July ponds*
flared and burDished by red rockets*



snap, snap, they are crac&ar-aparka of scarlet
in the white, monotonous bloc-/- of

They plunge the clangour of billions of vert.il Ion
trumpets into the crowd outside, and echo In faint
rose over the pavement*

People hurry by, for those are only shoes, and
in a window, farther down, is a big lotus bud of
cardboard whose petals open every few minutes and
reveal a wax doll, with staring bead eyes and flaxen
hair, loUlng awkwardly in its flower chair*

One has often seen shoes, but whoever saw a
cardboard lotus bud before?

:he flawa of grey, windy sleet beat on the shop-
window where there are only red slippers."

(Amy Lowell)

to ***• ^—Plm" • ona *roc sonlin by Conrad iilxea there

is a combination of the use of a fixed refrain and the

repeated idea of "It is morning*" other icons—the mirror*

the tie, the cosmic consciousness, the awareness of a god—

are very subtly interwoven and reiterated and are at the

easts tiros separated by contrasting rasterial which makes then

return upon themselves with a senee of rhythm and balance,

"Horning Song" from "senlin"

It Is mornln , nealln saya, and in the morning
when the light drips through the shut tore like the

X arise, l face the sunrise.
And do the tilings my fathers learned to do*
tara in the purple dusk above the rooftops
ale in a saffron mist and eeem to die.

And I myself on a swiftly tilting planet
Stand before a glass and tie my tie*



Vino leaves tap my window,
to the garden stones.

The robin chirps in the c ilneberry ta»ee

seating three clear tones*

It is corning* X stand hj the mirror
and tie mg tie once aero*
• hile waves far off in a pale rose twilight
Crash on a white sand ahoro.
1 stand by a mirror and comb my hair:
How small and white my face! —
The green earth tilts throng a sphere of air
And bathes in a flame of space*

There are houses hanging above the stars
&ad stars hong under a sea * « •

And a sun far off in a shell of silence
'apples my walls for tse • • •

It is morning, son!in says* and in the morning
old 1 not pause in the li^ht to remember ©sdt

Upright and firm I stand ost a star unstable.
::e is immense and lonely aa a cloud*
1 will dedicate this moment before my mirror
To him alone, for hire I will comb my hair.
Accept these bumble offerings, cloud of silence

1

I will thin: of you aa X descend the stair.

,e loaves tap my window,
, snail-track shines on the stones,

raw-drops flash from the chiaaberry tree
>eetlng two clear tones*

It is morning, 1 awake from a bad of alienee,
I rise from the starless waters of sleep.

. walla are about me still aa in the evening,
X am the aaaa, and the aaaa name still I

'

The earth revolves with me, yet makes no motion,
The stare pale silently in a coral sky.
In a whistling void X stand before ay mirror,
Unconcerned, and tie my tie.

There are horses neighing on far-off hills
white;loosing their long

And mountains flash in the rose-white duo*,
-heir shoulders black with rains



It is morning* 1 stand by the mirror
hn<~ surprise my soul ones aorej
The blue sir rushes shove aey ceiling*
There are suns beneath »y floor • • •

• • • It is morning, senile says, X ascend
from darhoees

Ant depart on the winds of space for I know
not where,

ay watch is wound, a key is in ay pocket,
And the sky it darkened as i descend the stair*
There are shadows across the windows, clouds

in heaven.
And a god among the stars; and I will go
Thinkin im as X zsight think of daybreak
And humming a tune I know . • .

vine-loavoa tap at the window,
res-drops sing to the garden stones,
The robin chirps in the chlnabarry tree
-'epoetin;; three clear tones*"

(Conrad Aiken)

One of the most beautiful and artistic uses of the

repetition and return Idea is to be found in Conrad Aiken »s

And In The flmtssl gardens. The subtle interweaving of

repeated ideas and the return to the;:: in varied and un-

varied forms give an additional flow and unity to the poets*

There are many ideas repeated but the principal ones are

the princess rending, the actions of the knave of diamonds,

the drunken king, and the golden goblet which the king has

thrown free: the turret window* he actlone of the vulean

in his underground nmlthy are another element which is



' AnC in the Hanging Gardens"

"And iti the hanging gardens there ia ruin
I ram midnight until one, striking the leaves
And balls of flowers, and stroking bolee nf

planes 9
And teasing alow arpeggioi. over poola,
And stretching strings of sound from eaves to

ytrm t

The prinoeae reads* Ifce knave of diamonde sloops.

The king is drunk, and flings a golden goblet
Sown from the turret window (curtained with rain)

Into the lilacs*

And at one o'clock
The vulcan under too garden wakes and beats
The gong upon his anvil* Then the rain
Ceases, but gently ceases, dripping still,

And sound of falling water fills the dark
AS leaves grow bold and upright* and as eaves
part with water* The princess turns the page

Beside the candle, and between two braids
Of golden hair* And reads: 'Frsja there I wont
Borthwerd a journey of four days, and cans

a wild village in the illls, where none
as living save the vulture and the rat.
And one old nan, who laughed, but could not apeak*

The roofa were fallen in* the well grown over
ith weed! and it waa there lay father died.
m eight days further, bearing slightly west,

The cold wind blowing sand against our faeee,
3 food tasting of sand* and as we stood

By the dry rock that marks the highest point
|w brother said* "*ot too late is it yet

turn, remembering noma*? And we were silent
ThinI: i

v
hosts*' The princess shuts her eyes

And feels the tears forming beneath her eyelids
And opens then, and tears fall on the page*

The knave or diamond* in the darkened room
Throws off his covers, sleeps, and snores again*
The king goes slowly down the turret stairs
1 find the goblet*

And at two o'clock
The vulcan in his smithy track

Under the hanging gardens, where the drip
Of rain snong the clematis and Ivy



air . .lower to punple flower,
Ites twice hit anvil* 4*±d the auriaur comes

the roots and vine. princess roads:
'as X as; sick* and cannot write you more*

have not Ion. I give this letter
him, my brother* who will hear it south

And tell 70a now j died. j : how it was*
There la the northern desert* where the grass
as wit;-.—ed* and the harass* all but one*

ished 1

- * * The princess drops her golden
bend

Upon the page between her two white arms
And golden braid** The knave 01' diamonds wakes
And at his window in the darkened room
atcuas the lilacs tossing* where the king
Seeks for the goblet*

and at three o'clock
The anon inflames the lilac heads* and thrioe
The vulcan* in hie root-bound smithy* clangs
is anvils and the sounds creep softly up

Among the vines and walls* The moon le round*
and as a shield above the turret top*
m princes® blows her candle out* and weepe

In the pale room* where scent of lUae comes*
ping* with hands across her eyelids* thinking

Of withered gross* withered by sandy %iod.
a knave of dlasonda* in his darkened room*

olds in nla hands a key* and softly steps
Along the corridor* and slides the key
Into the door that guards her* geaowfalle* slowly*
She king* with raindrops on his bears and hande,
And dripping sleeves* clisabs up the turret stairs*

idlng the goblet upright in one handf
And pauses on the midmost step* to taste
One drop of wine* wherewith wild rain has mixed.*

(coarad Aiken)

turn in Polyphonic rose

The four long polyphonic prose poems of Amy Lowell's

Can Grande's castle are possibly the longest



this method* UN longest of these la The Bpouzo aorsea,

which occupies ninety-nine page a. The poeins have a central

idea which is kept constantly before the reader while short

narratives and descriptions are placed between the repeti-

tions. The success of the poeois is doubtful* They are

schanically quite perfect and if they had any real matter

of moment or interest or were vitalised they would un-

doubtedly be great poems* as it is they are principally a

museum monument of a very ingenious craftsman. The Bronze

Horses is divided into four sections the first three of

which are about equal length, the fourth is rather short*

Each section is px*ececed by a couple of paragraphs in

italics which state the theme of the poem abstractly. The

vicissitudes of the bronze horses are the concrete embodi-

ment of this theiii©. .ollowing this abstract introduction

is an introductory description of the city which is the

home of the horses at the time. TLore is constant and

usually rather striking return to the description of the

harass. The poem has of necessity been shortened. I have

quoted the most of the first section—omit ting some of the

longer interludes—merely summarizing their content. In

this way the method is clearly illustrated. The other

three sections are constructed in the same manner* in the

quotations I have tried to give sufficient of the section

to make evident the balance and proportion of the parts*
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TIM bluo sky of Italy* tho bluo sky of ro*e #

Sunlight pouring whito and clear from the wide*
stretched sky. .vunlight sliding softly over white
marble, lying In jasmine circlee before cool

t, striking aharpiy upon roofa and domes.
recoiling before straight facades of grey granite,
foiled and beaten by the deep balls of tea

r unllght on tiles and tufa, sunlight on basalt
and porphyry* The sky stripes Bone with sun and
shadow | strips of yellow, strips of blue* pepper*
dots of purple and orange* It whip-lashes the four
great horses of glided fcronse, harnessed to the
bronse quadriga on the Arab of Hero, and they trot

-sura wii3lO'«lt
- Lthout moving. The horses tread



the sorbins of Rome beneath their fee, , ieir goad-
flanks quiver la the sunlight* one foot pave the
air* a stop, end they will lance Into the air,
Pegasuo-liicQ, stepping the wind* But they do not
take the step. They wait—poised, treading Home as
they trod Alexandria, as they trod the narrow is-
land of Cos* The spokes of the quadriga wheels
flash, but they do not turn* They burn like day*
stars above the Arch of aero. The horses poise
over Food, a constellation of aaoroino triuwpbeat
above rmperors, proud* indifferent* enduring* re-
lentlessly spurning the hot dust of pose* Hot
duet clouds up about them* but not one particle
sticks to their gilded manes* lust is nothing* a
acre awoke of disappearing hours* slowly they
vPflr W^ ^* ^* ^^^* ^^^^^i^ ^*» ^W 4S ^^•^I^^^^^P Ww*^^ w ^^^^fcW W^m^Ntto W/ vftSSMir ^^^S^^MW^**rW* WSamaie^

passoo \ .;,. , NNvlbiaf, **•*« Ms*** |Mm UU*v wind*

People go and come in the streets of ?;ome,
ahuffling over the basalt paving-stones in their
high lateheted saadale* shlte and purple, like
the white sun and the purple shadows, the senators
pass, followed by a crowd of slaves* avea of
b»own«coatsd populace efface theaaalvea before a
litter, carried by eight cappadoclans in light-red
tunice | as it coves alon , there is a flicker of
a violet stole and the bloving edge of a palls of
sky-white oiue. a lady. goinw: to the bath"to lie
for an hour in the crimson and wine-red reflections
of a marble chamber* to glide over a floor of green
and white stones into a Carraran basin, where the
green and blue water will cover her rose and blue-
veined flesh with a slipping veil* Aqua Claudia*
aqua Virgo* Aqua arcia, drawn from the hills to
lie against a woman's body* nor breasts round
hollows for themselves in the akygreen water, her
fingers sift the pale water and drop it from her as
a lark drops notes backwards into the sky* The
lady Ilea against the lipping water* supine and
Indolent* a pomegranate, a passion-flower* a silver
flames lily* lapped* slapped, lulled* by the ripples
which stir under her faintly moving hands*

Later* beneath a painting of twelve dancing
girls upon a gold ground* the slaves will anoint her
with cassia* or nakte* or spikenard* or balsam* and
aha will go home in the swaying litter to eat the



they br
thirty
Bale*,
" orael
favourite
ttlllfWI

tongue* of red flamingoes, and drink honey-wine
flavoured with far-smelling mint*

_iee ravish Egypt ior her entertainmentf
her rosea from Alexandria at a cost of
aand pounds. ¥et she would rather be N
la so restricted in one's pleasures in

, games are not until next week, and her
gladiator, saxoa, is in training ,uat now,
tine drags* vhe lady lags owr her quail
ika* eggs. How dull it is* hite, and

blue, and stupid. Home J

.moke flutters and veers from the top of the

Temple of Vesta, ltar smoke winding up to the

gilded horses as they tread above Rome* Below-
laughing, jangling, pushing and rushing* Two carta

are Jammed at a street corner, and the oaths of the

drivers mingle, and snap, and corrode, like hot
fused metal, one against another* They hies and
eputter, making a confused chord through which the

squeal of a derrick winding up a granite slab

pierces, shrill and nervous, a sharp boring sound,

shoring through the wide* white light of the soman
sky* People are selling things t matches, broken
glass, peas, sausages, cakes* a string of donkeys*

with panniers loaded with red asparagus and pale*
green rue# minces past the derrick, the donkeys
squeese, one by one, with little patting feet,
between the derrick and the choked crossing* •Hoy

I

Gallus, have you heard that Caocar has paid a
million sestertii for a anrrhine vase* It la green

mad a tit*"* Haked like a prtmf mat—« am hag tho

head of :inerva out in it, sharp aa a signet*' ' nC

alio has a better right indeed, now teat itus has
conquered judea* He will be hare next week* they
any* and than wo shall have a triumph worth looking
at* 1 fF*moue indeed, we need something* It's

been abominably monotonous lately* "hy, there was

not enough blood apUlod in the games laat week to

give one the leant appetite* I'm As—

r

i ft stale, for

rtill, over Rome, the white sun sails the blue,

atretching sky, casting orange and purple striae

down upon the marble city, cool and majestic, be-

tween cool hills, white and omnipotent, dying of



langour, amusing herself for ft scimnt with the
little boats floating UP tho ibar bringing the
good grain of Carthage* than relaxed and falling aa
water falls, dropping into the bath* esk *s
water; without contour aa water} colourless aa
water} Borne bathea, and relaxes, and melts* Fluid
and fluctuatlnc, a liquid city pouring itself bank
into the streams of the earth* And above* on the
Area of Eero, hard, metallic, firm* cola, and
permanent, the bronae horses trot slowly, not
moving, and the ooon casts the fice-edged
of their, down upon the paving- stones*

Hills of the city: rincian, aquiline,
ceellan* aventin©, the erlffiaon tip of the sun burns
against you, and you start into sudden clearness
and glow red, red-gold* saffron, gradually diminish-
ing to an outline of blue* The sub neurits over
Poms, and the Arch of Augustus glitters like a cleft
pomegranate} the Temples of Julius Caesar, castor,
and r. aturn, turn carbuncle, and rose, and diamond*
Columns divide into double edges of flash and
shadow} doaws glare, inverted beryls hanging over
arrested scintillations* he fountalaa flake and
fringe with the scatter of the sun* The mosaic
floors of atriums are no longer atone, but variegat-
ed fire} higher, on the walls, the pictures painted
Id the white earth of Melos, the red earth of sinope,
the yellow ochre of Attica, erupt Into flams* The
legs of satyrs jerk with desire, the dancers whirl
in torch-bright involutions* Orapea split and
burst, spurtlug spots and sparks of sun*

It is morning in Home, and the bronae horses on
the Arch of Sero trot quietly forward without mov-
ing, but no one can see them, they are only a das-
sle, a shock of stronger light against the white-
blue sky*

aoroing in Rorns} and the whole city foams out
to meet it, seething, simmering, surging* seeping*
All between the Janieulun and the Palatine is un-
dulating with people* scarlet, violet, and purple
togas pattern the mass of bi&c: and brown* Hurex-
dyed silk dresses flow beside raw woolen fabrics*
The altera smoke Incense, the bridges shake under



the caking maaa of el£ht-eeors* Ritual 'ritualM -
"-.•-.•« J

• veo now tha tress* |f*j MUUMiaji
noaFTKiTTemnae of Apollo, outeide the gates,
waiting for the signal to march* In the parching
o. ai. :-x>i-nxt.. , HM hot dust rise* MOO cioi.as ftwssj

the city—cn aureole of triumph* «ihe horses on
tha Arch of »ero paw the golden dust, but it passes,
passes, brushing along their burnished aidaa like
wind."

Sow foliowa a description or tha approach of the Roman

legions returning from tha conquest of udea and Jerusalem,

Tha populace la full of tales of strange sights, glorious

deeds, and unusual objects.

"The bronse horeea tread quietly above tha triumphing
aoltitudea* They too have been spoils of war, yet
they stand hare on the Arch of Hero dominating -ome*
Time passes—passee—but the horses, calm and con*
tained, move forward, dividing one minute from
another and leaving each behind*"

The returning armies now pass with the spoils from the

of Jerusalem*

•But tha aim shines unclouded,
and the holy vessels paaa onward through the campus
Jfartius, through the Circus Max&iniua. up the via
Sacra to the Capitol, and then*** 'he bronse
horses look Into the brilliant aky, they trot
slowly without moving, they advance slowly, one
foot raised* There la always another step—one,
and another. Bow aany does not matter, ao that
each la taken*"

After the trophies have passed, the different legions

£0 by* I inally tha sssperor appears*



feva is that tfho falls before pikes and
ir« Is another god, his face and hands

stained with vermilion, after the manner of the
Capitol ine Jupiter* His ear is of ivory and fjold,

green plumes nod over the heads of his horses* the
military bracelets on his arms seem like circling
serpents of hitter flame* The milk-white horse*
drew hi:- slowly to the Capitol, step by step, along
the Via Triumphal is, and step by step the old
golden horses on the Arch of uevo tread down the
hours of the lapsing day*

That night* forty elephants bearing candelabra
light up the ranges of pillars supporting the
triple portico of the capltol* Forty illuminated
elepiiants—and the light of their candles is re-
flected in the polished sides of the great horses,
above, on the Arch of Nero, slowly trotting forward,
stationary yet moving* in the soft night which

over rose*

avanao. to a areas orchestra
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The pavanne in the conclusion of this quotation is a

return to the theme of the first section in italics called

the": leisents*. The second long division tells of the

horses in Constantinople and of the fall of that city and

the removal of the horses to Venice. There is a return to

the theme of the italicised sections called "Beneath a

Crooked Rainbow." Venice and .saint Mark's are described

then the conquest of Venice by Napoleonic forces* ¥he

fourth Itallced return is called "Bonfires Burn Purple"

•

The short concluding section deals with the entrance of

Italy into the 'forId war, the bombing of Venice by

Austrian forces, and the sinner In which the bronze horses

and ftaint Mark's are protected against damage*

The possM quoted illustrate clearly the use which has

been made in modern poetry of the idea of return or repe~

tition of an idea in order to give unity of mood slid

subject as ttor to a poem which would otherwise sees long

and loosely connected, hile there are not the fixed

rules governing the appearance of the themes that exist

in music there is sufficient parallel to call the idea of

return and periodic repetition of themes a method which is

employed in both genres*



MOtERH POETIC TREATMENT OF THE THEME AND VARIATIONS FORM.

A number of works by modern poets seen to show a treat-

Beat analogous to that of the theme and variations form In

music . The form has its beginnings in a simple comparison

or figure, then developed fi-jure, a group of figures, a

set of themes with each more or less elaborately varied,

and finally extended variations in which a theme is varied

through a well developed series of figures and those in

which a highly elaborated "harmonic" pattern is maintained

with slight variations with each repetition.

In the Theme and Variations, a musical idea, usually

complete in itself, is repeated a number of times with

slight variations* The number of variations is dependent

on the composer's inspiration, variations may be divided

into two classes: the formal variation, in which the

character of the theme is retained, but the melodic line

is varied by slight rhythmic clianges, by the use of non-

harmonic devices and figures, or by the use of a different

accompanying figure: and the character variation, in which

the theme undergoes a radical change—a chango in which the

original theme la almost completely obscured and only a

skeleton of the harmony and only the more Important melodic



points remain*

Probably the germ of the variation idea is to be

found in the Pedal Point, a note sustained or repeated in

some party usually the bass* while the other parts proceed

above it.

The next step is to elaborate this pedal point and then we

have the ornamental Pedal point.—a note sustained and
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The Ground Motive. * raelodic or harmonic figure of from

one note to ooo meeeure in length repented* is the next

etnge of 5svelopaent»
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A further development it this so. .a leads to the most

highly •"'eveloped of the formal variation formal the Pas-

aacaglia, the repetition of an independent "melodic idea*

of eight measures in lengths
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poetry la represented "by certain repetitions of lines or

ideas or aa in ' allaco Stevens ' saa Surface Pull of clouds ,

by a fixed pattern of ideas with the aspect of them varied.

i Pedal Point

The beginnings of the variation form in poetry is the

poem which consists entirely of a siaort comparison or

figure without elaboration or developiaent. a poem of this

type corresponds to the Pedal Point in music, but is not

parallel to It* An example of this type is s&ra pound's

Metaphorical fragiaent :

"In a station of the Metro"

apparition of ^hese faces in the crowd;
petals on a wet black, bough*"

Poems as condensed as this one are not frequent* This

more like a cemorandum for a poem than a poem itself

•

The ornamented Pedal Point

The next step in the variation is the poem which con-

sists of a single figure elaborated and developed, such a

poem is Wallace Stevens' The Load of Sugar cane * This

type corresponds to the ornamented pedal point.

•The going of the glade-boat
Is like water flowing i

Like water flowing
Through the green saw-grass,
Under the rainbows;



Under the rainbows
at are like birds,
orning, bedizened,

While the wind still whistles
Aa kildeer do,

Hhen they rise
At the red turban
Of the boatman.

"

This picture of flowing water, green saw-grass, and

rainbows is further developed by a bird figure which

completes and rounds out the original idea. The sustained

flight of this poem is remarkable.

Another example of this variation type is r allace

. 3vens * yuancea of a Theme bj rliliams. In this poem

Stevens has taken two ideas from a short poem by r-iHiam

Carlos VfJUtfN and expanded them. Incidentally this Idea

of expanding the idea of some other author seems to be a

favourite with Stevens. He uses it in a Colloquy with a

Polleh runt and in the series entitled Lettres d'un Solfiat ,

•jfuances of a theme by Williams*

* 'It's a strange courage
you give aie, ancient star;

'

Ine alone in the sunrise
toward which you lend no part. 1

Shine alone, shine nakedly, ahine like
bronze,

that reflects neither my face nor any
inner part

of ay being, shine like fire, that mirrors
nothing.



II

Lend no part to any humanity that suffuses
you In its own light.

not chimera of morning,
if-ssan, half-star,
not an intelligence,

Like a window's bii-

Or an old horse."

The Ground motive

The third type is the poem with a single idea illus-

trated by several comparisons. This corresponds to the

Ground Motiv ... In this case the figures are practically

undeveloped. In "allaoe Stevens* The v inc p.hifta , the

theme is stated at the beginning, then between every il-

lustration, and at the end. This repetitlonal idea may be

a beginning of a set form which has its most complete de-

velopment in : ___ r urface Full of clouds , or what I have

chosen to call the Chaconne in poetry*

"The ^ind Shifts"

"This is how the wind shifts:
Like the thoughts of an old human,

still thinks eagerly
And despairingly.
The wind shifts like this:
Like a human without illusions,

3 still feels Irrational things within her.
The wind shifts like this:

e humans approaching proudly,
Like humans approaching angerly,

.Is is how the wind shifts:
Like a huajan, heavy and heavy,
Who does not care.



The next illustration Wallace Stevens' Lunar Paraphrase .

i* practically the nana as the above with the repetitions
of the these onittea. it is a little more subtle.

"The moon is the mother of pathos and pity,

When, at the wearier end of November.
Her old light moves along the branches.
Jeeoly, slowly, depending upon them:
t*en jhe body of Jesus hangs in a pallor,Humanly near, and the figure of Mary,

H^?Kd
2?

b
?
ho&r-*™^> shrinks in a shelter

*E? oL?^v,
le£iVes

'
that Mve rotted a*« ^llen;en over the bouses, a golden illusion

Brings back an earlier season of quietAnd quieting dreams in the sleepers in darkness-

The noon is the mother of pathos and pity."

In Tallace rtowns* Theory the theme Is expanded and
illustrated in the barest of terms. All the unessential*
are so cut away as to make it almost obscure, it is a
splendid example of condensation and concentration.

ff
I am what Is aroun.

understand this.
One is not a duchess

mndred yards frorr a carriage*

These, then are portraits:
A black vestibule;
A high tx*d sheltered by curtains.

These are merely instances."

An interesting example of Stevens' use of this varia-
tion for:- is Indian niver. Here »s varies an idea, all
nature sounds like spring, and then says m the last line



that spring is not here.

•The tradewind jingles the rings in the nets around
the racks by the doc±cs on Indian River.

It is the same jingle of the water among the roots
under the banks of the palmettoes.

It is the same jingle of the red-bird breasting
the orange -trees out of the cedars.

Yet there is no spring in I lorida, neither in
boskage perdu, nor on the nunnery beaches."

Stevens • Jasmine's Beautiful fnoufgits Underneath the

lllpw has a stanza of theme and then an illustration of

this thence consisting of a series of comparisons* The

theme expresses poetically ir. Stevens's creed. He calls

his work "titillations", pleasant excltlngs without any

explanation and says that the memorable phrases of them are

bits of his own peculiar music. His illustration carries

this Idea out. it consists mainly of "titillations^ and

is certainly marked by a striving after musical effects.

•sty titIllations have no foot-notes
And their memorials are the phrases
of idiosyncratic music.

The love that will not be transported
In an old, frizzled, flambeaued manner,
But muses on its eccentricity.

Is like a vivid apprehension
Of bliss beyond the mutes of plaster,
Or paper souvenirs of rapture,

Of bliss submerged beneath appearance.
In an interior ocean's rockin
Of long, capricious fugues and chorals."

The finest of this variation form is the part IV of



Stevens' Peter ulnce at the Clavier. Here the a. id

ite variations are as stately and solemn as a chorale

variations* The theme is stated, then varied in a series

of abstractions and finally with a complete statement of

theme as Illustrated in the case of I usanna*

"Peter }uince at the Clavier"

IV

Beauty is momentary in the mind—
The fitful tracing of a portal;
But in the flesh it is immortal,

ihe body dies; the body*s beauty lives*
So evenings die* in their green going*
A wave, interminably flowing*
So gardens die* their meek breath scenting
The cowl of winter* done repenting*
So maidens die* to the auroral
Celebration of a maiden's choral*

Susanna's music touched the bawdy strings
Of those white elders; but* escaping,
i^ft only death's ironic scraping*
Sow. in its immortality, it plays
On the clear viol of her memory,
And makes a constant sacrament of praise •"

The Basso ostinsto

In the next variational form several themes are stated

and then developed successively in the following stanzas*

In this form the illustrations are expanded slightly more

than in the preceding* This form corresponds to the Basso

Ostinato. The first Illustration, Stevens • Anecdote of

aen by the Thou—ads , is transitional* it has a single



thorn followed by a ion,; aeries of examples, the last few

of which arc expanded slightly.

"Anecdote of Men by the Thousand8

"The soul, he said, is composed
Of the external world.

There are men of the East, he said,
Who are the Last.
There are men of a province
fffco are that province.
There are men of a valley
Ifho are that valley.

There are men whose words
Are as natural sounds
Of their places
As the cackle of toucans
In the place of toucans.

The mandoline is the instrument
Of a place.
Are there mandolines of western mountains?
are there mandolines of northern moonlight?

The dress of a women in Lhassa,
In its place,
Is an invisible element of that place
Hade visible."

The next poem, Stevens's Gubblnal , is also trans it ior

It has very slight variation and very slight development.

It is an intermediate stage of the poems with repeated

lines. Here there are four lines which are repeated.

"That strange flower, the sun,
la just what you say.
Have it your way.
The world Is ugly.
And the people are sad.



tt tuft of jungle feathers,
That animal eye,
la just what you say.

That savage of fir
That seed,
Lave it your way.
The world Is ugly,
And the people are sad."

example of this type of poem is allace Stevens

groin the ;is9ry of son Jooat . Here the first stanza states

the theme, the decay of his body senses with the passage of

time, and the next three atanxa3 expand this statement.

B
I have finished my combat with the sun;
And ay body, the old animal,
Knows nothing more.

The powerful seasons bred and killed,
And were themselves the genii
Of their own ends.

Oh, but the very self of the storm
Of sua and slaves, breeding and death,
The old animal,

The senses and feeling, the ver-^ sound
And sight, and all there was of the storm.
Knows nothing more."

Another angle of this form is represented by Stevens*

In the Clear Season of Grapes . The ideas are varied here

and the variations are further varied,

*In the Clear season of Grapes"

"The mountains between our lands and the sea - •
This conjunction of mountains and sea and our lands--
lave I stopped and thought of its point before?



ia

1!!*en I think of our lands I think of the house
And the table that holds a platter of pears,
Verdi ion smeared over green, arranged for shoe*

But this gross blue under rolling bronzes
Belittles those carefully chosen daubs.
Flashier fruits. A flip for the sun and moon,

If they mean no more than that. But they do.
;he nountains and the sea do. And our lands.
Ml welter of frost and the fox cries do.

Bach more than that. Autumnal passages
Are overhung by the shadows of the rocks
And his nostrils blow out salt around each man."

Stevens 1 Homunculus et la Belle Etoile expands this form to

the greatest length of any of his poems. The first stanza

as usual embodies the idea to be varied, in this case,

that the evening star is a good light for drunkards, poets,

widows, and brides. The next two stanzas develop this idea

and suggest this light as a conductor of thoughts. The

next five elaborate this idea as applied to philosophers.

The final stanza repeats and summarizes the theme.

omunculus et la belle Etoile

*In the sea, Biscayne, there prinks
he young emerald, evening star,

Good light for drunkards, poets, widows,
And ladies soon to be married.

| this llgttt the salty fishes
Arch in the sea like tree-branches,
Being in many directions
Up and down.

This light conducts
The t .s of drunkards, the feelings
Of widows and trembling ladies,
The movements of fishes.



How pleasant an existence it is

That this emerald charins philosophers,
Until they become thoughtlessly willing

To hathe their hearts in later moonlight,

Knowing that they can bring back thought

In the night that is still to be silent,

Reflecting this thing and that,

Before they sleep.

It is better that, as scholars,
They should thin: I in the dark cuffs

Of voluminous cloaks,
An<3 shave their heads and bodies.
It might well be that their mistress
Is no gaunt fugitive phantom.
She might, after all, be a wanton*
Abundantly beautiful, eager,

: eccui .".,

From whose being by starlight, on sea-coast,

The innermost good of their seeking

Sight corns in the simplest of speech.

It is a good light, then, £or those
That know the ultimate Plato,
Tranquillizing with this jewel

? torments of confusion."

The passacaglia

The highest development of the variation idea using a

fixed idea and elaborated variations results in a form which

is very similar to that of the Paasaoaglia. A splendid

example of this form is Wallace Stevens • Thirteen "ays of

Looking at a Blackbird . Hero the title embodies the idea,

that of blackbirds. The thirteen short poems then present

different aspects of blackbirds,--different ways in which

he has thought of blackbirds. There is a comparison with



twenty massive mountains, the contrast of white and black,

the alei-tnesc of the bird; the hesitant indecision of

blackbirds; the aspect of blackbirds in the autumn— , their

contribution to the total effect of autumn; the identi-

fication of the blackbird with all animate being; a

characterization of their song; the mood envoked by seeing

a blackbird in winter—, a link with indecipherable cause;

the nobility of blackbirds—, their worthiness of respect;

the fact that the blackbird is as inexplicably involved in

the poet's life as his creative ability is; a sense of

vast expanse from the contemplation of a blackbird flying

out of sight; a sudden glimpse of blackbirds against a

green sky so beautiful that the joy of it would cause al-

most anybody to cry out as if in pain; the association of

fear with a blaekbirc?—, the sense of oppression with the

shadow of a blackbird, perhaps the shadow of some deed

crossing his mind; a feeling of movement induced because

the blackbird is moving—, the blackbird is considered

stationary and the rivers moves; and finally a sense of the

bleak, dreary loneliness of a winter afternoon or evening

with the snow falling—, a sense of Isolation in the

picture of the blackbird alone within the warm protection

of the cedar tree* The whole poem gives an intangible im»

press io^, inexpressible and intuitive, concerning the re-



action to viewing ft blackbird. This mood is more akin to

musical expression than poetic. Poetry usually is content

to express something more tangible than this, obviously

the whole set of poems create the entire impression and each

poem is only important as it contributes its part of the

whole*

Another characteristic of the passacaglia is that the

theme is treated and developed contrapuntallyj that is, the

theme is displayed and contrasted with other themes which

reveal new beauties end aspects of the principal theme*

Also the moveneat of the piece is siiiooth and flowing with

only slight breaks. The themes which contrast with the

blackbird theme are. "twenty snowy mountains", "a tree in

which there are three blackbirds", "the autumn winds", "a

man and ft woman", the beauty or darkness of silence and the

doubtful pleasure of sound, icicles, "golden birds", the

knowledge that the blackbird is involved in "noble accents

and lucid, inescapable rhythms"., "the edge of one of many

circles", "green light", "glass coach", "the moving river,

the "evening all afternoon", the snow, and the cedar limbs.

All these may be considered "counterpoint" to the original

theme. They also contain the episodic material. There is a

slight feeling of incompleteness and suspense at the close

of each little section. This may be partly from seeing the



134

poem on the printed p&£Q and realising that there to more to

folio*. There is, however, in spite of the view of the

printed page, a decided quieting and dropping of tone in

the final seetion* It closes like a cadence in music, a

final resolution and dissolving of all dissonance.

"Thirteen ways of Looking at a Blackbird"

I

"Among twenty snowy oountains.
The only mowing thing
w»a the eye of the blackbird*

II

I was of three minds,
Like a tree
In which there are three blacitbirda*

Ill

I blacicbird whirled in the autuan winds*
It was a saall part of the pantocaine

.

IV

A man and a woman
B one.

A nan and a wozaan and a blackbird
are one*

I do not know which to prefer,
The beauty of inflections
Or the beauty of Innuendoes,
The blackbird whlstli:
Or just after*

VI

Icicles filled the long window
th barbaric glass*



The shadow of the blackbird
Crossed It, to and fro.
The xoood

iced in the shadow
indecipherable cause.

VII

thin ©en of Haddaa,
Way do you imagine ^plden birds?
Do you not see how the blackbird
' alks around the feet
Of the women about you?

VIII

1 know noble accents
And lucid, Inescapable rhythms;

I knowj too,
That the blackbird Is involved
In what I know*

IX

When the blackbird flew out of sight,
It narked the edge
Of one of ;aany circles.

the sight of blackbirds
; in a green light,

jn the bawds of euphony
' ould cry out sharply

.

XI

Re rode over Connecticut
In a glass coach.
Once, a fear pierced hla,
In that he uistook

3 shadow of his equipage
For blackbirds.

II

river is laovin,
The blackbird aaist be flyii



XIII

It was evening all afternoon.
It vas snowing

-,i it was going to snow.
The blackbird oat

the cedar-liiiiTs."

Wallace Stevens' ^orrination of I 'lack represents a fusic

of variational forms. It contains the fixed idea with

variations of the passacaglla and a semblance of a fixed

repetlticnal form which I shall discuss lator as a Chaconne.

"At night, by the fire,
The colors of the bushes
AnC of the fallen leaves.
Repeating themselves,
-rned in the room,

Like the leaves themselves
Turning in the win
Yes: but the color of the heavy hemlocks
Cause stridin,,;.

And I remembered the cry of the peacocks.

The colors of their tails
like the leaves themselves

Turning; in the wind,
In the twilight wind.
They swept over the room,
Just as they flew from the boughs of the

hemlocks
Down to the ground.
I heard them cry—the peacocks,

s it a cry against the twilight
against the leaves themselves

in the wind,
Turning as the flams*
Turned in the fire,

as the tails of the peacoeks
vned in the loud fire,

Loud as the hemlocks
FwlX of the cry of the peacocks?
Or was it a cry against the hemlocks?



oat of the wlnuow*
I saw hoc ianets gathered

:c the leaves themselves
turning in the via
I see how the ni^t eamo.
Came su like the color or the

hemlocks*
I felt afraid.
And I reiannbered the cry of the peaeooke*"

This poem amy he considered as e half way type between

Thirteen ays of Lamtefaaft at a Blac&»ird and sea surface

ull or .louc..: , as* it may be taken aa a higher type then

either of these* a type in which all of the reeoureee of

the forms represented by the two poems mentioned are

utilised to form a vary subtle variation form without the

restrictions pieced on the other poeme* I em inclined

toward this latter view* in Domination of Black the form

scorns to arise naturally and above vary few traoee of

artificial conetrustion* hare are about four ideae

varied; leaves turning, fire* the color of the heavy hem*

locks, and the cry of the peacocks* Particularly note*

worthy is the sense of swirling and turning developed in

the latter part of the second division* it makes one feel

as if one ware in the center of a huge hoofire which the

wind was blowing in all directions* Pinning an absolute

form on any poem such ao tills is an inexact task* he

division into three parts and the appearance of all the



ideas In the parts in a semblance of order, particularly

the first and third parts suggest to me that the poem may

be an attempt at a small sonata-allegro form.

The Chaconne

Wallace 5-tevens* sea rurfaoe Mill of clouds is a

Chaconne* It is very definitely variational in form. It

has a set "harasonic" pattern which occurs in every varia-

tion* Ihe theme in a Chaconne consists of eight measures

of harmony. The harraonie pattern-chord scheme remains the

in every variation. In some respects it is a stunt

revealing clever variety with a very set arrangement.

First I shall give a skeleton outline of the ''harmonic

pattern". In choosing this pattern I shall give the words

ox- phrases which occur throughout and are only changed with

each picture.

in that r off T

££ slopping of the sea grew still one night

morning (or day ) deck

The first line is repeated in all variations* All the

second lines involve an idea of night stilling the slopping

of the sea. The third line tells the appearance of the

deck in the morning, its colors and its patterns.
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And made one think of

.^^ umbrellas ,

(suggest sasfi aspect of)

chocolate

green

Machine

Of ocean, (some additional word or phrase

describing the ocean),

&ho, then , (The next lour lines ask the

question, "^ho saw the sea in

that condition? tt There is also a use of the word "blooms"

In this part.)

C'etait (the rest of the line in French, !

French line is a constant feature.)

The last two stanzas of three lines each are free*

They are devoted to a description of the exact color and

mood of the sea and clouds that are being describee.

I

"In that November off Tehuantepec,
The slopping of the sea grew still one night
And in the oomlng sumsaer hued the deck

And made one think of rosy chocolate
And gilt umbrellas, paradisal green
Gave suavity to the perplexed machine

Of ocean, which like limpid water lay.
, then, in that ambrosial latitude

Out of the light evolved the moving blooms

,



13t»o, then, evolved the sea-blooras from the
clouds

Diffusing balm in that Pacific calm?
C'etalt mon enfant, mon bijou, mon ame«

The sea-clouds whitened far below the calm
And moved, as blooms move, in the swimming

green
And in its watery radiance, while the hue

Of heaven in an antique reflection rolled
Round those flotillas. And sometimes the sea

ured brilliant iris on the glistening blue,

II

In that November off Tehuantepec
The slopping of the sea grew still one night*
At breakfast Jelly yellow streaked the deck

And made one think of chop-house chocolate
And sham umbrellas. And a sham-like green
Capped sumffisr-seeiainc on the tense machine

Of ocean, which In sinister flatness lay.
9&D. then, beheld the rising of the clouds
That strode submerged in that malevolent

•been,

ho saw the mortal massives of the blooms
Of water moving on the water-floor?
C'etait mon frere du ciel, mon vie, mon or.

The gongs rang loudly as the windy booms
oo-hooed it 'in the darkened ocean glooms.

The gongs grew still. And then blue heaven
spread

Its crystalline pendentlves on the sea.
And the macabre of the water-blooms
In an enormous undulation fled.

Ill

In that November off Tehuantepec,
The slopping of the sea grew still one night
And a pale silver patterned on the deck



And made one think of porcelain chocolate
And pied umbrellas. An uncertain green,
Piano-polished, held the tranced machine

Of ocean, as a prelude holds and holds.
"ho, seeing silver petals of white blooms
Unfolding in the water, feeling sure

Of the milk within the saltiest spurge,
heard, then.

The sea unfolding in the sunken clouds?
Oh! C'etalt mon ext&se et

So deeply sunken were they that the shrouds,
file shrouding shadows, made the petals black
Until the rolling heaven made them blue,

A blue beyond the rainy hyacinth,
And smiting the crevasses of the leaves
Deluged the ocean with a sapphire blue.

IV

In that November off Tehuantepec
The night-long slopping of the sea grew still,
A mallow morning dosed upon the deck

And made one think of musky chocolate
And frail umbrellas, a too-fluent green
Suggested malice in the dry machine

4

ocean, pondering dank stratagem.
3 then beheld the figures of the clouds

like blooms secluded in a thick marine?

that were shakenLike blooos? Like
off

Froi
;
the loosed girdles in the spangling must.

C'etalt mon ioi, la nonchalance divine.

The nakedness would rise and suddenly turn
Salt masks of beard and mouths of bellowing,
: ould - - But more suddenly the heaven rolled

It bluest sea-clouds in the thinking greon,
the nakedness became the broadest blooms,

..ila-mallows that a mallow sun cajoled.



In that November off rehuantepec
ht stilled the slopping of the sea. The«*», bowing and voluble, upon the deck,

Oood clown .... one thought of Chinese
chocolate

And largo wifcrellas. And a motley greenFUlowed the drift of the obese machine

Of ocean, perfected la indolence.
"hat pistache one, ingenious and droll.
Beheld the sovereign clouds as jugglery

And the sea as turquoise-turbaned Sambo, neatAt tossing saucers • - cloudy-conjuring seatC'etait moa esprit batarde, l'ignominie.

fbe sovereign clouds cams clusterinn. The
conch &

Of loyal conjuration trumped. The wind
Of green blooms turning crisped the motley hue

clearing opalescence. Then the sea
And heaven rolled as one and from the two
Came fresh tranaflgurings of freshest blue.-

After the impression of form I am struck with the brilliance

of the images and their aliveness. I do net think the

sound effects are very smooth or beautiful. They give

rather the Impression of brilliant hardness and glitter.

Undoubtedly that is the effect which *. r.tevens deaired to

produce or he would have made it more pleasing and conson-

ant. There is no particular need for comment on the form*

A careful comparison of the skeleton outline with the

finished poem reveals undoubtedly the fact that .*. Stevens
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Is using what I chooee to call a fixed "harmonic pattern*

of words , phrases and Ideas and that this method of treat-

ment is identical with the form in music known as the

Chaconne

•

THE SONATA-ALLEGRO AND SYMPEONY IN MODERN POETRY

Sty investigation into this phase of modern poetry was

motivated by the fact that many poets, conrad Aiken and

John Gould 3her in particular, have used the title

"symphony* for their works* I had not been Impressed on

reading their works with the fact that there was any

resemblance with musical procedure in the same field. I

have corns to the conclusion that their works would be bettej

if entitled "written in an orchestral manner**

I found in "allace Stevens* Domination of Black certain

features i -sociable the more serious movement of a

symphony, naaiely that movement written in sonata-allegro

form* The resemblances to the 3onata-allegro form in this

poem are rather distinct. I have suggested in treating of

the theme and variations form that Domination of lilacl:

be an attempt at a sonata-allegro fom instead of a fusion

of variational forma. The fact that the poem is in three

divisions, the first and third of which show some parallel-

ism and the second has a measure of development or variatioi
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of the themes in its first part had led aw to this belief.

Another analysis audi as I am suggesting is not at variance

with, that suggested earlier. Many musical compositions can

fee analyzed in several manners, all of which are equally

correct.

The Sonata-Allegro Pons

The sonata-allegro form is the highest formal means of

expression in music. The term applies to the arrangement of

a single movement* The term sonata is applied to a whole

composition of from two to five movements. Any of the move-

ments of such a sonata may fee in the sonata-allegro form.

The following outline will give a general idea of the form:

The sonata-allegro form consists of three sections:

Exposition, revelopiaent, and Recapitulation. The contents

of these divisions are as follows:

Exposition .

Principal theme ending with a full cadence in

key of dominant if the theme is in major, and in

the key of the relative major if the theme is in

minor*

joondary theme in the key of dominant if the

principal theme is in major, and in the key of

the relative major if the principal theme is in

minor.



The principal theme is usually more rugged and spirited

than the second theiae which ia generally lyric in nature.

There may also be short cpisodea or transitions between the

various the;aes. The exposition is usually marked to be

repeated. This repetition formerly was considered necessary

in order to become familiar with the themes before they

-i-volopinent*

Thie section Is devoted to the variations and de-

lopment of the themes set forth in the ex-

position. The themes are not supposed to occur

in the mz« key as they did in the exposition.

Occasionally new materials or themes are intro-

duced and developed. This section Is connected

with the recapitulation by a transitional passage

of varying length.

•ejaculation.

?ir1nfi1ps1 t.hnraa ending with a cadence in the key

of the theme. The theme may be presented with

slight variations but must be recognizable as the

principal theme* It may be shortened and more

concentrated.

.

acondary theme is the key of the first theme if

the first theme Is in major, and in the key of



tho tonic major if the first theme is in minor.

Closing: thexae in the same key as the secondary

theme.

The recapitulation is generally shorter than the ex-

position* The whole form may be extended by means of an

introduction and a coda* There may also be several short

closing themes*

Another Interpretation of Wallace Stevens'

"Domination of Black"

A careful reading of Domination of Black with this

outline in mind will suggest certain parallels which 1

shall point out later*

"At night, by the fire,
The colors of the bushes
Anc of the fallen leaves,
Repeating themselves,
Turned in the room.
Like the leaves themselves
Turning in the wind.
Yes: but the color of the heavy hemlocks
Came striding*
And I remembered the cry of the peacocks*
The colors of their tails
'ere like the leaves themselves
Turning in the wind,
In the twilight wind*
They swept over the room.
Just as they flew from the boughs of the

hemlocks
Down to the ground*
I heard them cry—the peacocks*
Was it a cry against the twilight
Or against the leaves themselves



Turning in the wind,
Turning as the flames
Turned in the fire.
Turning as the tails of the peacocks

aed in the loud fire,
Loud as the hemlocks
ull of the cry of the peacocks?

Or was it a cry against the hemlocks?

Out of the window,
1 saw how the planets gathered
Like the leaves themselves
Turning in the wind.
I saw how the night came.
Came striding like the color of the

heavy hemlocks*
I felt afraid*
And I remembered the cry of the pea-

cocks

There is one thing in labelling this poem as a sonata-

allegro form that is at variance with that form; the length

of the second part. In a true sonata-allegro form all three

sections are of almost the same length* However, in the

sonatas of the romantic composers the development is some-

times unduly extended* I shall now examine the poem,

section by section, with the outline of the sonata-allegro

form In mind*

Txpoeitloi: *

Principal theme »

*At night, by the fire.
The colors of the bushes
And of the fallen leave*

peating themselves
Turned in the room,
Like the leaves themselves
Turning in the wind*"

The theme consists of a comparison of



the coloi'3 of bushes and fallen leaves with leaves

themselves turning in the room*

Secondary theme *

*Xes» hut the color of the heavy hemlocks
»tridin v

There is an interesting pause in the

after the word "yes*.

Closing theme .

"And I remembered the cry of the peacocks."

This thene probably should be classifi-

ed as a third theme of equal importance with the

first and second themes.

As for the balance of themes, the first is too long*

Also there is not sufficient variety in the subjects,

especially the first and second, but this variance from true

sonata-allegro form is justifiable in unifying the mood.

Frequently the second theme is developed from the first as

this is* All the themes come to a definite close and do

not extend beyond the sentence.

The development section opens with an interesting

combination of the principal theme and the closing

theme; the colors of the tails of the peacocks is

compared with leaves turning in the wind* The wind is

also given a definite mood; it is a twilight wind.



The next section of the development group combines

the second and third themes; peacocks and hemlocks, it

also contains the room idea of the first theme.

The third section is rather fugal in treatment.

The theme is the cry of the peacocks. ?ith this theme

all of the other themes are combined successively. It

Is cumulative in effect developing into a "fortissimo'1

climax. The theme, cry, is heard first against the

twilight wind, then against the turning leaves and the

turning flames and fire of the first theme, the turning

tails of the peacocks turned in the loud fire, the

reaction of the hemlocks to the cry, and finally the

cry against the hemlocks themselves. The repetitions

of "turning", "loud", "cry", "peacocks", and "hemlocks"

give this section a great amount of unity and cc

"I heard them cry<—the peacocks.
ras it a cry against the twilight
Or against the leaves themselves
Turning in the wind,
Turning as the flames
Turned in the fire.
Turning as the tails of the peacocks
Turned in the loud fire,
Loud as the hemlocks
Full of the cry of the peacocks?
Or was it a cry against the hemlocks?

Recapitulation .

Principal theme »

The principal theme is slightly varied.
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instead of the colors of bushes and fallen leaves

we have the gathering planets cojqatred with leaves

turning in the wind,

"Out of the window,
I aaw ho* the planets gathered
Like the leaves themselves
Turning in the wind."

^condary theme .

The night idea ia further emphasised by coss»ring

it with the original secondary theme? the color of

the heavy hemlocks.

"I saw how the night caa»,
Caa*e striding like the color of the

heavy hemlocks!

fflae order of theraes is here interrupted with the

insertion of "I felt afraid, an idea further

conveying the effect of night and eerie darkness.

Closinr thaae*

"And I resaeaber the cry of the pea-
cocks."

All of the recapitulation is concerned with increasing

the general iaood and tone of the entire piece. The idea of

blacknesr and night is emphasiaed by the inclusion of the

planets which make the night aeea blacker, the eoos>arison

of night with the heavy he*£ocks, and the introduction of

the element of fear.



There are suffielent parallels between the form of

'•Qialnatio.- -lack and the sonata-allegro forn in music to

justify analysing the poem as such.

She Symphony in Poetry

The symphonies of conrad Aiken and John aould Fletcher

resemble the symphonic form in music in several ways] they

use orchestral tonal effects achieved, through the inter-

weaving of ideas and images in such a manner as instruments

do in an orchestra and they make use of the cyclic form.

The latter element is one characteristic of the symphony.

In addition there are certain types of movement and con-

struction more or less specified, ihis cyclic poetry dooe

not distinguish very much between the contents or the

construction of its various movements. For that reason such

works resemble suites rather than symphonies.

Poter at the Clavier as a syaphouy

In the discussion of the suite I an going to analyze

"allace Stevens' Peter Quince at the Clavier as a suite of

four pieces consisting of a thoughtful, philosophising

"Prelude", an exquisite "liocturne", a light "seherso", and

a stately, choral-like "Finale". Further in the 3tudy of

the theme and variations form I have analysed the fourth



section as a variational form in a measure compai-able to a

ground motive in music and also possessing the nature and

character of a set of chorale-variations, These inter-

pretations are all equally plausible and true even though

they may sees: to be contradictory, m interpreting anything

elusive in form any suggestion may be entertained with

equal weight*

The facts that the poem consists of four well defined

divisions each with a well defined character and that the

order wad arrangawent of the sections are similar to those

in a sonata or a symphony had led me to classify the poem

as a syaphon; . principal drawback to this Interpretation

Is the fact that the movements are so short, in a symphonic

work the movements are usually more elaborately developed

than here. The only reason for suggesting the symphonic

classification is baaed on the type of mood In each section

and on the order in which these sections follow each other.

Definition of The S

The term "symphony refers to a composition of rather

dignified character of from two to four movements, it is

the most popular of the cyclical forms employed in music.

The first movement is usually in sonata-allegro form and is

distinguished by Its intellectual rather than emotional



character. It is Invariably lively and quick, The second

movement is usually slow in tempo, is not in such an elabor-

ate form, and is distinguished by its emotional rather than

intellectual character. The third movement is a dauce

movement. It la usually very light in character* it nay

be a minuet and trio, especially in the older symphonies

or it aay be a scherzo. The last movement is usually very

brilliant and appeals primarily to the rhythmic sense.

The first section of Peter Quince at the clavier

fulfills the requirements for the first movement of a

symphony as just outlined* It is thoughtful and rather

philosophic in nature. It has a moderate though not lively

movement. Its appeals are primarily to the intellect.

I

"Just as my fingers on these keys
,»ke music, so the selfsame sounds
On my spirit make a ; aisle, too.

aueic is feeling, then, not sound;
And thus it is that what I feel,
Here in this room, desiring you,

Thinking of your blue-shadowed silk,
Is music, It is like the strain
Wfcked in the elders by Susanna.

Of a green evening, clear and warm,
She bathed in her still garden, while
The red-eyed elders watching, felt

The basses of their beings throb
In witching chords, and their thin blood
Pulse pizzicati of He-*""



T*ie second movement is decidedly slow* It is emotional.

almost sinuous,

II

"In the green water, clear and warm,
Suaanna lay.
She searched
the touch of springs,

.1 found
concealed imaginings.

3ighed,
<or so much melody.

Upon the bank, she stood
In the cool
Of spent emotions.
she felt, HM| the leaves,
The dew
Of old devotions.

walked upon the grass,
Still quaverir .

winds were "like her maids,
On timid feet,
Fetching her woven scarves,
Yet wavering*

A breath upon her hand
Hated the night.
She turned--
A cymbal crashed.
And roaring horns. "

The third movement is without doubt a dance movement

and I have already classified it as a scherso. it is the

lightest section of the poem*

" Soon, with a noise like tambourines.
Came her attendant Byzantines.

They wondered why Susanna cried
Against the elders by her side;

And as they whispered, the refrain
like a willow swept by rain.



on, their lastps* uplifted flame
sealed /uaanna and her shame*

For then* the simpering Byzantines
d, with a noise like tambourines.

»

fourth awweaaent offers soiae difficulty in fitting

it to the requirements of the symphonic form. It is again

thoughtful* It Is rather stately and lack3 in either

brilliance or- speed of movement. 2 have also suggested

its variational nature. These facts are at variance with

the usual idea of a symphony, but let us look at some of

the works of the great symphonic writers, particularly the

greatest of then:, Ludwig van Beethoven. Are there any

parallels to such a movement in his symphonies? Yes. For

the Finale of the great Third Symphony in I flat major, the

"Froica", Beethoven employs a brilliant set of variations.

So a set of chorale variations would not be at variance with

the practice of one of the greatest symphoniet*. The state-

ly mood is very frequent in the symphonies of Brahms and

Cesar Franek.

IV

'^Beauty is momentary in the mind—
The fitful tracing of a portal;
But in the flesh it Is immortal.

The body dies; the body's beauty lives,
evenings die, in their green going,

A wave, interminably flowing.
So gardens die, their meek breath scenting

e cowl of winter, done repenting.
So maidens die, to the auroral
Celebration of a maiden *e choral*



Susanna's music touched the bawdy strings
Of those white eiders; but, escaping,
Left only leath** ironic scraping.
Row, in its Immortality, it plays
On the clear viol of her memory,
And makes a constant sacrament of praise."

Another feature of modern symphonic practice is the use

of practically the same thematic material in all of the

movements of the symphony, Cesar Pranck'a Symphony in D
minor uses motives which appear in all the movements of the

symphony, it gives a oneness to the work which is sometimes

laekln- in the older symphonic works. This idea is evident

in the Stevens* poem. The use of a narrative gives this

unity, but it is a fact that the whole story is told almost

©ompletely in each of the four sections. Faeh time a dif-

ferent aspect of the narrative is emphasized.

As far as actual use of the sonata-allegro form there

is very little in poetry, although occasional examples may

be found such as the one I have analyzed. The symphonic

form la only used in its broadest sense aa being a cyclic

form, almost in the nature of a auite. Probably a more

satisfactory analysis of the poems called symphonies would

be to call them suites.



THE SUITE 301 POETRY

Originally a suite was a collection of dances written

in the same key. The variety in the suite was obtained by

contrasting the movement of the different dances* Bow the

term has come to refer to any collection of pieces of fair-

ly closely related tonality with varying moods and rates of

movement. The slower dances have been replaced by noeturt

or idylls , some of the faster by scherzos or studies in

dexterity.

Peter Quince at the Clavier as a suite

Peter Quince at the Clavier aeema to fulfill some of

the features demanded by the dictates of musical form and

musical expression. The whole poem may be considered

roughly as a suite of four* or perhaps only three pieces,

ranging from a rather philosophizing, Intellectual movement,

through an exquisite nocturne and a light, rather quizzical

scherzo, to a broad, stately finale. These divisions arise

naturally from a statement of the subject and its Inter-

pretation, the account of the narrative, and the discussion

of beauty at the close.



"Just as my fingers on these keya
Make anisic, so the selfsame sounds
On my spirit make a ciuaic, too*

ifttsic is feeling, then, not sound;
And thus it is that what I feel.
Here in this room, desiring you.

Thinking of your blue-shadowed silk,
is music. It is like the strain
Walked in the elders by Susanna.

Of a green evening, clear and warm,
she bathed in her still garden, while
The red-eyed elders watching, felt

The basses of their beings throb
In witching chords, and their thin blood
Pulse pisxicati of Hosanna.

II

In the green water, clear and warm,
Susanna lay*
She searched
The touch of springs,
And found
Concealed imaginings*
She sighed,
For so much melody*

Upon the bank, she stood
In the cool
Of spent emotions*
She felt, among the leaves,
The dew
Of old devotions*

she walked upon the grass,
Still quavering*
The winds were like her maids,
On timid feet,
etching her woven scarves,

Yet wavering*



A breath upon her Hand
::uted the night.
She turned—
A cymbal crashed,
And roaring horns*

III

Soon, with • noise like tambourines,
Came her attendant Byzantines.

©ley wondered why Susanna cried
Against the elders by her side;

And as they whispered, the refrain
Was like a willow swept by rain.

Anon, their lamps* uplifted flame
Revealed Susanna and her shame.

And then, the simpering Byzantines
Pled, with a noise like tambourines.

IV

Beauty is momentary in the mind—
The fitful tracing of a portal;
But in the flesh it is immortal.

The body dies; the body's beauty lives.
So evenings die, in their green going,
A wave, interminably flowing*

gardens die, their meek breath scenting
The cowl of winter, done repenting*
So maidens die, to the auroral
Celebration of a maiden's choral.

Susanna's music touched the bawdy strings
Of those white elders; but, escaping,
Left only Death's ironic scraping.
How, in its immortality, it plays
On the clear viol of her memory.
And makes a constant sacrament of praise •"

The first aoveaent is comparable to an improvisation or

extemporization. It »ay be considered as merely a state-



meat of theme and a preparation of the listener for the mood

of the story of Susanna. It reminds me in some respects of

the extemporizing which Paderewski does before every piece

he plays. He usually begins his preludising in the key of

the piece which he played last and modulates until he

establishes the key for the next piece. Usually he begins

in what one might call a popular tone, that is, one which

will attract the attention of his audience. From there he

gradually changes the tone until it is in accord with that

of his next selection. The opening section also has some

things in common with the violin solos in Rimsky-Korsakoff *s

"Scheherazade" • These solos precede every narrative section

of the suite and correspond to the "once upon a time" of

the fairy story. Stevens* explanatory introduction is of

more worth than this customary introduction, if it were not

for the emphasis on the story and the emotions aroused by

it, this first section would seem lite more than a prelude.

It has symmetry and balance, being almost equally divided

into two sections like a period in rausic, an abstract

statement of feeling or mood and the comparison of it with

the similar mood awakened in the elders by Susanna* The

section suggests a period* although the relative length

of it is more nearly related to a two-part song form.
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There are no definite breaks In the poem where B
i

plause would be appropriate" • The second section oust fol-

low immediately, but the break occupies a sufficient amount

of time for a further quieting of the tone and mood. The

second section is linked very closely to the third with

only a "hold" Intervening* Between the third and fourth

divisions there la a more definite break—this time to

allow the spirit of excitement and scurrying to relax into

the aorc stately contemplation of abstract beauty.

The second section is notable for its refreshing

picture of cool water, the white body of Susanna, and its

suggestion of statuesque action. y feeling concerning this

division is that the mood is decidedly cool and aloof. The

description is •eaentially pictorial and without esiotion of

any kind. The most interesting feature Is the gradual

fading of the anisic, the pause, and the sadden deafening

crash of the percussion and the brass Instruments.

"A breath upon her hand
Muted the night.
She turned—
A cymbal crashed,
And roaring horns."

The words preceding the pause are all very quiet and must

be spoken slowly. The final word before the T,erashedn

cannot be said rapidly and requires a slight pause after it

for distinct enunciation. Perhaps I read in a decided



with the "cymbal c^ash" but the words are more harsh

and dissonant.

The "scherzo* or dance laovement which constitutes the

third division is the most interesting division of the poe»

wuHcally. It ia eomatructed asore carefully and compactly

than any of the other divisions. The lines and the metre

are more regular—four beats to a line Giving a rapidity

and lightness of movement which is further enhanced by

rhyming in couplets • The moods are very carefully dis-

tinguished is division. They are also very carefully

balanced. : :o first two lines;

"Soon, with a noise like tambourines.
Came her attendant Byzantines •"

trip lightly off the tongue. It is impossible to say it

slowly or heavily. Practically all the consonants and

vowels cannot be prolonged unduly. The next couplet is

less quick and suggests admirably the questioning attitude

of the Byzantines. The next couplet with its reiterated

*w*s" and its low murmuring "s*ss gives a marvelous sound

picture of the questioning and auspicioning attendants. The

mood and spirit of the lines is the quietest in this

division and forms the exact center of the section. The

mood has quieted from the first, and to some extent, the

movement, also although it has done so very slightly, until

it reaches the quietest part In the slightly hesitant



questioning of

"And as they whispered, the refrain
lias like a willow swept by rain."

The next two couplets return gradually to the mood at the

beginning, only with a more nervous spirit of withdrawal.

The Inversion of mood In the last two couplets extends so

far as to invert the first two lines of the section to form

the concluding lines:

"And then, the simpering Byzantines
•d, with a noise like tambourines."

The sectloo is perfectly balanced in foma and in mood. The

whole section comes like a ballet out from a mist and die*

appears into nothingness.

The fourth section is not in the spirit of a musical

suite «a much as the others. The final number in a musical

suite Is usually very lively and bright with little or no

attespt at depth of thought. The first half at least of

the fourth division here Is aore like a stately chorale or

hymn. Its movement is less rapid. It does not attempt to

create any pictoral sensations, nany of the lines are very

musical and lyrical in quality with very elaborate rhyming,

especially the rhyming of ths last two syllables (the last

syllable being unaccented, a feminine ending) as:

"So maidens die, in the auroral
Celebration of a maiden »s choral. n



The last section also strikes a hair religious note in

" t'gw, In Its Immortality, It plays
On the clear viol of her memory,
And Hakes a constant aaerazsent of praise •"

thus further strengthening the parallel with a chorale*

It is interesting to note the length of the sentences

and the variation of length In the different divisions, in

the "prelude8 they are fairly sustained. Each one is longer

than that which preceded it. The first sentence occupies

three full lines and coaes to a close at the end of the

three line stansa. The second sentence Is four lines and

one foot long and runs past the grouping into threes* The

first two sentences forts the first half of this "period" •

The whole second half of the period consists of one sentence

about equal in length to the first two* It rune to seven

lines Ar^s three feet disregarding the division into three

stanzas* The movement time grows in breadth and calmness*

The rhythm is regular and while there is no regular rhyme

scheme the occurrence of "sounds" and "sound", "too" and

"you", "Susanna * and "Hoeanna" with the slight similarity

between "feel" and "felt" serve to bind the division to-

gether. The general tone is on the borderland between the

pictorial and the more definitely musical. The color con-

trasts of the "green evening" and the "red-eyed elders* are

purely pictorial, while "throb", "witching chords", Bpia-



»• aentaneoa m divlaion H a„ ahortM. ^^int-wttod, varied aa to lensth. »*, „, ^ linea> ^
ltaM, thor. t*o santancaa of three llnes .^^ ^"n9S *"* ^ llnM

' «** «-UT two Mnea .„, three ltlWB
tt.1T .met is on, of tiredneea an, liatl.eao.ee wit* .
•liCht overtone of »*«„..,. ^ totH .^ ^
sumnsed up | phrase

"~
cool

Of spent e£K>tions.»

*» 1I». vary greatly m length. SOBe lines contain a.
-ny ~ four feet, others only one, while the ^orlty have
either two or three heats. ^ Is used vary sparingly.
Its ^ is very effective, though, Wuj>e lt thpow8 ^wllef the ooro Important words and ideauu

"She searched

The touch of springs .

And found

Concealed iiBaeinia*.^.

"In the cool

°* spent emotions .

She felt, among the leaves,

The daw

Of Old devotlona."



•Quavering* and "wavering" are stressed in the next itaaii.

Both of these latter rhymes have ftft oxtra unaccented syl-

lable.

The sentences In the "scherzo" are finished with the

couplet except the second which has a seiaicolon. The short

sentences finished in two lines aid in the effect of

lightness and breathlessness. i have already written of the

metric and rhyming schemes of thie ent.

The sentences in the finale are all more nearly the

same length—two or three lines. C£m effect is one of

strength hut not of sustained power- or elevation, it has

rather the feeling of epigrammatic finality. !The number of

beats to a line vary between four and five with the latter

predominantly-. The rhyming is mostly in couplets although

some of the lines do not rhyme*

There are many modern poems written in this cylcical

manner, ro&t of the longer poems which are not definitely

narrative fall into this classification.



tflQHS AHISIKG PROM THE STUTY

OF MO" 1'RY

The contrapuntal or Fttgal Treatment of Poetry

Counterpoint is the art of combining two or more

melodies ao that they sound simultaneously. The melodies

say be in exact imitation of each other as in a round. A

very familiar example of a round is Three Blind nice *

Melodies enter successively and then run along side by side

or point counter point • Less strict imitation and coaibina-

tion of njelodies is the warp and woof of countrapuntal

compositions.

Some modern poets seem to achieve a subtle combination

of themes in such a manner as to suggest counterpoint. I

have already suggeated in my treatment of allace Stevens 1

Thirteen
' vays of Looking at a Blackbird that the central

idea of blackbirds was contrasted and set off by the use of

other themes as the twenty massive mountains, the contrast

of black and white, the alertness of the bird, the in-

decision of blackbirds, their contribution to the autumnal

season, their relation with animate being, their song, etc.

In discussing the middle section of V allace Stevens 1

ror.lnation of ulack I have suggested that it waa contrapun-



talj the theme, the cry of the peacocks, is set against the

turning or leaves, of flames, of the Lails of the peacocks,

and the darkness of hemlocks.

The poetry of Conrad Ai<:en offers many examples of si

method of treatment* The opening section of HI—wn and

the Pool affords an example in which the themes are more

distinct* Here the poet alternates stanzas on Priapus and

the Pool* One follows the other so that both are heard

almost simultaneously. I have chosen this example because

the themes are more distinct in this case and the idea which

is carried further in later works is more carefully con-

cealed*

"• • • was God, then, so derisive as to shape us
In the image of Priapus? * , •

(Priapus? "ho was he?)
Are we never to be left by our desires,

t forever try to warm our foolish hearts
At these illusory fires?
(Priapus* • • • do you mean a terminal figure
In a garden by a sea?)
It is strange! for one so easily conceives
A quieter world, in which the flesh and dust
Are contented, do not hunger, or thirst, or lust* * .

( Priapus 1 ... But, I don't know who you mean.
Do you Intimate Goo played some trick upon us? . . .

I will tell you about a pool that I have seen*

It is very old. It is very deep and clear,
I.o one knows how deep it is,
The ancient trees are about it in an ancient forest.
It is a pool of mysteries I)

• • • It is puzzling, none the less, to understand
Row God, if he is less or more than flesh,
Could have devised for us, walking in Lis garden,
"he delicate imperfections of this mesh* • •



{hen It is clear, the pool reflects the trees-
Look down, erne you will see the flight of a bird
Among the wavering boughs! But when a breeze
Comes slowly from that wood, the pool is stirred,
And a shadow like the skeleton of a cloud
Shivers like a '"host across it, puffs and passes. .

When it is still* the sky corses back again,
And at the fringes it reflects the grasses.)

• • • ssust we always, like Priapus in a wood,
In the underbrush of our perplexities,
Pursue our maidens—pursuer and pursued? ...
(I will not say it is not sometimes troubled!
It is very old; strange things are imaged there.
Out of its depths at night the stars have bubbled;

d into its depths maidens have hung their hair.
Leaves have fallen into it without number
nd never been found again.

; Irds have sung above it in the ancient trees.
Anc7 sometimes raindrops fall upon it, and then
There are rings of silver upon it, spreading and

fadir
Delicately intersecting. ...
But if you return again when the sky is cloudless,
You will find it clear again, and coldly reflecting.
Reflecting the ancient trees of the ancient forest^
And the ancient leaves, ready to fall once more,
And the blue sky under the leaves* old and empty,

the savage grasses along the shore*)

. . , Priapus, hiraeelf, was never dlsenchant«d. • . ,

n, did God parmit us to be haunted
By this sense of imperfections? ...
(But can a pool reroember its reflections?
That is the thing that troubles me!
"Does it remember the cloud that falls upon it,
Or the indignation of a tree?
OP suppose that once the image of Priapus
Pell quivering in ferocious sunshine there
As he came suddenly upon it from his forest
"Ith fir-cones In his hair—
T ould the pool, through the silences thereafter,
Recall that visi nation and be stirred

j roore than It would hear and heed the laughter
Of a swinging ape, or the singing of a bird?)



. . . VM Goc?, then, so derisive as to shape us

In the Image of Prlapust . . •

(It is vary old, it is very deep and clear,

So one knows nor deep it is

I

10 ancient trees are about It in an ancient forest,

It is a pool of mysteries. J*

An example in which the interweaving of themes is

closer is offered in Conrad Alton's senlln : a Blo.yaphy.

Many sections of this poem are treated contrapuntally. I

have chosen the fourth section from part IU The thaawi

here are the question of whether or not a woaaan tried to

attract him and the work which he is doing with his trowel.

The weather and the clouds are a kind of secondary theme to

these

.

"That woman—did she try to attract my attention?

Is it true I saw her smile and nodi

She turned her head and smiled. • . was it for me?

It is better to think of work or god.

The clouds pile coldly above the houses,

io\. wind revolves in the leaves:

It begins to rain, and che first long drops

Are slantingly blown froic eaves.

But it is true she tried to attract my attention

I

She pressed a rose to her chin and smiled.

Iler hand was white by the richness of her hair,

"er eyes were those of a child.

ft is true she looked at me as if she liked me,

And turned away, afraid to look too long* • . .

She watched me out of the corners of her eyes;

And, tapping time with fingers, hummed a song. .

. . . Eevertheless, I will think of work,

ith a trowel in my hands;
Or the vague god who blows like clouds

Above these dripping lands • • •



But • • • i3 It sure she tried to attract ay
attention? . • •

.3 leaned her elbow In a peculiar way
There in the crowded room « . • she touched

my haftc • » •

The must have known it, and yet,—she let it
stay. . i

Basic of fleahl ;.;usic of root and sodl
Leaf touching leaf in the wind and the rainl . .

Impalpable clouds of red ascend,
Ped clouds blot*- over my brain.

she await froir me sone sign of acceptance? , s

I smoothed my hair with a faltering hand*
I star*ted a feeble smile, but the smile was

frozen:
Per I thought, I misunderstane. • •

Is It to be conceived that I could attract her—
This dull and futile flesh attract such fire?
I,—with a trowel's dulness in hand and brainJ—
Take on some godlike aspect, rouse desire?. • •

Incredible] ... delicious I ... I will wear
A brighter color of tie, arranged with care;
I will del- as I comb ay hair. . •

And the C0i.iqj.C3t3 of my bolder past return
Like strains of music, weaving some old tune

jailed froic youth and a happier time.
ake my sweetheart's arm in the dusk once more;

Once more we laugh, and hold our breath, and
climb

Up the forbidden stairway, floor by floor,
Under the flickering lights, along old railings:
I catch her hand in the dark, *«?e laugh once more,
I hear the rustle of silk, and follow swiftly,

I softly at last we close the door. • •

Yea, it is true that woman tried to attract me:
It is true she came out of time for me,
Came froii the swirling and savage forests of earl
The cruel eternity of the sea.
She parted the leaves of waves and rose from the

silence
rhlning with secrets she did not know.

ic of dust! ;.;us.lc of web and webl
And I, bewildered, let her go. • .



I light my pipe. The flame is yellow,
Edged underneath with blue.
These thoughts are truer of god, perhaps,
Than thoughts of god are true**

The themes which are set against each other in section

VII of Part I of The Jig of Forslin are the rain and the

sights of a rainy evening in the city and the story of the

man and woman meeting in the street and going off to her

home. The opening three lines are remarkable for their

music and their expression of the relation between music and

thinking

•

"Things mused upon are, in the mind, like music,
They flotv, they have a rhyth jy close and open,
And sweetly return upon themselves in rhyme.
Against the darkness they are woven,
They are lost for a little, and laugh again,
They fall or climb*

Here, it rains. The small clear bubbles
Pelt and scatter along the shimmering flagstones,
Leap and itagi
Streaks or silver slant from the eaves,
The sparrow puffs his feathers beneath broad leaves
And preens a darkened wing.

Yet round a windy corner of the mind,
A block away, or at the selfsame place,—

meet you face to face.
You cough with the dust, we hear you say once more,
There in the shadow of a deserted door,
You are cold, you have no money, and you are hungry.
You open your purse to show us that it is empty.
You are crying} and that is strange, for you are a

whore*

• • • Bubbles of soft rain scurrying over a pavement,—
anting from dark eaves—

"here did I see a sparrow beneath broad leaves? . • •



., take us home with you; and when we have loved
«•

;.roked your drowsy hair, aubtls flesh.
And held your golden throat In tho palms of hands)
When we have loved you, and rise
Once more Into aortal evening out of your eyes,
We will be you money; and you may go
To order peacocks 1 tongues, or a little snow.

• • . l-ere is a soothe of foam far over our liands
On le surface • . .

ide above our shadows aJU .a sands • • •

If ,,ou aro really so tired, take ay a;
Is thi3 your door? • • lve 2» the key.
Why don't you sell these hangings If you are poor?
You deserve to be.

... romethlng about your skin is like soft rain-
Cool and clear. . . it reminds jac of many things.
Your e v es, they are like blue wells of pain—
I remember a sparrow preening his rainy wings . . .

He sat under broad leaves, pufi_ is feathers and
winking . • .

What are you thinking?

Bow that you*. are's no use in your going. • ,

ait till the aorniag« hen we have loved we'll sleep,
Sleep is better than v*. . ; and hunger will keep.

. . . pain, rain, rain. All night the rain.
The roofs are we m eaves drip.
The pelted leaves bend down and rise again.
The bubbles chirp and skip.

This is spring* The snowdrops start to grow,
The rain will wash them cle...

This is sp the warm drops wound the snow,
The black earth aches with gree. . . .

And not that it is morning, we fcill go»
"hat do wo care for you—you, o:ily a whore?
Starve if you like* You'll have to end it sometime.
There will be plenty more»
Sell your hangings, pawn your dress, your ear-rin^s.
What do wt care? You k^ow we -wouldn't pay.
That's right, cryl It'll make you feel much better,—
Maauwhlle, we go our way. . •



The lamps ere turned out on the rausic racks,
The concert ends, the people rise,

._s applause behind us roars like rain on a roof,
The great doors close. oeneath blue jkles.
Was this a music? Or di<? I hear a story?
Yet I remember well that hair, those eyes. . .

And much besides, that, nimble even as music,
ngs, flashes, is gone. • .

For a million years the sods have been telling me
secrete.

I do not remember one."

In Part II section IV of The ji yoralln by Aiken

is a very subtle example of the interweaving of themes, fbm

combination o- Um sensations 01 the music and the waltz

and of the contemplation of the murder of his wife is the

double theme of this section. Che ideas steals in one on

the other, so easily that one is hardly conscious of the

transition. The effect is the same as that created by the

eoabination of melodies—one's attention wavers between the

themes which are sounding so that one seems to be hearing

both simultaneously.

"?;e move in the music, and are one with it.
You close your eyes, your fan against my arm.

os, I have though* this tongue of yours had wit.

But are you real, in spite of line and eyes,
And the webbed hair translucent against the light—
You, who upon this music fall and riset

What would you say if as we smoothly turn
To the slow waltz that beats these walls, this floor;
Or S3 we wave past palm-trees Uirc i the door;
If I should mildly observe, as commonplace,
*Yes, I laddered my wife this afternoon*. • •

Would you think me out of tune?



My bands arc red with murder, li' you could see then—
Or were they certain hand. de iay brain?
It it ..cult to explain. . .

Two lovers, one .it walkin beaide a river;
8 cloak and a wet red stain* • •

And a bl ernes gli in along the music,
Between the pulses.—'hat becomes of it?
Does it only cut the ..—or pierce a heart?. . .

It leal xauaic sighs
It muriwurs o: artificial ferns.

And now thoie are and drums, they strike on
silvc

Cymbals are smitten, great gongs clang:
It is as if they did it to drown a zaurder.

he air with clarior, they hide a scream. •

Lo i dance or murder now? Or do I dream?

Ko, this was real, th. i-der—she is there,
Ly er roses where I left her,
1 itl- he* i c;es closed and a pale rose in her hair. . .

Ar i, with • . dance,—or think I dance,—
Thin our and vanish like sound upon still air."

A fine example I -intal treat:aent Is ;.

lot's 1 ._ - -ere the treatment is vary

elabora central idea, tixc woman, ia surrounded by

many ideas, all of which show different aspects of the

principal theme. The wavering between theme and counter

theme is so carefully done that there is no break from one

to the other.

I

"Among the ssoke and fo scomber afternoon
You have the scene arrange itself—as it will seem to

do—
ith 'I have saved this afternoon for you*;

And four wax candles In the darkened ro~

Pour rings of light upon the ceiling overhead,



vn

And atiiiosphupe or Juliet's tomb
Prep^ jv all the things to be said, or left unsaid*

j-et us aay, to heai ttM latest Pole
transmit the i'reludes, I is hair and finger-tips.

inti. >pin, that I i his soul
Should be resurrected only among friends
soma two or L who will not ten ^.o bloom
That is rubbed and questioned in the concert room. 1

— \Qd so the conversation sli
Among Tellerties and carefully caught regrets
Through attenuated tones of violins

d with remote cornets
begins

•

'You do not know how inuch they mean to me, my friends,
An rare and strange it is, to find
In a life composed so ouch, so zauch of odds and ends
(For indeed 2 do not lovs it. • • ; . i are

not blindi
How keen you are!)

.^nc who has these qualities,
-j lias, tma gives

Those qualities upon which friendship lives.
Ho*, much it means that I say this to you—
ithout these friendships—life, what cauchemar t

•

AboOo the windings of the violins
And the ariettes
Of cracked cornets
Inside my brain a dull tom-tom begins
ADsur .iuiering a prelude of its own,
Capricious isonotone
That is at least one definite false note.
—Let ue take the air, in a tobacco trance,

vS
£l£i Jre late eveats,
Correct our watcnes by the public clocks.
Then sit for half an hour and driak our bock3.

II

Now that lilacs are in bloom
She has a bowl of lilacs in her roes

. ists one in h&r fingers while she talks,
fAh, my friend, you do not know, you do not Know
??hat life is, you should hold it in your hands*;

twisting the lilac stalks)
. , you it flow,

nth Is cruel, ~as no remorse
And smiles at situations which It cannot see.*



I smile, of cour-
o on

•ye 11 sunsets, that somehow recall
My buried life, and. Pari, the ;;prii

I f 'treaaurably at peace, and fin' vorld
To be wonderful and youtnful, after all.'

the voice returns like the insistent out-of-tune
Of a broker, violin on an ait^rnoon:
*I i -ays sure that you stand

My feolings, always sure ti*at you feel,
r,ure that across tiie gulf you reach your hand.
You are lnvulnerafc illes 1 heel.

will go on, &n& w! a have ailed
You can say: at this point many a one lias failed.

'But what have I, but what have I, ray friend,
To give you, what can you receive from ae?
Only the friendship the s^.pathy
Of one about to reach her Journey's ei

I shall sit here, serving tea to friends. • • .'

I take ray hat: how can I snake a cowardly amends
For what she has said to rml

a will see si« any morning in the park
the comics the sporting page.

Particularly I reisark
countess goes upon the stage.

i ,-ek was murdered at a Polish dance,
Another bank defaulter has confessed.
I ke countenance,

ata self-possessed
•a a street piaao, aaochanical and tired,

Peiterates sorae worn-out cost

ith ; . 11 of hyaci b the garden,
ailing things that ot have desir

i these ideas right or wt>;

III

The ect ht comes down; returning aa before
?ept for a slight sensation of being ill at ease

I mount the stairs and turn the handle of the door
And feel as if I had mounted on my hands and knees.



'And so yo. id; am' when do you return?
But that's a useless question.
You hardly kr i are ack;
You will find so much to learn.'
My sails falls heavily anon bric-a-brac.

:haps you can write to me.'
My self-possession flares up for a 3©coad;
This is as I had re id.

'I have been wonderii. .quently of late
at our beginnings never know our endsi)

*"hy we have not developed into friends.'
I feel like one who smiles, and turning shall remark
Suddenly, his expression in a glas.

•possession gutters; we are really in the dark.

'For everybody said so, all our friends,
all \ 3late

•SMtaod*So closely! I ;7yself cai: hardly 1

must leave it now to fat
You will write, at any rate.
Perhaps it is not too late.
I shall sit here, serving tea to friends.'

And I must borrow every chancing shape
To find expression . . . dance, dance
Like a dancing bear,
Cry like a parrot, chatter like an ape. ...
Let us take the air, in a tobacco trance—
Weill a; t if e' ould afternoon,
Afternoon gray and snjoky, eve.. yellow am- rose;

; and leave me silt in hand
ith the smoke coming down abovo the housetops;

Doubtful, for quite a v,

Mor knowin;: vhat to feel or if I understa..

Or ,er wise or foolish, tardy or too soon. . •

'ould she not have the adv jer all?
This music is successful with a dying fall
How that we talk of dying—
And should I have the right to smile? 11

These examples show the manner in which modern poets

have combined ideas in a section in such a fashion that the

theaee woave and interweave so carefully that both themes



to be sounding simultaneously. Such combination of

Mi is exactly the mom method which is used by compose

in the construction of contrapuntal compositions*

Tonal Effects in Modern Poetry

poets, especially Vachel Lindsay, carl

Sandburc* linor • ylie, and Amy Lowell, have experimented

with tonal effects* Their effects fall into several dif-

ferent classes; those which use onomatopoeia developed

through the use of syllalbes, sometimes merely nonsense

syllables, those which use the same means in an attempt to

reproduce sounds resembling those in "jaws", those in which

very beautiful, subtle tonal pictures, and those in which a

special effect derived from the French of Paul port is

•ployed* All of these classes come under the general head"

lng of onomatopoeia* The only reason for distinguishing

between classes is the use which has been made of the

method*

Vachel Lindsay has experimented widely with the use of

words, syllables, and nonsense words for the creation of

tonal effects* An excellent example is to be found in his

The Kallyope Yell * He is trying to create the impression

of listening to the boundless energy and exuberant dis-

sonances of a circus calliope. The break in the music of



the second stanza I have quoted la very amusing and charac-

teristic. It is accomplished by the use of the question,

•What?", and the extreme shortness of the line* The effect

of escaping steam is obtained by the use of the letter *e"

and the vowel sound in "earn".

II

"I an the Gutter Erea ,

>, born of stoats,

Tooting joy, tooting hope*
I am the Kallyope*

• illy willy willy wah HOOl
See the flags: snow-white tent,
See the bear and elephant,
See the monkey jump the rope,
Listen to the Kallyope, Kallyope,

Kallyope

i

Soul of the rhinoceros
And the hippopotamus
(listen to the lion roari)
jaguar, cockatoot,
Loons, owls,
Loot, Hoot-*
Listen to the lion roar,
Listen to the lion roar,
Listen to the lion R-o-A-R*
Hear the leopard cry for gore,
illy willy willy wah HOOl

Hail the bloody Indian band,
Bail, all hail the popcorn stand,
Hail to Barnum ,s picture there,
People *s idol everywhere,
hoop, whoop, whoop, WBOGF.
Music of the mob am I,
Circus day's tremendous cry:—
I am the Kallyope, Kallyope, Kallyope!
Hoot, toot, hoot toot, hoot toot, hoot toot,
rilly willy willy wah HOOl
Sixz, fizz* . • •

III

Born of mobs, born of steam,
Listen to my golden dream.



Listen to ay golden dream,
Listen to my 0-0-3..- -. - - - «.Awfi |.hoop whoop whoop whoop WEOOPJI»lll blow the proud folk low,
Humanize the dour and alow,
I will shake the proud folk down,
(Listen to the lion roar I)

illy willy willy wah HOOl
«team shall work melodiously,
Brotherhood increase,

ror fifty cents apiece.
illy willy willy nh

Every day a circus day.

Wfcat?

ell, almost every day.
Hovermore the sweater's den,
saverwere the prison pen.
Gone the war on land and sea
That aforetime troubled men.
Bations all in amity,
liappy in their plumes arrayed

2LSV ?5 ?
rieht 8t3Poet P**ade.*«aa» a-piaying every day.

tag*

Wall, almost every day.

M??^?!?*11???*' Kallyope, Kallyope!illy willy willy wah HOOl
*«*••

Ijot, toot, hoot, toot,
T/hoop whoop whoop whoop

Ull7 ?J
ily *U1y„»*h HOOl

isz, fizz. ...»
in Lindsay's £he santa Fe Trail (a Humores^ue) th#

attempt to Cive the sounds of all kinds of automobile horns
is very effective. Another passage consists of the names
of towns called off in the faahion of a train-caller in a
Union repot.



"Hark to the calm-horn, balm-horn, psalia-
horn*

Bark to the faint-horu, quaint-horn* saint'
horn • • • •

Hark to the pace-horn, chase-horn, race-

Ho for the tear-horn, scare-horn, dare-
horn,

Ho for the gay-horn, dark-horn, bay-horn*
Ho for Kansas, land that restores us
When the houses choke us, and great books

bore usl
Sunrise Kansas, harvesters' Kansas,
A million men have found you before us*
A million men have found you before us.

On each snapping pennant
A big black namej—
The careering city
Whence each car came.
They tour from Memphis, Atlanta, savannah,
Tallahassee and Texarkana.
They tour from St. Louis, coludbus, naiiistee,
They tour from Peoria, Lavenport, Kankakee.
Cars from concord, Niagara, Boston,
Cars from Topeka, u<poria, and Austin.
Cars from Chicago, Hannibal, Cairo.
Cars from Alton, oswego, Toledo.
Cars from Buffalo, Kokomo, Delphi,
Cars from Lodi, carmi, Loami.
Ho for Kansas, land thrt restores us
When houses choke us, and great books bore usl
HJhile I watch the highroad
And look at the sky.
While X watch the clouds in amazing grandeur
Roll their legions without rain
Over the blistering Kansas plain—
' hile I sit by the milestone
And watch the sky,
The United States
Goes by.

Listen to the iron-horns, ripping, racking.
Listen to the quack-horns, slack and clacking.
Vay down the road, trilling like a toad.



Here domes the dice-born, here comes the
vice-horn,

Hera cones the snarl-horn, brawl-horn, lewd-
born,

ollowed by the prude-horn, bleak and

(Some of them from Kansas, some of them
from Kansas.)

Here comes the bod-horn, plod-born, sod-

Kevermore-to-roam-born, loam-born, home-
horn.

(Some of them from Kansas, some of then
from Kansas.)

Listen to the Iron-horns, ripping, racking*
Listen to the wise-born, desperate-to-advise

Liaten to the fast-horn, kill-horn, blaat-

anfflers open on a score of cars
With wonderful thunder,
CRACK, CRACK, K,

CK» CRACK-CEAC
.CK, CRACK, CF, .'.,

Listen to the gold-horn . . .

Old-born ...
Cold horn ...

Then far in the west, as in the beginning.
Dim in the distance, sweet in retreating,
Bark to the faint-horn, quaint-horn, saint-

bMMg
Bark to the cala-hom, balm-horn, psalm-

The whole of $be Congo by Lindoay is a remarkable union

of sound, imagery, and thought content. The Imagery and the

sound are particularly fine and are both accomplished in-

separably. The second section, dealing with their irrepres-

sible high spirits, shows these sound-imagery pictures are



well developed* The description of the juba and the cake-

walk are real and the rhythm and snap of the lines supple-

ments and fills out the picture* The alternating passages

with the negro fairyland and the witch doctors are almost

aw effective.

"Wild crap-shooters with a whoop and a call
Danced the juba in their gambling hall
and laughed fit to kill, and shook the town.
And guyed the policemen and laughed them down
Ith a boomlay, boomlay . boomlay, BOOM*

THEM I SAW 7EC COIKK), CREEPBiG THROUGH Til BL G ,

CUTTHIO TE -OlEftSf WITH A GOLSEH TRAC *

A negro fairyland swung into view.
A minstrel river

ire dreams cone true.
The ebony palace soared on high
Through the blossoming trees to the evening sky.
The inlaid porches and easements shone
With gold and ivory and elephant-bone.
And the black crowd laughed till their sides were

sore
At the baboon butler in the agate door.
And the well-known tunes of the parrot band
That trilled on the bushes of that magic land*

A troupe of skull-raced witch-men came
Through the agate doorway in suits of flame.
Tea, long-tailed coats with a gold-leaf crust
And hats that were covered with diamond-dust
And the crowd in the court gave a whoop and a call
Aod danced the juba from wall to wall.
But the witch-men suddenly stilled the throng
With a stern cold glare, and a stern old song:—
•immbo-Juntoo will hoo-doo-you. * . . •

Just then from the doorway, as fat as shotes.
Came the cake-walk princes in their long red coats,
Canes with a brilliant lacquer shine.
And tall silk hats that were red as wine.
And they pranced with their butterfly partners there.
Coal-black maidens with pearls in their hair,
Knee-skirts trimmed with the jessamine sweet.
And bells on their ankles and little black-

feet.



And the couples railed at the chant and the frown
Of the witch-men lean, and laughed them down*
(Oh, rare was the revel, wmA well worth while
That aiade those glowering witch-soon smile*)

The cake-walk royalty then began
TO walk for a cake that was tall as a man

the tune of "Boomlay, boomlay, Boom,"
While the witch-men laughed, with a sinister air.
And sang with the scalawags praneiay there:—

Ik with care, walk with caro.
Or SSuabo-Jtuooo, God of the Congo,
And all of the other Gods of the Congo,
mmbo-Jumbo will hoo-doo you.
Beware, beware, walk with care,
Boomlay, boomlay, boomlay, boom*
Boomlay, boomlay, boomlay, boom.
Boomlay, boomlay, boomlay
Boomlay, boomlay, boomlay,
Boom.*
(Oh, rare was the revel, and well worth while
That made those glowering witch-men smile.)"

The use of onomatopoeia for "jasx" effects has been

attempted by carl Sandburg in Jags Fantasia . The poem is

quite successful in giving the sound of different instru-

ments of a jaxz orchestra—the drums, the banjoes, the

"long cool winding saxophones", the trombones, aad various

percussion instruments. The mood of the blues Is well de-

veloped in addition to the instrumental sound effects.

"Brute on your drums, batter on your banjoes,
sob on the long oool winding saxophones.
00 to it, jassmen*

Sling your knuckles on the bottoms of the happy
tin pans, let your trombones ooze, and go husha-
husha-hush with the slippery sand-paper*

Boan like an autumn wind, high in the lonesome tree-
tops, moan soft like you wanted somebody terribl s

cry like a racing car slipping away from a motorcycle



cop, bang-bang! you jazzmen, bang altogether drums,
traps, banjoes, horns, tin cans—make two people
f igiit on the top of a stairway and scratch each
other's eyes in a clinch tumbling down the stairs*

Can the rough stuff* • • now a Mississippi
pushes up the night river Yvith a hoo-hoo-hoo-oo.
and the green lanterns calling to the high soft
stars • . • a red raoon rides on the hoops of the
low river hills • • • go to it,

A SPE'fcck of Sljpbora Jagg in Sandburg's Good Morning,

>rica is in the same vein, There is not so naich attempt

to give orchestral tiabre as there is to give the mood of

the piece. The "happy" is an orchestral rhythmic effect*

"Are you happy? it's the only
way to be, kid.
Tee, be happy, it's a good nice
way to be.
But not happy-happy, kid, don't
be too doubled-up doggone happy.
It's the doubled-up doggone happy-
happy people • . . burst hard ... they
do bust hard ... when they bust.
Be happy, kid, go to it, but not too
doggone happy *"

Elinor "ylie has used the sound effects of words in a

very beautiful manner* All of her works are distinguished

for their sensitive sound effects. I have chosen several

in which she has been particularly successful, one of her

delicate sound poems is velvet Shoos* The sounds of

the letters n s" and "w" create with the iaagery an effect

of Indescribable silence and quietness.



"Let us walk in the whito
In a soundless space;
th footsteps quiet and slow.
At a tranquil pace.
Under veils of white lace.

I shall c° shod in silk,
And you in wool.

White as a white cow's milk,
More beautiful
Than the breast of a gull.

We shall walk through the still town
In a windless peace;

He shall step upon white down,
Upon silver fleece,

softer than these.

We shall walk in velvet shoes:
Wherever we go
Hence will fall like dewe
On white silence below*
We shall walk in the snow**

In her sonnet Pretty TTords ! linor -vylie has attempted

to give sound pictures of the words she is describing* They

are quite successful.

Poets make pets of pretty, docile words:
I love smooth v/ores, like gold-enamelled fish
Which circle slov.'ly with a silken swish.
And tender ones, like downy-feathered birds:
Words shy and dappled, deep-eyed deer in herds,
Come to my hand, and playful if I wish.
Or purring softly at a silver dish,
Blue Persian kittens, fed on cream and curds*

I love bright words, words up and singing early;
Words that are luminous in the dark, and sing;

irm lazy words, white cattle under trees;
I love words opalescent,, cool, and pearly,
Like riidsuoioer moths, and honied words like
Gilded and sticky, with a little sting."



In the Viennese " altz beginning particularly with the

third stanza Minor r~ylie has succeeded reiaarkably in giv-

ing the effect of the asusie of the waltz, especially in

•how falling, fallings feather after feather,"

are so tired, and perhaps tcsaorrow

Will never comej be fugitive awhile
From tears, and let the dancing drink your sorrow
as it has drunk the colour of your araile.

Your face is like a nournful pearl, my darling;
Go, set a rose of rouge upon its white.
And stop your ears against the tiger-snarling
iere lightning stripes the thunder of the night.

Bow falilnc, falling, feather after feather,
The music spreads a softness on the ground;
now for an Instant we are held together
Hidden within a swinging mist of sound*

Forget these frustrate and unhappy lovers;
Forget that he is sad and she is pale;
come, let us dream the little death that hovers
Pensive as heaven in a cloudy veil."

In Paul Port's Le Roman de Louis XI occurs a passage

describing the siege of Beauvais which has been a model for

similar passages in the works of Amy Lowell. It is an

account of the things which the besieged threw down on the

besiegers, and of the noise which they made in falling.

Ft lorsqu*avec ses gens 11 grimpait a l'echelle, que
leur Jetaiton, dites-moi?—des pouletsV non pas,—des radis?
du beurro? vous etes dans l'erreur,—des agneaux? des
boeufsT plus souventl—des fraises a la create* des melons?
des ealsifis? fii vous vous moquez.—on leur jetait du
plomb fondu dans les prunelles; sur le nez, sous le nez,
des torches enflammees (comme roses ecloses, bonnes a
burner ); et par tout le corps un Joyeux pelo-raelo de meublss,
de paves, d'ardoiees, de boulets, de craehats, d fos ronges,



d 'ordures variees, de petita clous, de grs
d'enclumes, do martcaux, de casaeroles, de plots, de
papinettea or. far* d'aaaiettes, dc -'aurchettes, de poeles,
de cuillers, d'encre* de grai&so et d*bulle boulllantea,
que sais-je? de tombeaux, de margellea, de cloiaona, de
gouttleres, da toits, de cloehero, de cloches, de clochet-
tes qui tintinnabulaient gracieusement sur lea tetes.

Que leur jetait-on encore pour no point mentir?
Ahl :.:aiuts objets moult contoadants, tranchants,

affutes, affiles, en boule, en douille, grenua, cornus, en
scie, en soe, de terro, de tola, de pierre de taille, de
fer, d'acier, arquea, heriases, tordue, confua, tout mal
fichus « rnouatua, rouille alllea, en lanierea, en coin,
en creux, on crible, en croix, en eric, en croc, sonnanta,
criaaanto, sifflants et rooilanta, faiaant humph, ouf,
louf, pouf, bring, aring, tringle, balaam, bottom, betting,
batar, arara, raraboum, bul, bul, breloc, relic, relaps,
mil, bomb, marl, broug, batacl, mirobol, pic, poc, quett,
strict, pac, diex, mee, pett, see, sic, soif, flic, falm,
brie, broc, brrrrrr • * ., qui enfoncaient les cranes,
elargiasaiont les nex, tricotalent les oreillea, ecarquil-
laient les bouches, faisaient voler les dents, les doigts,
lea coudes, les bras, les wantons, les pommettes, mariaient
lea yeux, en dedaignaient 1 'omelette, deaossaient les
epaulea, abrutissaient le thorax* decourageaient lea eoeura,
nattalent I'intrus au ventre, scrutaient une fease puis
1 'autre, en tiraisnt faux boyaux, de culsses cuiasettes,
de rotules billes et developpaient les pieds ou coupaient
l'homme en cinq, six, sept, voire*

Oui~da, encore, qua leur jetait-on?
Des cadavres, dea injures, des :,erdailies et des

fleches?
Bien mieuxl {frissoanex avec moi}—des maisona. 2t

peu e'en fallut que, par-deesus la ville, on he leur jetat
la ville entierot

Amy Lowell has used this same method in The. Bronze

Horses in describing conatantinople and later in the

description of the attack upon that cltj

.

"Constantinople chatters, buxzoa, screams, growls,
howls, squeals, snorts, brays, croa&s, screeches,

crows, neighs, gabbles, purrs, hisses, brawls, roars,

shouts, muttera, calls, in every aort of crochet and



L-quaver, wavering up in a groat contrapuntal
awrour—adagio, maestoso, capriccioso, eclierzo, stac-
cato, crescendo, vivace, veloce, bi>io— brio—brio I

J

A racket of dissonance, a hubbub of harmony, chords?
Liscords? Answer-: ByssantiumJ

Little things,the way of war. jar, iolt, xaud—
the knights clash together like jumbled" chess-men,
then leap over the bridges, coafusion—contusion-
iraps-dsj^s—lurches—blows— battle-axes thumping
on tin shields; bolts bumping against leathern
bucklers, "a Boniface to the j escuel* "Baldwin
forever!" "viva ran Marco!" ruch a pounding,
pummelling, pitching, pointing, piercing, pushing,
pelting, poking, panting, punching, parryir.
pulling, prodding, puking, piling, passing, you
never did see. stones pour out of the mangonels;
arrows fly thick as mist, swords twist against
•ords, bill-hooks batter bill hooks, staves rattle
upon staves."

Miss Lowell has used the same device more artistically

ln £ Roxbury Garden when she is suggesting by means of words

the movement of rolling hoops and later of the up and

elliptical curve of a flying shuttlecock.

fAnd the great hoop bounds along the path,
Leaping into the wind-bright air.

ma sings t

'Turn, hoop,
Burn hoop,
Twist and twine
Hoop of iuine.
Plash along,
Leap along,
Lght at the sun.
in, hoop, run.

Faster and faster-,
Whirl, twirl.
Kheel like fire,
And spin like glass;
ire^ no whiter

Glass is no brighter
Dance,



Prance,
Over and ov
/.bout and about,

Lth the top of you under,
And the bottom at top.
But never a stop.

jut, hoop, to the tap of xay stick,
I follow behind you
To touch and remind you.
3urn and glitter, so white and quick,

nd arid round, to the tap of a stick* *

The hoop flies along between the flower-beds,
Swaying the flowers with the wind of its passing,"

"Again it amounts,
Stepping up on the rising scents of flowers,
Buoyed up and under by the shining heat.
Above the foxgloves,

ave the guelder-roses,
Above the greenhouse glitter,
Till the shafts of cooler air

r.t it,
Deflect it,

joct it,
Then do.

Past the greenhouse,
Past the guelder-rose bush,
Past the foxgloves."

I think that the examples quoted and the fact that so

much has been made of sound effects and so much study

devoted to them that these poets were rather definitely

attempting to convey, through words, impressions and

emotional reactions which are very akin to those which music

conveys

•



Inspired by ..usical Compositions

or by musical performances

Many poets nave triad to set down their reactions to

musical performances or to musical compositions* Usually

they are personal reactions and do not attempt to imitate

or produce the sama emotional effect as the composition*

Amy Lowell has tried to reproduce by means of words the

exact mood and movement of some of Stravinsky's composi-

tions for string quartet. Her success is doubtful* She

says the following in explaining her experiment;

"I set myself a far harder task in trying to tran-
scribe the various movements of Stravinsky's "Three Pieces
'Grotesques, ' for string Quartet. Several musicians.
alio have seen the poem, think the movement accurately
given."

First iuovement

Thin-voiced, nasal pipos
Drawing sound out and out
Until it is a screeching thread,
Sharp and cutting sharp and cutting.
It hurts*

Bump S Bump ! Tong-ti-bump !

There are drums here*
MMgtegJ
And wooden shoes beating the round,grey stones
Of the market-place.
Whee-e-e !

Sabots slapping the worn, old stones*
And a aha lin^; and cracking of dancing bones;
Clumsy and hard they are*
And uneven.



Losing half a beat
Because the stones are slippery*
Bunp^e-ty-tong.* Uhee-e-e ! Tong

!

The thin Spring isaves
Shake to the banging of shoes*
Shoes beat, slap.
Shuffle, rap,
and the nasal pipes squeal with their pigs' voices,

Little pigs* voices
Weaving among the dancers*
Bang.* Buap ! Ton
Petticoats,
Stockings,
Sabots,
D3lirlum flapping its thigh-bones;
Red, blue, yellow.
Drunkenness steaming in colours;
Red, yellow, blue,
Colours and flesh weaving together,
In and out, with the dance.
Coarse stuffs and hot flesh weaving together*
pigs* cries white and tenuous,
White and painful,
White and -

m 1

Tong!

Second movement

Pale violin uuaic whiffs across the moon,
A pale smoke of violin music blows over the moo;

Cherry petals fall ana flatter.
And the white Pierrot,
Wreathed in the smoke of the violins,
Splashed with cherry petals falling, falling.
Claws a grave for himself in the fresh earth
With his finger-nail 3.

Third Movement

An organ growls in the heavy roof-groins of a church.
It wheezes and coughs*
The nave is blue with incense.
Writhing, twisting-
Snaking over the heads of the chanting priests*

Requiem aeternam dona el,Domlne;
The priests whinetheir bastard: Latin



And the censers awing and click.
The priests walk endlessly
Round and round.
Droning their Latin
Off the key*
The organ crashes out in a flaring chord.
And the priests hitch their chant up half a tone.

Dies ilia* dies irae,
Caxamitatis e"t" m|seriae»
flies magj5re€""amftra valde*

A wind rattles the"leaded* windows •

The little pear~ahaped candle flames leap and
flutter,
Dies ilia, dies irae;

The swalhg smoke drifts over the altar,
Calamitatis et^ miserla?

The shurriing priests" sprinkle holy water,
Dies magna et amara vaidej

And there Is a starJF atlllness~Sn the midst of then
Stretched upon a bier*
His ears are stone to the organ,
His eyes are flint to the candles,
His body is ice to the water*
Chant, priests,
Shine, shuffle, genuflect,
Be will always be as rigid as he is now
Until he crumbles away in a dust heap*

Lacrymosa dies ilia,
^ua resurget ex favllla
Jucficandus homo reus*

Above the grey pillars the roof is in darkness**

Miss Lowell has another experiment in which she

tries to give the exact impression the music is con*

veying. It is the passage in The Cremona Violin in

which she tries to reproduce the music which is being

played on the violin* To make the distinction between

the "solo'' passages and the narrative clearer she has

written the latter in Chaucerian stanza*

Part Second

"Rerr Concert-: leister ;lt played,



And the four strings of his violin
?Jere spinning like boos on a day in spring*
The notes rose into the wide sun-mote
Which slanted through the window.
They lay like coloured beads a-rov,
They knocked together and parted,
And started to dance,
Skipping, tripping, each one slipping
Under and over the others so
That the polychrome fire streamed like a lance
Or a comet's tail,
Behind them.
Then a wail arose - crescendo -

And dropped from off the end of the bow,
And the dancing stopped*
A scant of lilies filled the room.
Long and slow* Bach large white bloom
Breathed a sound which was holy perfume

from a blessed censer.
And the hum of an organ tone,
And they waved like fans in a 1ml1 of stone
Over a bier standing there in the centre,

alone.
Each lily bent slowly as it was blown.
Like smoke they rose from the violin -

en faded as a swifter bowing
Jumbled the notes like wavelets flowing
In a splashing, pashlng, rippling motion
Between broad rneadowa to an ocean
' ide as a day and blue as a flower,
Where every hour
Soils dipped, ano scattered, and squawked.

and squealed,
And over the uorshes the Angelas pealed,
And the prows of the fishing-boats were

spattered
ith spri~ .

And away a couple of frigates were starting
To race to Java with all sails set,
Topgallants, and royals, and stunsalls.

and jibs,
And wide moonsalls; and the shining rails
Rare polished so bright they sparked in

the sun.
All the sails went up with a run:

"They call me Hanging Johnny,
Away-i-oh;

They call me Hanging Johnny,
So hang, boys, hang."



I9C

And the sun had set and the hl^h moon whitened,
And the sLlp heeled over to the breeze*
He drew her into the shade of the sails,
And whispered tales
Of voyages in the China seas,
And his aria around her
Held and bound her*
She almost swooned*
With the breeze and the moon
And the slipping sea,
And he beside her,
Touching her, leaning -
The ship careening.

th the white moon steadily shining over
Her and her lover,
Theodore, still her lover.'

Then a quiver fell on the crowded notes,
And slowly floated
A single note which spread and spread
Till it filled the room with a shimmer like gold.
And noises shivered throughout its length,
And tried its strength*
They pulled it, and tore it,
And the stuff waned thinner, but still it bore it*
Then a wide rent
Split the arching tent,
And balls of fire spurted through.
Spitting yellow, and muve, and blue*
One by one they were quenched as they fell,
Only the blue burned steadily*
Paler and paler it grew, and - faded • away*

Herr Altgelt stopped.

"'.ell, Lottachen, my Dear, what do you say?
I think I'm in good trim* How let's have dinner.
what's this, my Love, you're very sweet to-day*
I wonder how It happens I'm the winner
Of so much sweetness. But I think you're thinner;
You're like a bag of feathers on my knee.
v?hy, Lotta child, you're almost strangling •«•»

Kiss Lowell has tried to record her reactions and to

furnish a program for a piece of music which she had heard*

The poem la called After Hearing a Waltz by aartok.



Conrad Aiken in At a Concert of Music, Edna St« Vincent

filllay in On Hearing a Symphony of Beethoven, Robert

Bathan in At the Symphony have recorded their reactions

to symphonic concerts. Carl Sandburg has done the same

for a band concert in his poem of that name. Sam burg

has also recorded personal reactions to individual per*

formances as in Jan Kubelik and Kreisler . The poems in

this class are not of great value except as records of

impressions. Usually from a musical point of view they

are lacking in discernment.

The Influence of French Impressionistic iluaic

On Modern American Poetry

Amy Lowell in the Preface to Men, Homen, and Ghosts

makes this statement;

W
I think it was the piano pieces of Debussy, with

their strange likeness to short vera libre poems, which
first showed me the close kinship of music and poetry, and
there flashed into my mind the idea of using the movement
of poetry in somewhat the same way that the musician uses
the movement of music*

Miss Lowell here records her debt to the modern school

of Impressionists in music.

The characteristics and method of this school is

carefully set forth in this passage from Alfred Cortot's

The Piano Music of Debussy.



•we have been told often and ably what constitutes
the novelty and the technical invention of Debussy *s music*

mention has been made of the refined audacity of a

harmonic language which seeus to elude analysis, praise
has been bestowed on the subtilty of a style which neglects
the ceremonious conventions of modulation and which tolera-
tes between tonalities, apparently most remote from each
other, relations of unexpected and delicious intimacy, and
the marvel! of an art whose substance and aim is renewed by
one and the same stroke is Justly acknowledged*"

This foethod has been followed again in modern poetry

by many authors* The technique of the Imagiats uses it

largely. They place in juxtaposition unrelated images and

ideas without any connecting passages. The resulting con-

flicts between these images produces the indefinable

atmosphere of their poems* Amy Lowell's An Aquarium is a

fine example of a poem treated in this manner* Mies Lowell

says in the Preface to :.len , Women, and Ghosts , the volume

from which this poem is taicen;

"I have always loved aquariums, but for years I

went to them and looked, and looked, at those swirllr
shooting, looping patterns of fish, which always defied
transcription to paper 'until I hit upon the 'unrelated*
method. The result is in 'An Aquarium.

After what has been stated concerning the "unrelated"

method the poem will be obvious without further explanation*

"An Aquarium"

"Streaks of green and yellow iridescence*
Silver shiftings.
Rings veering out of rings.
Silver - gold -

Grey-Green opaqueness sliding down,
With sharp white bubbles



Shooting and dancin ,

Flinging quickly outward.
Hosing the bubbles,
Swallowing them.
Pish.
Blue shadows against silver-saffron water,
the light rippling over the*
In steel-bright tremors.
Outspread translucent, fins
Pluet, fold, and relapse;
The threaded light prints through them on the

pebbles
In scarcely tarnished twinklings.
Curving of spotted spines,
Slow up-shifto,
Laxy convolutions:
Then a sudden swift straightening
And darting below?
Oblique grey shadows
Athwart a pale casement.
Hoped and curled,
Green nan-eating eels
Slumber in undulate rhythms,
With crests laid horizontal on their backs*
Barred fish,
Striped fish,
Uneven disks of fish.
Slip, slide, whirl, turn,
And never touch.
Metallic blue fish,
With fins wide and yellow and swaying
Like Oriental fans,
Hold the sun in their bellies
And glow with light:
3lue brilliance cut by black bars.
An oblong pane of straw-coloured shimmer.
Across it in a tangent,
A smear of rose, blacir, silver.
Short twists and upstart ings,
Kose-black, in a setting of bubbles:
Sunshine playing between red and black flowers
On a blue and gold lawn.
Shadows and polished surfaces,
Facets of mauve and purple,
A constant modulation of values.
Shaft-shaped,
With green bead eyes?



Thick-nosed,
Hellotrope-colouredf
Swift spots of chrysolite and coral}
In the midst of green, pearl,

irradiations*

Outside,
A willow-tree flickers
with little white jerks,
And lon£ blue waves
Rise steadily beyond the outer islands.



CQHCLUSIGHn

In the foregoing discussion I have pointed the relation

which exists between the sound elements of music and poetry,

explained the difference which words make in the conveying

of sound, set forth the parallels between melody, harmony,

and rhythm which exists between poetry and music, and dis-

cussed the origin of both and its effect on their form*

I discovered in my reading that there is a formula

used to and thought groups which is very similar to a

cadence in music, fhere are several distinct features of

these cadences: a close, which uses a very smooth accented

rhythm and containing between four and three accents, a

close which consists of several very slow words which re-

tard the movement and thus bring a thought group to a con-

clusion, a cadence which depends on the creation of a feel-

ing of suspension and its resolution, a phrase of definitely

concluding nature which is used to establish a mood or

tonality and to return to that mood, and the occasional

use of a warning word before a rhythmical close which gives

the listener notice of the impending close*

I have explained the relationship existing in poetry

and music between the compositions which employ the idea of

return and repetition. ^7hile the practice in poetry is not



so governed by rules aa it is in i-zusic both poets and

composers use the same method for the same end*

I found in my reading certain poems which are developed

in the same manner as certain variation forius in music The

first of these types is that which uses a single "melodic1*

idea or single central theme and varies this by the use of

metaphors and elmilles in such a way that all the different

aspects of the thought are set forth in much the same

manner that a selody is varied In a paaaaeaglia* The second

of these types is that in which a set "harmonic pattern—

a stanza form or etansa group la repeated with all of the

important words and thoughts the same, only the adjectives

and occasionally a figure being changed--is varied in the

same way in which a series of harmonies la varied in a

Chaconne. I have traced the steps which lead to these two

variational types*

I have analysed a poem in which the poet has attempted

to follow the sonata-allegro foras and have analyzed and

discussed poetry which uses the cyclic form aueh as is found

in the aymphony* These forma are not particularly success-

ful as symphonies. They are developed rather in an

orchestral manner*

A form which has been used with more success and la

probably the classification which the poets who call their



faonles" should use is the suite. The suite is a

m which in modern music is very free as to choice of

movements and their succession* £Sany long poems which do

not have a definite narrative or are describing different

aspects of the same thing use this form very effectively*

Minor considerations which have arisen from the study

of the foregoing are the use of the interweaving of ideas

and images in such a manner that one seems to be hearing the

various themes simultaneously, much as counterpoint occurs

in aaisic? the U3e of tone color~-onojaatopoeia--for effects

of several kinds, nonsense syllables for rhythmical and to-

nal effects, the use of the same in an attempt to imitate

9$&zzn g a very beautiful and subtle use of onomatopoeia for

very delicate atmospheric effects, and a special use of

whole series of words, derived from the French, for passages

In which there is much action, confusion, and noise; the

attempts to imitate musical compositions and the records of

personal reactions to musical performances and performers}

and lastly, a study of the relationship between modern

French Bapreasionistlc music and modern poetry~*a debt to

the former which is definitely acknowledged by modern poets.

•mis study has brought to light many practices which

are comiaon to both ansic and poetry and has laid a founda-

tion for a better understanding of methods for procedure in

the writing and understanding of modern poetry.
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